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Section A

ARISTOTLE― THE POETICS

Introduction

By Common consent, Aristotle the great philosopher of fourth
c.entury B.C. is considered the father of literary criricism, even
thqugh criticism of various kinds existed in fragments before him.

. In fdct, his most significant literary pronouncements as preserved
in "Th6 Poetics" are replies to his own master's views on fine arts
in ggneral and poetry in particular

. Plato's objections to poetry are to be found in the second,

third and tenth books of his celebrazted utopian work, "The
Republic". A'triart of his idealised vision of life, with emphasis on

, political and moral protection; he fibds poetry more of a hindrance
Ithan a help,.in the moulding of an ideal society. Using the word
. "mimqsii" whichis loosely translated as imitation, he attempts to
prove.that poetry by which was meantthe whole of literature those
days is an illusion. For this purpose he makes good use of his
lowridEory of ideas or Universals. Ideas, according to Plato, are
the ultimate reality. Every object is a concentrated form of an idea
ror it is an idea incarnate. Therefore, it is once removed from'
,r-eality or and is a copy. Slnce art deals with objects, including the
living ones, it is twice rernoved from truth or it copies a copy.

: Plqto unfortunately does not find in art anything that can mould

. 
charaiter or promote the welfare'of the state. So he denounces

all art as initiative, and thereforl ur,.u", and as immoral since it
breeds bad examples set before people in the form of narratives
about crime and wicked acts.

Aristotle's magnumopus, The Poetics, is a fitting reply to
Plato's charges against art, especially the art of literature. Since it
is in the form of loosely structured lecture notes which he used for
his lectures ar Lyceum,. his own school, it lacks in clarity and
comprehensiveness. It is an acrobatic book a book to be
understood with the help of other books. Though Piato andl . istotle
have basically the same approach to Poetry (for L;rerature) as

something to be evaluated in terms of its relevance to the whole
human living, Aristotle believes that poetry has to be admired and
judged as a thing having its own unique character and
independent existence.

IMITATION

The concept of imitation or representation is the very
foundation ofAristotle's theory of art. Though originally propounded
by Plateo, his master, Aristotle gave it an entirely new meaning.

According to Plato ideas are the ultimate reality. Things are
conceived as ideas before they take shape as things. Atree is thus
a concrete embodiment of its image in idea. The idea of
everything, therefore, is its originl, and the thing itself is its copy.
As the copy ever falls short of the original, it is once removed

-from reality. Now art reproduces things. SO it copies a copy; it is
twice removed from reality. According to Plate, art takes man away
from reality rather than towrds it. So the production or art helped
neither to mould character not to promote the well being of the
state the two things by which Plato judged all human activities.

Plato admitted that arthad special charm of its ownand could
attract people very powerfully. According to him this made art all
the more dangerous to society. Unfortunately he was not aware of
its potentialities for good, for inspiring people to do noble things to
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civilize and instruct individuals in their millions.

But, according to Aristotle, imitation is neither mechanical

nor degrading. It is a creative process owing to the use of imagination.

In fact art is n imaginative recreation of life with all objects,

beings, actions, thoughts and feelings within its purview.

Plato's view of poetry is part of his moral perceptions. But

Aritotle views poetry as an independent form of mental activity. I
has the purely aesthetic function resulting in the creation of beauty.

According to him a work of art is a thing of beauty and it affords

pleasure. To be beautiful is part of the essence of a work of art.

When we say that a poem is good we say that it is beautiful. Order,

proportion.and organic unity all go into the making of the

beautiful. The moral goodness or evil does not disturb Aristotle

much even though he has the well being of society at heart.

The process of imitation is such that it brings into existence a

new artifact which never existed earlier. All fine arts remain

distinguished from other human activities owing to the composite

application of experience, imagination, ideals and values with a
bearing upon life in general unlike routine acts of every day life.

According to Aristotle, the media or means of imitation are

rhythm, harmony and language with varying degrees of importance

according to the kind of work involved in the creation of art. The

object of imitatioq are men in action. Divine or semivivine
personages and even animals are included. Men in action would

mean men in mentaland physicalaction within theircharacteristics,

passions and experiences. Poetic imitation is an imitation of inner

human action, symbolozed by anger, gentleness, courage etc.

The manner or style of imitation varies as the objects are

portrayed as better than they are, or worse, or as they really are..In

tragedy the representation is as better and in comedy it is as worse.

The serious poets generaily irnitated noble actions while the more trivial

6r

wrote about the meaner sort of people. While one type wrote humns

and panegyrics othets wrote satirical pieces. The subdivisions of
the three manners or styles mentioned above are such that they

speak ofmen as they ought to be or as they are thought to be or as

they are said to be. In some cases poetry offers images ofthe ideal,

better than that of nature, thus excelling nature. Things or persons

as they ought to be need be taken more inan aesthetic sense than in

the moral one.

The origins of imitation are many. For one thing, the instinct
for imitation is inherent in humaq nature. It is man's inalienable

right as it were. Secondly the process of imitaion brings man a lot
happiness. Thirdly, it satisfies the human craving for finding
likenesses or similarities. Aristotle's theory of mimesis treats of
the perceptive, intuitive imaginative faculty of man. Thus
imitation is ofthe essence of man. The act of imitation is beautifual,

and it results in beauty. It deals with and deals in beauty. It gives

pleasure to people at large. Being persuasive and convincing it q

presents as idealised treafinent oflife, takes us nearer to an ideal

vision of life. Though it deals with individuals, it aims at universal

truth. Since it appeals to our emotions, its appeal is strong. 
I

Imitation, which meant for Plato removal from reality or?

distortion of reality, is manipulated by Aristotle to mearr'
something apparently better than reality. While imitating naturel
art gives a boost to nature in seeking her goal. Every art ort
educational discipline aims at filling "rr.;;;; 

,;,r"i r""""..[
undone. Art finishes the job where and when nature fails, or.

supplies the missing parts. Art, in having aims, and working by a1

plan or idea, parallels the work of nature. When nature makes a)*
horse, an artist makes a poem, an artisan makes a chair, each one,;
complementing and supplementing the others. l

Aristotle's theory is based not on unrealized ideal but upon the

models before him Homer's epics, the dramas ofAeschylus, Sophocles

and Euripides. Though he has written only about Greek literature his
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ideas are of immense signilicance to modern students of riterature.

ARISTOTLE'S DEFTNITION OF TRAGEDY
The Poetics of Aristotle constitutes mostly a study of the funda-

mentals of the art of tragedy leaving comedy out for a variety of
reasons of which the most important is that he wanted to take it up in
a separate work. The orientation of the Poetics towards tragedy is
such that F.L. Lucas's celehrated commentary on it is titled Tragedy.

"Tragedy has six constituents. They are plot, character, diction,
thought, song and spectacle. Of these, according to Aristotle, the most
important is plot. By plot is meant the sequential order or structure of
the incidents or the action that is imitated. He defines tragedy in the
special context of the overall significance of the plor Tragedy is an
imitation not of men, but of an action and of life which consists of
action. Action in Aristotle is not purely extemal act but an actldeed
that makes men what they are, but it is by reason of their actions that
they are happy or otherwise. Further more, he holds that,,there could
not be a tragedy without plot, but there could be one without charac-
!sr."

The plot is the first principle and the soul of tragedy, iust as the
outline of a portrait is more appealing than the flourish of corours.
Life consists in action and not qpalities.

Character is the sum toul of all the characteristics of dramatic
personal. Thecharacters in the play remain distinguished because of
this. Yet their qualities and marks of distinction are subordinate to
and less important than their actions which make up plot.

Diction is the expression ol'meaning through words or arrange-
ments of verses, modes of utterance or art of delivery.

Thought comes out in what the characters say proving a point or
giving an opinion, pertaining to the given circumstimces. It is the
efl'ect produced by speech.

I
Song implies the musical presentation of the story.

Spectacle is the totality of whatever things presented on the stage

with a visual orientation.

Plot, character and thought make up the matter of a tragedy. Dic-
tion and song are the media. Spectacle implies the manner of the art
of dramaturgy. These elements demand integration for the unity and
reality of the play. A play like "Oedipus" not only presents a unified
and significant image or reality but in itself a form of reality.

THEIMPORTANCEOFPLOT

Plot is the whole situation and a good plot is a significant situa-
tion, so arranged that its significance is wrung out of it to the utter-
most.... a situation in which characters are caught, tried, perplexed,

harassed and put to the test by circumstances. This is whatAeschylus
and Sophocles did. Hardy and George Eliot did it. For Shakespeare

character is an instrument for creating situations.

The characters are thrown up stark against the human skyline un-
der the urge of circumstances. Elemenls of Aristotlean plot have to
be chosen and put together as the elements of a picture are com-
posed. It should be accompanied hy constructive imagiiration which
pounces upon something significaurt and interesting in life.

The plot should have unity-a beginning, a middle and an end. The
beginning must have something to fbllow, the middle naturally fol-
lows, precedes something else, the end is that something else. In spite
of diversions and details the piecc should unfoki the author's concep-
tion of an individual reacting to certain social tbrces. Mere realism
does not meet fuistotle's deniand. He is not concerned with historian,s
truth or the analyst's truth. It should be aesthetically revealing. The
poet is not concelxed with whal has happehed but. what may happen.

So it is universal and philosophic.

The poet must have the capacily to discern what is universal, see
Ｂ
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truth poetically and communicate it. A thing is true Ior the poet if it is
true for the milieu in which his characters are placed. The poet should

prel'er probahle impossibilities to improbable possibilities.

The tragic action must be ol'a certain magnitude or size. "Beauty

depends'on nragnirucie ind oidei.'i:fhe'ibiioii oi the tragedy may be

limited to one day or slightly more, according to Aristotle. The action

must be large enough to admit a change from evil to good or from
good to evil, large enough to display good and evil adequately. A
complex action is better than a simple action. A complex action is

one which includes a perpetual or a sudden unexpected turn ofevenls

or reversal of the fortunes of the hero. This is accompanied by an

anagnorisis or recognition of this turn.

A simple plot is to be avoided. Because in it the change of fortune

comes about withoutperipeteia or anagnorisis. Peripeteia or reversal

of fortune occurs when a course of action intended to produce a par-

ticular result, produces the reverse of it. Thirs the messenger from

Corinth tries to cheer up Oedipus and dispel his fear of marrying his

mother, but by revealing who he is, he produces exactly the opposite

result. [n the peripeteia, rightly understood, is implied a whole tragic

philosophy of life. For the deepest tragedy is not when men are struck

down by the flow of change or fate like Job in the Bible, but when

their destruction is the work of their own umvitting hands. For it is
the perpetual tragic irony of lif'e that again and again men do thus

laboriously contrive their ou,n annihilation, or kill the thing they love.

Thus Oedipus runs headlong into the jaws of the very destiny from

which he flies; or Shylock is caught in his own trap; when Othello at

last sees himself as one who has flung away like an ignorant savage,

the priceless iewel of his own happiness; when King Lear delivers

himself into the hands ol'two daughters that despise him and fool-
ishly rejects the only one that loves. All these are peripeteia in the

true sense ol'Aristotle. The most poignant tragedy o1'humm life is
the rvork of'human blindnecs--thc tragcdy of crrors.

10

Pcripcteia, in short, is thc rvorking in blindness tt) one's dcl'eat.

Anagnorisis (recognition) is the rcalization o1'tlie truth, tlie opcning

o1 the eyes, the sudden lighting flaslr in the darkness. The llasir-o1

revelation may appear, as Aristotle poinrs out, either befbre it is too

latc or aftcr... { tcr the catastrophe, scrving only to reveal it, as when
I

Oedipus disc/' :rs his guilt, or Rustom recognizes the dying son he

has himself sll".n.

Peripeteia or reversal is a change from one state of afTairs to its

opposite, from good fortune to bad. Anagnorisis is a change from

ignorance to knowledge. It is best when coincident with peripetia.

Both combined will produce pity and fear which are the typical tragic

f'eelings.

Reversal and recognition are inevitably followed by a scene of
sufl'ering or calamity. It involves a destructive or painful action as

death on the stage, bodily agony, wounds and the like.

Recognition or discovery is of 5 kinds. The first type is by means

of signs. The signs are of dillerent kinds. (a) congenital marks like

warts and moles (b) marks acquired after birth, namely, scars (as in

the case of Odysseus) (c) token or necklaces. To use them for express

proof is not artistic.

The second type is recognition invented by the poet at will, pur-

posively. It lacks eut. An example is Orestes revealing himself to

Iphigenia. In eff'ect il is like giving a token.

The third type depends on memory when the sight of some ob-

iecs awakens a feeling. For example Odysseus hearing the minstrel

play the lyre.

The lburth type is by process of reasoning. "Somsone resembling

me has come, no onc resembles me but Orcstes; thercfbi'e, Orestr:s

has come. Thc last is that which arisc-s li'om the incidents thcmselves

rvhr-rc discovcry is ,nadc by nittural Incans. Such are Oedipus arl,l

Iplrirrcnia l'hc scr:oltl ircst is hrr t'ciisoning.
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PLOT VERSUS CHARACTER

Aristotle holds the plot to be the most important constituent
while character'maintains the second place. By plot be means the

structure of incidents or the action that is imitated. He defines
tragedy highlighting the significance of the plot. Tragedy is an

imitation not of men but of an action of life. Action in Aristotle is
not purely external act, but an inward process, a man's rational
personality. He agrees that "it is their characters indeed that make
men what they are, but it is by reason of their action that they are

huppy or otherwise". "Happiness or unhappiness is boud up with
action not with character". There could not be tragedy without
action but there could be one withour character".

In the drama the characters are not described, they enact their
own story and so reveal themelves. To be deamatic action'is thus
an absolute must. The plot, then, is the life blood of the sction. [t
emb.races not only ihe deeds, the incidents and situations but also

the mental processes€nd motives which underlie the outward events

which result from thiiii, _ __- r:,::{--.-, .. ._

Characterconsists of two elements;-Ethos is the moral
element in character. It reveals a certain state or direction of will.
It is an expression of moral purpose, of the permanent disposition
an dtendencies, the tore and sentiment of the individual. Dianoeia
is the intellectual element which is implied in all rational conduct
through which alone ethos can find outward expression. It is

separable from ethos only by a process of arbitration.

The most important of all the elements of tragedy is the plot
or the arrangement of incidents. "Tragedy is an imitation not of
men. But of an action and of life, and life consists in action. aristotle
says: "Without action there cannot be atragedy; there may be with-
out character". The plot is the first principle and as it were, the
soul of tragedy. A character by himself cannot produce atragedy.
Dramatic action is not aimed at the representation of character.

t2

Character comes in asa subsidiary to the action. The plot contains
the Kernel or the nucleus of that action which is the chief end of
tragedy to represent.

Plot and character grow harder to separate as the plot takes

place more and more inside the character, pnd the crisis of the

drama withdraws into the theatre of the soull

PLOT CONSTRUCTION

In constructing the plot the poet should place the scene

before his eyes. Thus more vividness is achieved. Inconsistencies
should be avoided. The poet should work out the play with
appropriate gestures. He must emotionalize the incidents and his
impgination, must identify himself with the characters. So it
becomes more convincing as life-like reality. Poetry implies a
frenry or madness, lifting himself out of his self.

The story, whether his or not, should be sketched in outline
first and then episodes filled in and details amplified. Episodes

must be relevant to the action. In drama episodes are short. But
these give extension to epic. The story of Odysiiy'is brief; the rest
is episode. Epic poetry should have as its subject a single action;
whole and completb, with a beginning, a middle and an end. It will
thus resemble a living'organism. History presents not a single
action but a single period and all that happened within that period
without any connection. Here lies the excellence of Homer who
never attempted to make the whole war of Troy the subject of his
poem. He detaches a single portion and admits episodes. For this
reason the Illiad and the Odyssey furnish the subject of one
tragedy or two.

Tragedy depends on h istrionics, demands gesture.Therefore,

it appeals to an inferior audience. It is lower than the epic. But it
produces its effect without action even in reading. Tragedy has all
epic qualities. Even the epic metre. It attains its end within
narrower limits for its concentrated effect is more pleasurable than
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the diluted and watery effect of epic'

Tragedy produces pleasure proper to it, it is the higher art'

attaining its end more PerfectlY'

CATHARSIS

"The immense controversy carried on in books, pamphlets

and articles, mostly Getman, as to what is that Aristotle really

meant by the famous words in the sixth chapter of the Poetics,about

tragedy accomplishing the purification of our moods of pity and

sympathetic fear is one of the disgraces of the human intelligence,

a grostesque monument of sterility". John Morley, quoted in F'L'

Lucas, Tragedy.

CATHARSIS IS A MEDICAL METAPHOR, IT MEANS:

l. Purgation in the older sense means removal of impure blood

from the system by means of bloodletting

2.ltmeansalsoapartialrernovalofexcess"humours"based
on the theory ofthe old school ofhippocrates that on a dye

balance of these humours depended the health of the body

and the mind alike.

3. In the modern sense purgation means complete evacuation

of waste products, a clearing of the bowelsystem'

4. Purification in the religious sense'

5. In Creek medicine any organism could be purged of any

undesirableproductbyadministration,injudiciousdoses,
ofsomethingsimilar."similiasimilibuscurantur"or"like
cures like" as in HomeoPathY'

6. Itroculation as a method of preventing illnesses'

7. Excess of anything is unwholesome' The excess has to be

tevelled down. Catharsis is a means for it' In this sense

Catharsi is a dilution of the tragic feelings'
Ig. catharsis is rnltaphor in the religious sense also. In that sense

l4

it means purifiction. Emotions aroused by the spectacle of

evil in ife, moral evil, evil og destruction, wastp and

misfortune are deprived of their evil effect and even made

beneficial. Themagnitude of evil witnesses prompts us to

give up our own, evil tendincies.

g. In the purificatory role catharsis creates a situation in which
' 

the spectators and readers forget themselves and become

other centered in relation to the tragic characters'

10'Psychologicallyitprovidesasafetyvalvefordisturbing
feeling accumulated in the mind'

11. Catharsis means correctio.n of our crude feelings,

refinem6nt of passions and sublimation of our psyche'

Tragedy effects purgation of prty and fear by its administration

of these very emotions, either because they are unwholesome or

tend to be excess. This is confirmed by Aristotle's remark

elsewhere. 
..Exciting music calms those who are already excited".

The process is accompanied by feelings of pleasure'

Milton supports the ideas in his preface to Samson Agonistes'

"To purge the mind of these and similar emotions, to temper and

reducethemtojustmeasurewithakindofdelight,stirredupby
reading or seeing those passions well imitated; for in physic' things

of melancholic quality are used against melansholia". Pity and fear

are the doses by which the tragedian homeopathically purges his

audience into emotional health'

Catharsisisthefunctionoftragedyresrrlting.fromthe
essential nature of tragedy. This is his answer to Plaio's charge

that poetry hhd a radically vicious efect. The idea of catharsis was

so familiar to hirn and his pupils that he never stopped t' explain it'

Let us see how pU is aroused' A virtuous rnan brought fircm

prosperity to adversity does not excite pity' tt merely shocks'A bad man
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hecorning prosperous is ,ot tragic, does not satisfy lhe morar sense,
does not excite pity or I'ear. The lall ol'the villain, on [he other hand.
merely satisfies our moral sense.

Pity is aroused by seeing unmerited or undeserved misfbrtune;
f'ear, seeing the misfbrtune of a man rike us. The tragic hero arouses
our emotions by making us admire him when he endures mislbrtune
witliout compraining. "The whole effect of tragedy tends to the de_
bility of its spirit, reason releases its hold on conduct, emotion takes
charge." Aristotle agrees that it is characteristic of tragedy to arouse
emotions which in themserves are dangerous and unwholesome. yet
we know that tragedy produces rove and admiration which ue as
important as pity and fbar in tragedy. Aristotre answers plato by say-
ing that tragedy not onry rouses these emotions but by the way it
rouses them, effects a catharsis of them a purgation of them.

At one level ofperception the medical anarogy fails. For, tragedy,
in order to be curative, must f*st produce the disease ,o ,urr. irug-
edy produces emotions which in rear life wourd be unpleasant and
perhaps dangerously disturbing.

According to some scholars, "catharsis of such passions does not
mean that they are purified and ennobled or that men are purged of
their passions; it means that the passions themselves ur, ,.Ju..d to u
healthy, balanced proportion. pythagoreans practised catharsis of the
body by medicine, of the soul by music.

The pity that tragedy produces is of3 kinds; useful pity, useless
pity and rc11'-piry.

FEAR IS OF THREE KINDS
l. Fear of horror on the stage.

2. Sympathetic f'ear for character (Rustic spectator shouting to cae-
sar among conspirators)

3. General dread of the cruetly ol'lifb or ruthless destiny.

16' 
catharsis provides an .utlet lbr emotions which pass through the

spectaror ll'ith a harmless shudder, preparing him lbr.life,s disasters.

Hamartia or the tragic llaw which is the hero's own is driven home
to the spcctator as a possrbilrty in human nature itself. This is the
weakness ol'a strong character. That is why we pity him. It'is not the
weakness which is tragic but the weakness of those who should know
better.

Aristotle's hero is a man in action, a man in conflict with circum-
stances which are too strong for him. A man, a little idealised, but
like ourselves battered iurd puzzled by the immeasurable forces of
universe and brought to disaster when he defies its strength or ne-
glects its laws. It is then that he evokes pity and terror in us.

The audience of a tragedy rras such feerings as sympathy and re-
pugnance, delight and indignation, admiration and contempt even
though the general electric charge is discharged by ttre two conduc-
tors-pity and fear.

Thepleasure of catharsis or emotions relieved is accompanied by
pleasure of artistic representation, that of style, metre and music. our
criticism, obsessed with pleasure values, is blind to influence values
quite unlike that of Plato and Aristotle who found relation between.
art and mental health.

Pent-up surpluses of accumulated emotions are relieved by Ca_
tharsis.

Many suff'er fiom not excess of emotions but from deficiency of
emotions. They need to be f'ed emotionally and not purged. Hence in
their case, catharsis is similar to dining which is purgation of hunger
and thirst.

catharsis.justilles m,dern psychorogy in seeing the dangero1'emo-
tional reprcsentations, the need for emotional outlets.

The calnrarive errect .r'tragerry rras inte[ectuar and spirituar <1i-
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mcnsions.. it remoulds our whole view of lif'e towards something

larger. btaver towards renunciation and wisdom.

Pity and fear may be aroused by means of spectacle. But it is

better to arouse them from the inner shucture of the play. Even in

hearing it must thrill the hearer as in the case of the story of Oedipus.

Prepared by

Dr. P.M. Chacko

U.C. College, Alwaye.

SAMUEL JOHNSON

His Life and Works

Samuel Johnson (1709-1804) was a remarkable man in many re-

spects. A great writer and a great talker, Johnson was regarded by his

contemporaries as a sage a man of profound wisdom and wide read-

ing. Thoughbompoorandhe had to endure muchhardship,his knowl-

edge of life and letters was truly astounding. Besides English, he

knew Greek, Latin, Spanish and French and was at home with the

literatures of all these languages. His reading was not limited to lit-

erature, but extended to history, culture, biography, law and even sci-

ence. His practical interest ranged from politics to trade and com-

merce. A moralist and a man of taste, he was also endowed with

abundant common sense. No wonder, he exerted a profound influ-

ence up on his age and dominated its literary scene like a colossus'

All his works were immensely popular during his time. These in-

clude ,Rambler (1750-52) which contained short essays on morals,

manners and literature; 'The dictionary of the English Language' the

monumental work which he single handedly wrote and which took

him seven years to complete (1147-55); the periodical''Idler;
,Rasselas,, his only attempt at fiction writing and which he wrote to

dcfiay thc expenscs in connection with his mother's f'uneral;the Edi-

tion o1 Shakespeare proceeded by the 'Proposals for Printing the Dra-

matic Works o1'shakespe are'. whiclt tmk him nine years to complete
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(1756-65) and the ten volumes of ,,The Lives of poet's,,the first
four of whiih rvere published in 1779 and the rest two years later.

He was grarted a royal pension in 1762and was later honoured
by the University of Oxford, his almamater, with a doctor,s
Degree, and by the RoyalAcademy with a professorship. He was
also given the rare honour of an interivew by the king.

Not only was he very popular as a writer, bdt he was also a
very sucessful conversationalist. In fact, the influence exercised
by his conversation on the literary worrd of those days was
something unique. His club, included such eminent writers of the
period like Burke, Goldsmith, Garrick, Gibbon and J'ames Boswell
the Scottish man who later wrote the celebrated Life.

Atlhough literarycriticism formed a major part of his works,
it was not his exclusive concern. His literary criticism was born
out of his wisdom, extensive reading and common sense. He does
not have a very exalted view of the literary critic. He sees him self
as the ideal type ifthat ordinary literate person, 'the common reader,
as he calls him, 'uncorrupted by literary prejudices,, open min{ed
and commuriicative, neither pedantic nor dogmatic, neither
prejuidiced not committed.

Johnson's literary criticism is contained in a dozen or so papers
in 'Rambler''the Dictioay,, .the edition of Shakespeare, andthe
'Lives'. [n 'Rarnblet 208' he remarks that'crticism... in my opinion is
only to be ranked among the subirdinate and instrumenal arts,,
which is purely ancillary to imaginative literature. 'The Dictionary'
in itself is a critical endeavor as weil as proof a man skilled in the
art of judging literature, a man able to distinguish he fault and
beauties of writing. HiS "Lives,,, where he treats some 52 English
poets fromCowley to Grey and covers a period of hundred years,
reprcsents a combination of biography and criticism and is something
unprecedented. [t is as much history of English poetry of his
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period as a work of criticism. No wonder George Watson calls
Johnson an unambiguously historical critic and the true father of
historical criticism in English. This historical insight and balanced
judgeent can be discerned in ,preface to Shakespeare, too.

JOHNSON: A NEO-CLASSICAL CRTTTC

Johnson was basically a neoclassical critic, a traditionalist
who based his criticism on the fundamental principles of classicism:
Johnson, however, was no rigid neoclassicist or a narrow
authoritarian. Like the neoclassicist he too insisted on just
representation of nature in literature and sought,like Dryden, to
determine up on principles the merits of a conlposition. Like them,
he subscribed to the view that the end of poitry is to instruct by
pleasing. Like them, he too wanted literature to be related to liie
and disturbed figurative language and symbolism as these mar or
hinder thejust and direct representation.

But Johnson is not a blind adherent of rures. while he would
not do away with rules altogether (for that would open the gates to
the anarchy of ignorance and the caprices of fancy), he would not
have them on trust either, For him rules are of two kinds, Those
that are fundamental and indispensable and drose that are merely
useful and convenisent. while the former is based on nature ani
reason, the latter is based on mere accidental presciptions of
authority hallowed by time and custom. while h" *ould n"u".
allow any writer or critic to ignore the foriner, it is left to the
individual whether to follow or not the latter. Johnson also lays
down another test for the merit of a composftion the test ortime,
ie;, the length of duration and continuation of esteem

JOIII{SON'S'PREFACE' TO SHAKESPEARE

Johnson's 'Preface' is an excellent piece of descriptive and
theoretical criticism with an appendix on textual criticism and
editorial rnethods. It exemplifies his adherence to the fundamental
principles of neoclassicism as well as to contemporary learning

i
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and investigative. The'Preface'falls into seven parts: Shakespeare

is considered a sapoet of nature, a defence of tragicomedy, his

'central' style Shakespeare's faults, defence of Shakespeare'es

neglect of the unities, the historical background and the editorial

methods.

SHAKESPEARE TIIE POET OFNATURE

This part is more or less a reiteration of neoclassical point of

view. Shakespeare is praised from the familiar standpoint of
generality, truth and morality. Nothing can please many and please

long, butjust representation ofgeneral nature. Shakespeare is called
.the poet of Nature,, the poet that holds up to his readers a faithful

mirror of manners and of life, As for his characters they are not

modified by the customs of particular places, unpractised by the

rest of the world... they are the genuine progeny of commom

humanity... His persons act and speak by the influence of those

generlpassions and principles by which allminds are agitated; in

the writings of other poets a character is too often an individual; in

whose of Shakespeare it is often a species.

The best evidence of a work's merit, it is obvious from

Johnson,s initial remarks, is the general and continued approbation

of mankind. Shakespear has it in amble measure and it is because

of Shakespeare's relative antiquity and continuances of esteem that

he occupies a classical position. Johnsonzs Preference for

generality and truth are quite evident from his subsequent remarks.

Literature for him, is not imitation of particular events, but

representation of the general, the typical ind the universal. ilke a

neoclassicist, when Johnson talks of literature as a mirror of life

he means not depiction of chance of incidents or what is particular,

the local or the transient. According to Rene Welleck, Johnson's

insistence on truth and suspicion of fiction finds expression in

many of his critical judgements. As a matter of fact, Johnson,

according to him, treats art not as art, but as a piece or slice of life.
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Another principle of Johnson's criticism that emerges from

his forgoing remarks is morality. The term 'just' means both true

and moral. He makes it all the more clear when he talks of

Shakespeare's wide extension of design, from which, so much

instruction i sderived and that it is this which fills the plays of

Shakespeare with practical axioms and domestic wisdom. From

his woiks, says Johnson, may be collected a system of civil and

economic prudence and that real power is shown more by the

progress ofhis fables and the tenor ofhis fables and the tenor of

irir aiutogue. What is more, from Shakespeare a hermit may

estimate the transactions of the world and a confessor predict the

progress of the passion. But at the same time, Johnson sees no

lonscious design on the part of the playwright to enforce moral

lessons and he later goes to the extent ofaccusing Shakespeare of

lack of morality. He in fact contradicts himself when he speaks

later of Shakespeare sacrificing virtue to convenience'

Rene Welleck talks of the three strands of realism, moralism

and what he calls obstructionism or generality found in Johnson's

criticism. Although these may appear to be mutually exclusive

andcontradictory they are somehow reconciled in Johnson's mind.

When he says nothing can please many, and please long, butjust

representations of general nature" the three motifd trere analysed

are kept in balance and stressed according to ontext. Alternating '

by tuins, apparently without a clear consciousness that these

ciiteria lead to very diffflerent conclusions about the nature ofart

and the value of particular works of art. 
i

As for Shakespeare's characters, Johnson says that they arp

not modified by the customs of particularplaces. when shakespearp

draws a character, he makes him not just an individual but a whole

species. This is un tune with the neo-classical idea of gene.qality or

universality. Elsewhere he says that Shakespeare has no heroes'his

scenes are occupied by men who act and speak as the same

occasion,. Johnson, howeveq is at pains to refute the charges levelled
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liom literary ancl realistic gr.unds. For one thing, the alternation of
pleasure and pain in a pray preases by irs variety. He does not agree
that by the change of scenes passions are interrupted in their progres-
sion. on the contrary, through thc interchange of seriousness an,t
merriment, by which the mind is softened atone time and exhilarated
at a[other. Shakespea,e never fails to attain his purpose; moreover,
life itsell'is a mingred yarn, pleasure and pain ioilow one another.
Tragicomedy, by partaking of both tragedy and comedy, approaches
nearer than either to deny trre distinctions of genres of comedy and
tragedy and suggests a distinct series of the dramatic art. shakespeare,s
plays are not in the rigorous and criticar sense either tragedies or
.comedies, b;1t comppsitions of a distinct kind exhibiting theieal state
of sublunary nature, which partakes of good and evil,.ioy auld s6nsw
mingled with endless variety of proporation and innumerable modes
of compositions, and expressing the course of the worrd in which the
loss of one is the gain of another. He defends the opening of ,,Ham.,

let" by the two sentiners. There is notrring wrong in Iago beilowing at
Brabantio's window and there is no impropriety in the characteiof
polonius urd in the'scene invorving .he grave diggers in ,,Hamret.,r

AII are reasonable and useful.

Johnson, however,'makes a distinotion between Shakespeare,s trag- -
edies and comedies. He agrees with Rhymer that Shakespeare,s natural
disposition led him to comedy. In tragedy he often wrires with great
appearance of toil and study. while his comic scenes seem natural,.
his lragic scenes appear to be wanting in something. In short, his
tragedy seems to be skil rris comedy to be instinct. This judgement
ol'Johnson is sharp; he rated his tragedies much highcr tt * t ir ro*-
edies. Perhaps Johnson's passion for morar truth antr his basic neo-
classical views make him take such a stancr against Srrakespeare,s .

tragedies. [t is worth remembering that he was in agreeme,nt witrr trre
.ucneral public ol'his time in prel'en.ing a happy ending lor,,King
Lcar" !
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SHAKESPEARE'S STYLE
while Jofinson. hcing a neoclassica] critic, insists on decorum in

language, he makes an exception in the case of Shakespeare.

Shakespeare is praised especially fbr the comic dialogue, which seerns

to hirn:a style.which never:becomes absolute, a conversation above

grossness and below refinement. Where propriety resides. But his

praise lbr Shakespeare is soon fbtlowed by a long list of def'ects,

which includes some defects of style too.

SHAKESPEARE'S FAUI,,TS

The extravagant praise bordering on veneration of Shakespeare as

the supieme poet of Nature in the first part of 'Preface' is followed by

some of the worst disparaging remarks. Johnsonlere becomes a typi-

cal prescriptive neoclassicist. The very first defect Johnson finds in

Shakespeare is that he sacrifices virtue to convenience and is so much

more careful to please than to instruct, that he seems to write without

any moral purpose. Shakespeare, however mlkes no just distribution

of-loods and evil, nor is he alqays careful to show in the virtues a

disapprobation of the wicked. The moralist in Johnson asserts him-

self when he says that it is always a writer's duty to make the world

better and nofrring can extonuate this lapse on the part 9f Shakespeare,

not even the barbarity of his age.

other charges fbllow in quick succession. shakespeare's plots are

loosely formed and that he is at times too careless to comprehend

fully his own design..ln many of his plays the latter part is evidently

neglected. when he fbund himself near the end of his work fie short-

: ened the labour to snatch the profit resulting in improbable and im-

perf'ect caUstrophcs. Shakespeare has no regard for distinction of time

and place and he of'ten gives to one age or nation the customs, institu-

tions and opinions of another at the expense not only of likelihoo<i

but of judgemen*r-

In many ol'his comic scenes, Shakespeare indulges in reciproca-

tions of smartness and contests of sarcasm. Johnson alstl accuses
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Shakcspeare of gross and licentious jcsts. Neither his gentlemen nor

his ladies have much delicacy. Besides, Shakespeare is censured for

his disproportionate pomp ol'diction, his humour and his bombast

ant1 his wearisome circumiocution. Johnson has nothing but conteiiipt

lbr Shakespeare's use of puns, ambiguities and quibbles- A quibble

was to hirnthe tatal Cleopatla for which he lost the world, and was

content to lose it. In tact, Jolmson goes to the extent of saying that

Shakespeare has perhap\ not one play which, if it were now exhib-

ited, as the workof a iontemporary writer, would be heard to the

conclusion. What is more, Shakespeare's language is so ungrammati-

cal, perplexing and obscure that he has comrpted the language by

every mode of depravation. Ironically, all these remarks of Johnson

are in sharp contrast to his own earlier admiration for Shakespeare

I and his view that genius is above rules. The very trait in Shakespeare

which evoked his praise earlier now becomes the cause for censure!

Despite his occasional catholicity of taste, he is basically rooted and

enclosed in the tastes of his own age and consequently judges

Shakespeare by the idea of his own age.

Defence of Shakespeare's neglect of the Unities of time and place

Perhaps the most important contribution of Johnson to literary

criticism is his attack on the unities of time and place. The neoclassi-

cal critics insisted on the three unities. Unity of action, unity of time

and unity ofplace. Johnson here rises above the naffow confines of

neoclassical system and as in the case of tragicomedy, makes an im-

passioned appeal from custom t9 nature and uses rules as 'instru-

mens of mental vision,' to use his own words'

,. Of tlie three unities, only the unity of action is iustified by reason'

says Johnson' 
.Time antl placc are wholly illusory,' T[re necessity of

observing the unities of time and place arises from the supposed neces-

sityof m-aking the drama cretlible.'The oritics hold it impossible that

an action 0l months or ye ars can be possibly believed to pass in three

hours. The uriud revolts litlln evident lalsehood and fiction loses its
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force when it departs from trre resembrance of reality. From the
narrow limitation oftime necessarily arises the unity of place. The
spectator who knows that he saw the first act atAlexandria cannot
sqppose that he sees thre next at Rome.

Johnson defends Shakespeare's negrect of time and prace by
a direct appeal to the nature of imaginative riterature and arso to
the actual experience of everyone. He exposes the hoflowness of
the unities by using the very arguments used by the supporter of
these unities. He reminds them that spectators are always in their
senses and know, from the first act to the last, that the stage is only
a stage and that the players are only players. The same applies tt
the passage of time. The truth is that the spectators never mistake
the drama for reality. Rene welleck is of the view that Johnson is
aware of what we would now a[ aesthetic distance. If the unities
are not observed, how can the drama become credible? How can it
moves us? Johnson answers that it is credible, whenever it moves,
as a just picture of a real original, as representing to the audience
what we would himself feer, it he were to do or suffer what is there
feigned to be suffered or to be done. The delight of tragedy, for
instance, proceeds from our consciousness of ficiion; ir*Jtnougnt
murders and treason real, they would please no more. Johnson is
right when he says imilations produce pain or pleasure, not
because, not because they are mistaken byt necause they bring
realities to mind. In concrusion, Johnson says that the unities oi
time and place are not essentialto ajust dramaand that they are to
be sacrified to do the nobrer beauties of varieties and instruction.
The greatest graces ofa pray are to copy nature and instruct life
for which unity of action arone is needed. He echoes the view of
Aristotle in these statements. Both seem to agree that drama is not
a mere representation of human life, but an imaginative
reconstruction of it.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Johnson is unique among the neocrassicar critics in yet another
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respect. He is the first critic t underline the importance of historical
insight for criticar evaruation. while, of course, conformity of
nature and reason is to be the basic test ofriterary excelrence, and
understanding ofthe connections ofthe society in which the writer
lived and the opportunities available to him goes a long way in
evaluating him properly. To judge rightly of an author *. rnurt
transpoft ourselves to his time and examine what the wants of his
contemporaries were and what his means were of supplying them.
This historical, biographical approach, though ,#rn.rl.y, i,
something quite new. Johnson follows this methods more
systematically in his 'Lives'. while Rene welleck calls these
investigations of Johnson's as 'rittre exercises in riterary history,
George watson calls him an 'unambiguousry historicarcritic ana
the true father of historical criticism in English.

During the Elizabethan age, johnson reminds us, the English
nation was struggling to emerge from barbarity. The society-was
in a stat of literary infancy. Though the age saw the kindling of
literary curiosity, it was as yet unacquainted with the true stati of
things. violence in Shakespeare's prays is thus accounted for bv
the promitive tastes of the uncurtured audience he had to cater for.
The stage was crude and ill-equipped and there was no guidance
either, by way of precedents. Besides, Shakespeare himself was
born poor and had to face many hardships and difficulties. His
Ieaming was not much more thanEnglish, and chose for his fabres
onky such tales as he found translated and these were not many.
Despite his limitations and lack of technical guidance, his plays
reveal an intimate and unrivailed knowredge of humanity as
comprehensive as it was profound. His keen observalion
impregnated by his genius accounts for his depiction of life in ail
its native colours. Despite many difficurties to encounter and so
little assistance to surmount them, Shakespeare has shaken all the
encumbrances of his fortune of his fortune from his mind as dew
drops from a lion's mane and he presents life or nature plainly as
he has been with his own eyes not weakened or distortld ov tt 

"
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invention of any other kinds. Hence we feel his picture nor merely
just, but complete.

Johnson makes a fitting tribute to Shakespeare's genius by
comparing him to a forest in which oaks and pines are interspersed
with weeds and brarnbles or an "open mine which contains gold
and diamonds in inexhaustibel plenty, though clouded by incrus-

tations, debased by inpurities and mingled with a mass of meaner

minerals',

EDITORIAL METHOD

The last section ofthe preface is concemed with matters aris-

ing from the editorial handling of Shakespeare's work, Johnson
gives a brief history of what has happened to the ftt up to the time
of making his own attempt on it. He speaks of his own editorial
practice and reflections on some of its practitioners; he ends with
the passage on Notes and the peroration.

ESTIMATE OF JOHNSON

Viewed as a whole, johnson's 'Preface' is not on the lines of
strict, narrow neoclassical critical theory. But it is far from true to
say that he has delivered criticism from the tyranny ofneoclassi-
cal critical theory. While his criticalviews are based on the funda-

mental and traditional classical theory, he is not a blind adherent

to aithority. Thoughhe certainly believed that the object of criti-
cism was to lay eown the law, ascertain and apply general prin-
ciples of poetic excellence, he at the same time recognises genius

who is above rules. While deeply rooted in classical tradition, es-

pecially Aristotle, Johnson with his faint romantic trait is also linked
to the subsequent literary criticism. The last great critic ofthe neo-

classical school, Johnson also, in a way, pavde the way for the

emerging romantic criticism
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WILI.IAM WORDSWORTH
PREFACE TO'LYRICAL BALLADS :

INTRODUCTION

Wordswortlr'[s (l 770-1850 literary criticisin signalled the

break with the earlier neo-classical tradition and tlre beginning of
the Romantic Movement. Wordsworth was primarily a poet, who
was drawn to literary criticism in a bid to defend the type of poetry

he wrote. 'Lyrical Ballads' is a collection ofpoems by Wordsworlh

and Coleridge, in the first edition of which he tried to explain
what he was doing. In it he stated that the material of poetry can

be found in every subject, which interests the human mind and

explained that the poems in the collection are experiments written
chiefly to certain how far the language of conversation in the

middle and lower classes of society is adapted to the purposes of
poetic pleasure'. AThed violent attack he faced from the

"os"ruusiiue 
critics later made Wordswofth take up a rigid stand.

In the 'Preface' to the second edition of the 'Lyrical Ballads',
published in 1800 with an appendix, he elaborateds his concepts

of poetry and poetic diction. These were further revised and

enlarged in the .'Preface' to the 1802 edition. In his eagerness to

defend his case, he at times ovqrstated his tl-reories. often resulting
in vagueness and contradictions.

Besides these "Prefaces", Wordsr,l,orth also rvlote 'Essay

Supplenrentarv' 1o the preface to tlre editiorr of I 8l 5, three essays

u'l'r,t []1;:r11,r'.; ttt .l i.: .. ,f r'c r rp..ir-.' .'r'.
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Despite its many drawbacks, the preface to the second
edition, Lyrical Ballads' published in 1800, was a kind of romantic
manifesto and a memorable statement of an expressive theory of
poetry'.

POETTC,D.LCIIQN ,-;;; ..; ;;,, ,,,,,,.. :::::.:.-;rj,,,: ,,...
: "Wordsworth in:hiS .iPre.fade''reacted sharply alainst the

subject matter, Poetic diction and, in fact, the entire value- system
of neoclassical poetry. The Neoclassical critics by and large
considered poetry as something lofty and above ordinary humanity.
.Consequently, both the subject matter and style were not to be
taken from what they called the vulgar, the crude, the low and the
trivial. "generally speaking, neoclassical Poetry was an aristocratic
poetry and the style tended to be artificial. They aimed at
craftsmanshipinsisting on utmost finish, correctness and due
propoftion. POetry and the style tended to be artificial. Poetry for
them was an imitation of human life ( a mirrot held up to mature)
intended to yield both instruction and delight. Poetic deiction for
them was system of words at once refined from the grossness or
donresic use, and free from the harshness of tems appropriate to
particular arts. A breeze for them was always a zephyr; a girl, a
nyrnph and a gun, a deadly tube'. They turned the common place
into the grand by personifictioj, peripharasis, Latiniosm and
gramatical license. They made usae of mythology and pathetic
fallacy to evike the lofty effect. No wonder, their poetry drifted
away from the natural expression altogether, and became, in the
words of wordsworth, vicious, distorted and unfeeling.

Wordsworth, who ushered in 'the age of Sensibility',
revolutionized both the subject and style of poetry. For the
first time perhaps in English poetry, not only ordinary r:ren
but also people of total insignificance like the idiot boy, tlre
leech gatherer, the solitary reaper etc. Figured in it. He also
advocated a simple and natural style for poe try. Thisis how
Wordsrvorth defends his seloction o1'sub-jects and his choice
tlf dictior':''The rrrinciltal o[..ic.:r llrr:n.'tropos;r:d in tt^rese poenls
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was to choose incidents and situations from common life, and to
relate or describe them. Throughout, as far as was possible in a
selection of language really used by men, and at the same time, to

throw over them a certain colouring of imagination, whereby

ordinary things should be presented to the mind in an unusual

aspect; and , further and above all, to make these incidents and

situations interesting by tracing in them, truly.... the promary laws

of our nature, chiefly, as far as regards the manner in which we

associate ideas in a state of excitement". He defends his choice of
humble and rustic life because it is in that condition the essential

passions of the heart find a better soil in which they can aftain

their rnaturity, are loess under restraint, a dn speak a plainer and

more emplrantic language, because in that condition of life our
elementary feelings coexist in a state of greater simplicity, and

consequently may be more accurately contemplated, and more

forcibly communicated and lastly, because in theat condition the

passions ofmen are incorporated with the beauticul and permanent

forms of nature. o'For clroosing their language, this is what
Wordsworth has to say: "The language, too, of thesed men has

been adopted (purified indeed from what appear to be its real

defects, from all lasting and rational causes of dislike or disgust)

because such men hourly communicate with the best objects from
which the best part of language is originally derived; and being

less under the influence of social vanity, they convey their feelings

and notions in simple and unelaborated expressions. "Such a

Ianguage he also states elsewhere, tnu purpose was to imitate, and

as far as is possible, to adopt tlre very language of men.' It is from

this concept of poetic style, Wordswortth concludes that the

language of poetry cannot differ rnaterially from that of prose. He

cites a few lines from one of Gray's sonnets and asserts that there

neither is, nor can be, any essential difference between the language

of prose and that of rnetrical composition'.

' A closer examinatiou of the Preface, however, proves that

Wordsworth hirnself does not subscribe to his theory of sirnilariqv of
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language in prose and poetry. Besides, he recognises other
difference too like choice of words and phrases etc. All these make

him later modifo his stand and say that the language of poetry...is,

as far as is possible, a selection of language really used by men;

and that this selection, wherever it is made with true taste and

feeling, will of itself form a distinction far greater than would at

first be imagined, and will entirely separate the composition from
the vulgarity and meanness of ordinary life, and its metre be

superadded thereto, I believe that adissimiliude will be produced

altogether sufficient for the gratification of rational mind. 'This is
as such as to admit that there is a clear distinction between prose

and poetry even apart from metre.

Wordsworth further says, that poetic language must be

language in a state of vivid sensation and hence if selected truly
and judiciously must necessarily be dignified and variegated and

alive with metaphors and figures. Thus he even permits the use of
what he earlier objected to. He defends the use of metaphors as

they are associated with passion and in passion we are supposed

to use figures spontaneously'.A study ofWordswofth's own poems

also goes against his theory of simple and natural style. In rnany

of his poems like 'lmrnortality Ode'orTinterm Abbey'. His syntax

can be very involves, and he used very bookish polysyllabic words.

Besides, many of his poems are full of pathetic fallacy and there

are rnany instances of periphrasis too. Wordswofth, no wonder,

became the target of attack by his own friend Coleridge in his

respect. What is more, Wordsworth himself admired Milton and

Spencer, who were all very learned poets and were far from natural

and simple. Again, if we take words at their face value, we find
that he goes wrong in suggesting that the language of the common

man is the only language for poetry. All these led Rene welleck
to say that Wordsworth, who began attacking thc neoclassical
practice, actually ends in good neo-classicism especially when
he requires the general language of humanity and when he

appeals to the common principles which govern frustrated writers
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in all nations and tongues. It may also be disputed whether the
emotions of a rustic are protbund as Wordsworth claimed because
his experiences are narrow. Despite these confusions and
contradictions,Wordsworth is right in advocating a minimum of
stylization and in suggesting that there can be a class'of poetry
which deals with common life for which such simple language
suits. Unlike the neoclassical writers, Wordsworth in his poetic
practice does not confine himself to any particular set of subjects
and a particular poetic style.

THE POETIC PROCESS

Good poetry, accodring to Wordsworth is the spontaneous
overflow of powerful feelings. But if it is only this, how can it be

reconciled with his own assetion that it is clothed in a selection of
Ianguage really used by men with metre superadded? Wordsworth
however, later modifies his statement and says,."Ihave said that
poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings; it takes
its origin form emotion recollected in tranquility: the emotion is

contemplated".

1. The spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings at the sight
of something or someone (the daffiodils or the solitary
reaper). No poetic composition takes place at this stage.

2. The recollection of these objects in tranquility ie., the
objects are recalled in momemts of calm contemplation.

3. The emotion originally areused by the sight is recreated in
contemplation as nearly as possible till it overpowers the
mind completely. (It must be noted that the evocation of the
past emotion reappears only as a kindred and not identical
with what was in the past.

4. Finally these are expressed in poetry. Although Wordsworth
gives pride of place to imagination and sensibility, he never
neglects craftsmanship or consciousness, reflection and
judegment in the making of a poem. In fact, his own poems
are the result of constant and meticulous revisions.
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FUNCTIOIi OF POETRY

Wordsworth has a very high conception of poetry. Like
Aristotle, he too believes that it is tl,e most philosophical of all
writings. The object of poetry is truth, not truth individual and
local but general and operative poetic truth is general in the sense

that it does not depend upon external evidence, but directly affects
our hearts through passions. It is operative as it carries its own
conviction and we feel it to be true. [n other words, it is not the
truth of reason or intellect, but the truth of feeling.

Wordsworth tries to explain poetry in tenns of the poet. He
asks the question, "What is a poet?" in order titat it may throw
light upon the nature and value of poetry. the poet, according to
him, is a man speaking to men: a man it is true, endowed with
more lively sensibility, more enthusiasm and tendemess, who has

a greater knowledge of human nature and of a more
comprehensive soul.... a man pleased with his own passions and

' volitions, and who rejoices more than other men in the spirit of
life that is in him....". The poet, in other words, is not basically
different from other men. the difference, how6veq lies in degree
as he is possessed of a superior power to feel and express his
feelings. Thus endowed, he has a ready access to the reader's hearts,
thereby rectifuing their feelings,making their feelings more sane,

pure and permanent. The poet in such a state of mind that he

considers man and nature as essentially adapted to each other,
acting and reacting with each other's so as to create infinite
harmony. The poet is aware that basic laws of the human mind are

but parts of the larger pattern of the structure of the universe. The
poet redeems man from triviality and from selfishness by
demonstrating the importance of sympathy and the relation of the
vast of human society by revealing the common psychological laws
which undelie all sensations and all sensitivity. The poet thus
reveals the relationship of men both to each other and to the
universe at large. He thus helps in promoting the mental and moral
health and happiness of all.
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Wordsworth,however, stresses the imporlance of pleasure. But
this pleasure is not something purely sensuous. Poetry binds
together the vast empire of human society and the poet is the rock
of defence for human nature, an upholder and preserver, carrying
every where with him re.lationship an dlove. It manipulates our

feelings so as to purifu them. Poetry for Wordsworth is agreat force

for good. His own object in writing poetry was to console th
eafflicted, to add sunshine to daylight by making the happy

happier, to teach the young and the gracious ofevery age to see, to

think, and to feel, and therefore, to become more actively and

securely virtuous. He has no hesitation to assert that every great

poet is a teacher. "l wish either to be considered as a teacher or as

nothing", he declared.

Wordsworth, like the other romantics, was hostile to the

emerging science and talked of the meddling intellect. But the 1800

Preface makes a connetion between science and poetry of course,

to the advantage of poetry. Poetry is the breath and finer spirit of
all knowledge and that i tis the impassioned expression which is
in the countenance of all scignce. He seems to predict that the poet

will carry sensation into the midst of the objects of the science

itself. He perhaps implies that even science will be influenced by

poetry and that science will gain in quality in the process. Poetry,

in other words, will be necessary for all men at all times. By
assimilating all; poetry makes us aware of the nature and mystery
of man and nature not by an appeal to our intellect but by direct
appealto our feelings (Felt in the blood, felt along the hert) we are

thus'humbles and humanized'.

WORDSWORH'S POSITION AS A CRITIC

Wordsworth, according to Rene welleck, holds a position in

the history of criticism which must be called ambiguous or
traditional. But despite many drawbacks, and contradictions,
Wordsworth's literary criticism opened a new vista. No doubt he

was indebted to the earlier for many of his notions. But he adapted

them to suit the conditions of his age. He rejected tests based on
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ancient models. He stood for liber:li;;n in literature and recog-

nized the importance of originality of genius. Imagination for him

holds the central place. It is the power which unifies all and gives

us ar, insight into the unity of being. His theory is neither a return

to primitivism nor an entry into emotionalism in the raw. His ap-

peal to emotion and feeling is coupled with a strong moralsense.

He insists on the moral dignity of pleasure itself and its universal

significance in men and nature. the greatness of a poet, according

to Arnold, lies in his powerful and beautiful application of ideas

tolife-to the questiobn. 'How to life?'Wordsworth deals with life
because he deals with that in which life really consists. As a critic
he propounds this lofty concept of poetry - the concept of living n
harmony not only with oneself but with the world outside.

He advocates simplicity and eschews artifice. For him it is
the feeling that matters and it is feeling that gives importance to

action and situation. Sincerity thus becomes the greatest virtue in

poetry. The notion that poetry combines in itself profound thoughts

and deep feelings cannot be disputed.

David Daiches calls Wordsworth the first English poet to
explain, defend and define poetry by asking how it was produced.

He thus paved the way for many modern critics who are chiefly
concerned with the process of creation.His influence not only on

subsequent poetry but also on subsequent criticism is profound.

Modern literary criticism owes much to the path breaking theories

propounded by Wordsworth and Coleridge.
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S.T. COLERIDGE
BIOOGRAPHIA LITERARIA

CHAPTERS XIVAI\D XVII

INTRODUCTION

One of the seminal minds of all times, Coleridge (1772-

I 834) was a poet, critic, metaaphysician, philosopher,psychologist

and aesthetician, all rolled intoone. Saintsbury and Eliot hail his

as the gieatest bookk of criticism in English by many including
Arthur Symons. His influence on succeeding generations has been

profound. He is considered the forerunnerofmany modern schools

Iike imagism and existentialism, to name but a few I.A. Richards

calls him the pioneer of the modern science 'Semantics' and

Herbert Read considers him as having anticipated Freud.

Colerifge's views on the organic structure of a poem,

unity of being and simplistic imagination and his distinction
between fancy and imagination with its further division
between primary imagination and secondary imagination, his

theory of poetic dictrion and his remarks onm syrnbol and

allegory are still relevent and command respect. Influenced
by a number of philosophers and writers of many countries
and times, but rnostly by the German thinkers like Kant,
Schelling, Fichte and Schelegaland foritified by his own native genius,
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Coleridge's critical works include besides'his magum opus
"Biographia Literarias" Lectures on Shakespeare and other
writings like "The Friend" 'The Table Talk etc. As in his poetry,
his critical works too suffer from a lack of system and continuity.
As a critic he tells us that his attempt was to establish the principles
of writings rather than to fumish rules about how to pass judgement

on what has been written by other's. His task was to ieduce
criticism to a system. Essentially a theoretical critic he practised
descriptive criticism only as an illustration.

"Biographia Literaria" wriffen in I 815 and published in I 8l 7
is a summary attempt to marshal objections against the preface to
"Lyrical Ballads" that had been growing yp in his mind over the
past fifteen years and to provide criticisrn with a systematic basis
of its own. The first half of "Biographia Lirteraria" is largely
metaphysical andthe second half is largely criticaland occasionally
autobiographical.

CHAPTER XTV

Chapter XIV begins with an account of the genesis of the
"Lyrical Ballads, its 1800 Preface and the ensuing controversy.
Thepoems in the "lyrical Ballads'are written by Wordsworth and

Co*Le.r.,idge. Their plan and their aims in writing this collection of
podms are set out in the beginning ofthis chapter. The two cardinal
points of poetiy, according to them, are:

1. The power of exciting the syrnpathy of the reader by a
.:;. faithful adherence to the truth of nature and

s

2. ,The power of giving the interest of novelty by the
fiodi{'ing colours of imagination'

_-*
The symbol of a larrdscape (representing the farniliar and

the ordinary) transfonred by the magic of rnoonlight or a sunset
(Representing the supenratural) indicates the practicability of
combining these two.

tsoth Wordsworth and Coleridge agrees to writr-" two ;ets of
poelns. Inthcout',tlicirrcid,.rils.rr.dageulstr,tri ir-;,iutatlc'i![S,-rp.r.,.Jr?:r
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and in the second case. Subjects were to be chosen from ordinary
life, but were to be given the charm of novelty. Coleridge was to
make the supernatural appear credible and to procure for these

shadows of imagination that willing suspension of disbelief for
the moment which constitutes poetic faith. In other words, even
while knowing that it is fiction, the reader has to willingly suspend

his disbelief of it for the duration of his reading. The reader thus
allows himself to be deluded temporarily to be able to enjoy it;
his judgement or consciousness is sent to sleep for the time being.
As for Wordsworth, he was to propose to himself and excite a

feeling analogous to the supematural, by awakening the mind's
attention from the lethargy of custom and directing it to the
loveliness and the wonders of the world before us."

PREEACE TO THE 18OO EDITION

Co leridge vi ndicates Wordsworth's poetical reputation and

asserts his right to attach a Preface since the bulk of the
contributions came from him. Coleridge refers to the controversy
that followed over Wordsworth's insistence on the use"of the
language of "real life" (the language of the lower and. middle
classes) Was Wordsworth right in advocating a colloquial style
(the language really used by men) to all kinds of poetry, in the
second edition of his preface? While Coleridge acknowledges the
greatness of Wordsworth and his increasing popularity and
denounces his detractors for their harsh and bitter criticism, he on

his part, does not who:l{y approve of many of the views of his own
collaborator. As a mattel of fact, he makes it known that he is not
in agreement with rriarry of the theories of Wordsworth concerning

Doetry. (ErroneouE in principle and as contradictory both to other
parts oFthe same'Prefate and to the author's own practice in the
greater number of the poems themselves). Since he was a
collaborator" and the Preface itself rvas half a child of niy own
brain' it becomes recessaly for hinr to declare "in which points I

coincic! ' i' itlr liis opinions anel .r.t "'ha. pr'i'rt,, I irltoeetlier t-rifIer".
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DISTINCTION BETWEEN PROSE,A POEMAI{D POETRY

Coleridge proposes a distinction between a poem and poetry

based on philosophical enquiry ie., first separating the
distinguishable parts and later restoring them to their original unity.

The distinction Coleridge makes between a poem and poetry
however, is not clear and is ambibuous. When does the difference

between a poem and a prose composition lie? The difference

cannot then lie in the medium, for both use words. The difference

then rnust consist in a different combination of them, in the

consequences of the different objects proposed. Apoem combines

words differently because it is seeking to do something different.
If, however, all that we aim at is to memorize, as in the nursery

'rhyme Thirty days hath september'where metre distinguishes a

poem from a prose composition? A mere piece of prose cast into
rhymed and metrical form does not it a poem. Metre and rhyme in
that case do not arise from the nature of the content,, but have

been imposed on it in order to make it memorizable. A difference

of objectand contents supplies an additional and more valid ground

of distinction. The immediate aim of poetry is to give pleasure;

but then the communication of pleasure may also be the immedeiate

object of a work not metrically composed, as for example in
novels. Can we make them into poems by super adding metre with
or without rhyme? Coleridge states a very important principle that
one cannot derive true and permanent pleasure out ofany feature

of work. Nothing can perrnanently please, which does not contain

in itself the reason why it is so, and not otherwise. If meter is

superadded, all other parts must be made consonant with it. A proper

definition of a poem would be a composition that proposes

pleasurc as its immediate end, and to dinstinguish it from novels

and similar compositions one might say that this pleasure from the

rvhole is with pleasure from the parts. In other words, a poem is an

organic unity, the parts of which are interiependent. While we

:rr.r,Ir: ilii,l apnrer-:ilte cach part. Lr;i : ie.isirie ir'i :i;f $'h-.1; develops
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cumulatively out of such appreciation, which is at the same time
pleasurable in itself, and conducive to an awareness of the total
pattern of the complete poem. A mere narrative interest which
hurries the reader to the conclusion out of curiosity to find out
what it is does not give real unity to a poem. The parts of a poem

must mutually support and explain each other, harmonizing an

dunifring the purpose. Rhyme and the metre all bear an organic

relation to the total work. A true poem is neither a striking series

of lines or verses, each complete in itself and bearing no necessary

relation to the rest of the work, nor a losely knit work, where we

gather the general gist from the conclusion without having been

led into the unique reality of the work by the component parts as

they unfolded.

Coleridge makes a ptzzlingstatement that the highest kind

of poetry may even exist without metre and cities the writings? of
Plato and Bishop Taylor as instances. Coleridge perhaps here is

talking of 'poetry' as a wider activity than 'a poem', which can be

engaged in by painters or philosophers and not confined to those

who employ matrical language, or even to those who employ
language of any kind. The elements and qualities that characterize

poetry is such that a poem ofany length neither can be, nor ought

to be, all poetry. In a long poem some parts are bound to be only
partially gratifuing or not so at all. Hence a long poem cannot be

all poety. This naturally leads him to the question 'What is a poet?'

The answer to the question what is poetry? is related to the

question "What is a poet?' Like Wordsworth,he too talks of poetic

process as that would give as an insight into the whole soul of man

into activity, with the subordination of his faculties to each other

according to their relative work and dignity. He diffuses a tone

and spirit of unity thazt blends and fuses,each by that synthetic

and magical power to which we have exclusively appropriated the

name of imgination. 'Poetry is the result of the operation of the

seccindary imagination. Through this synthesizing and integrating
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power, th; poet balances and reconciles opposing and discordant

"l.."ntr; 
of seaminess with difference; of the general with the

concrete; the idea with the image; the individual with the

representative; the sense of novelty and freshness with old and

familiar objects; more than usual state of emotion, with more

than usual order. Poetry in the larger sense brings all aspects into

complex unity. It orgafiizes, reconciles and achieves harmony out

fdiversity. immediate pleasure is not its whole function' Being a

product of the 'esemplastic power', it enables all the faculties to

be brought into play simultaneously, each playing its proper part,

to produce a complex synthesis of comprehension'

Coleridge endsthis chapter with aconceit in which good sense

is the body of poetic genius, fancy the drapery, motion (emotion)

its life and imagination the soul that is every where and in each

and forms all into one graceful and intellectual whole'

ANOTE ON FANCYAND IMAGINATION

'The phitosophical distinction between Fancy and

Imagination and its bearing on poetry interested Coleridge all

through his life, and is the central issue of'Biographis Literaria''

In Chapter XIII of'Biographia Literaria' he says that Fancy deals

in 'fixities and definities'. lt is a 'mode of Memory ' and can roam

at will, but only within the limits ofthe material world' It is somewhat

mechanical and so is looked down upon. It is not a creative power at

all as it only combines the things into pleasing shapes instead of
fusing them like imagination. lt is not a unifoing power'

Coleridge distiguishes two types of imagination-primary and

secondary. His concepts of primary imagination are vague and are

open to different interpretations. "[t is an agency which enables us

both to discriminate and to order, to seperate and to synthesize'

and thus make perception possible". It is essentially creative in

the sense of bringing of order out of chaos, destroying chaos by

making its parts intelligible by the assertion ofthe identity ofthe
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designer and 'a repetition in the finite mind or the etemal act of
creation in the infinite I AM.

The secondary imagination is the conscious human use of
this power. lt is more conscious and less elemental than the

primary imagination, but it does not differ in kind from it' It projects

and creates new harmonies of meaning lt is, the larger sense, a

poetic activity, which is a composite faculty ofthe soul, consisting

ofull th" other faculties, perception, intellect, will and emotions'

A more active agent than primary "it dissolves, diffuses, dissipates

in order to recreate". A shaping and modifoing esemplastic power,

it identifies the mind with nature and nature with the mind'

CHAPTERXVII

This chapter too begins with the reformation Wordsworth has

brought about inpoetry especially inpoetic diction' Wordsworth's

plea ior the a use ofthe natural language of impassioned.feeling'

with its emphasis oftruth ofpassion and nature deserves all praise'

Coleridge iemembers with gratitude Wordsworht's services in

condemiing the artificial poetic diction of the l8th century and

their use of;tock cliches and phrases and substituting them by his

use ofttatural turns ofexpression. (A girt' for them was a 'nymph'

and 'wind' 'Zephyt' .) Despite adverse criticism, Wordsworth's

poputarity is on the rise and this is somthing truly gratifring to

boteriage. While there remain important points where coleridge

feets his collaborator in the right, there are certain accidental and

'petty annexments' to Wordsworth's theory, which require to ne

removed, to make it convincing and useful.

COLERIDGE OBJECTIONS. RUSTIC LIFE

Coleridge despite his appreciation for Wordsworth,, disagrees with

certain pans of his 'Preface'. According to Wordsworth, 'The proper

diction 
'for 

poetry in general consists altogether in a language taken,

with due exceptions, from the mouth of men in real life, a language

which actuatly constitutes the natural conversation of men under the

influence ofnatural feelings'. Coleridge maintains that this rule ap-



plies only to certain.,u.r.. ol'oo"ro in a sense which is self-
evident, and that as a general rule it is useless if not dangerous.
What are the diffbrent reasons for a poet to shoose rustics and
low life for poetry? The first reason is the naturalness of the
representation made possible by the poet's own knorvledge and
talent; and secondly, the reader's conscious feeling of his
superiority when compared to the characters presented from the
'Preface' why he has clrosen low and rustic life. It is because in
the conditions in which rustic and other humble people live,..the
essentia.l passions ofthe heart find a better soil in which they can .

attain their maturilr, are less under restraints, and speak a paliner
and more emphantic language... in what conditiorr of life our
elementary feelings co-exist in a state of greater simplicity and
Consequently may be more accurately contemplate and more
forcibly communicated... the manners of rural life germinate from
those elementary feelings... the passions ofmen are incorporated
with the beautiful and permanent forms ofnature'. Coleridge asks
whether the chiefcharacters in Wordsworth's poem like .Brothers,,

'Michael', 'Ruth', the'Mad Mother'etc. Aretypically rustic. Their
excellence is due not to their rusticasllybut to factors which operate
also in town and cities, their occupation and abode. .Education

and independence of mind are not excluded from them. .The

rustics who are ponrayed are small landed proprietors under no
necessity of working for othbrs, but able to get simple livelihood
by strenuous labour. Their education is the outcome of their
farni;liarity with the Bible and the liturgy or hymri book."
Education or original seniibility or both are the stimulants for the
nind to irnprove itself. Ifthese ar.e not enough, the nrind contracts
and the merr become selfish, sensual, gross and hard hearted,.

It is not righg Coleridge argues, to generalise the condition of
the rustics asa whole liour tliecondition ofasmall section ofprevileged
rustics. Coleridge also does not agree with Wordsworth that the influence
of low and rustic life in and for itself is alsways beneficial. It
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varies lrom place to place and from group to group. Aristotle is
right in his view thar poetry as poetry is essentially ideal, that it
avoids and excludes all accidents, and that it deals with the general,
not with the exceptional or pafticular. .lf my premises are right
and my deductions Iegitimate, it follows,, Coleridge asserts, .that

tlrere can be no poetic medium between the swains ofTheocrats
aad those ofan imaginary gcilden age,. The chdracter! in .Michael,

and the 'Brothers' are representatives ofa class ofrustic (not as
typical rustics). Nonetheless, they have all the verisimilitude and
representative quality that the purpo'se ofpoetry can require. .But
in such poems as 'Harry Gill' and .The Idiot Boy' the rustics who
are represented, are quite unimpressive. The feelings are thoase
of human nature in general and not peculiar to the countryside.
The poems.succeed because they are located in the vicinity of
interesting images'. In the ,ldiot Boy', the mother,s character
especially is not the.real and the native product at all. Coleridge is
inclined to agree toi tfie two charges levelled against this po-em.
First, the representation ofthe boy's disgusting and morbid idiocy
despite his intention to the contrary and, second, both the mother
and the son are pictures as laughable, the one by he folly and the
other by his idiocy. No attempt has been made for a studv and
display of maternal affection in its ordinary workings,

Coleridge next takes up Wordsworth,s Thom', which the
poet intended tro present as narrated by a talkative, retired seaman.
It is not good to imitate truly and dull and garulous discourser
without repeating the effects of dullness and garulity. In a lyric
poem such as it is, long. windedness is a fauh. The successful
example ofJuliet's nurse in 'Romeo and Juliet', however, prevents
Coleridge from extending his generalization to dramatic poetry.

"Sumrning up the first part, Coleridge feels compelled to
call in question Wor.dsrvorth's choice ofrustic characters a priori
(i.e on theoretical grounds) and with reference to cases where he
tried to.practise his theory".
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LANGUAGE OFTHE RUSTICS

Coleridge next takes up Wordsworth's view that the

language of the rustic (purified from all rational causes and

dislikes) is the best for poetry. According to Wordsworth, 'such

men hourly communicate with the best objects from which the

best part of language is originally derived and because they convey

their feelings and notions in sirnple and unelaborated expressions'.

Coleridge argues that a rustic's language, 'purified from

all provincialism and grossness and reconstructed and made

consistent with the rules of graminar will not differ frorn the

language of any other man of common sense. Moreover, the rustics

arc not properly trained or educated so that they can only convey

facts in isolation. The experience of a rustic is limited and he is

unable to discover and express the association and connection of
things. Any general inference is beyond him' He is unable to have

a comprehensive view of things unlike a trained and an educated

person.

Moreover, the rustics'vocabulaty is a small collection or

temrs peftaining to his primary needs and this situation is not

very different from that ofthe calls which birds and animals make.

The best parl of human language, properly so ealled, is derived

from reflections on the acts of the mind itself. 'ln other rvords, it
is the tenns and expressions coined, while exercising the thinking

faculty at higher levels, which constitute the most efficient and

expressive part of the language. It is true that the rustic may

sometimes use the words of educated men, but this is because

they have parroted thern from the pupils and other learned sotrrce

with which they accidently come into tough'.

Cloeridge further objects to Wordswofth's use of what he calls

a purified fonn of rustic language as a rnore pemanent and far morc

philophical language,' than that which is substituted for it by poets. It

is the individual peculiarity in the use of language, a language that

conveys good sense and natural feeling, rather than folly and vanity,
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that calls for his appreciation. Wordsworth, says Coleridge
'confused the journalistic correctness of Tom Brown and Roger

L'Estrange with the simple but profound and original prose of
Hooker and Bacon'.

Coleridge then takes Wordsworth to task for his statements

a selection of the real language of man; the language of these

men' (men in low and rustic life) and his assertion between the

language of prose and that of metrical composition there neither

is, no can be, any essential difference. He reveals the hollowness

of Wordsworth's use of the word oreal'. There are three concentric

areas of language, according to Cloeridge. The outennost is what

all users have in common, the inner is the language one shares

with one's class,. Professiolt etc. The innermost is the circle of
one's personal and unique use oflanguage. [n otherwords' every

tnan's language has first its individual characteristics, second, the

corrmon properties of the class to which he belongs, and third,

words and phrases of universal or general use. It is the innennost

use of language that distinguishes a greater writer from a medicare

one. The outennost band is the poorest, the general and the

common or the ordinary; and this is the only area that
Wordsworth's 'real' language can refer to. It is the poorest and

the least productive of poetry. Even this language varies from

place to place according to the 'accidental character of the

clergymen, the existence or non-existence of schools' etc.

Last of all, Wordsworth tries to defend his case by appending

the phrase ' in a state of excitement' to his plea for the 'real'

language of lnen' as the best for poetry. Coleridge argues that

'excitement' cannot create a new language; but can only set 'the

general truths, conceptions and images and.... the words expressing

them already stored in a person's mind in a state of increased

activity. Excitement, says, he, cannot invent; it can only callse a

ferment in,what already exists. Wordsworth, thetefore, is once

again proved wrong. Coleridge takes up the issue of poetic diction

in chapter XVIII also.

In short, Coleridge contends that every man's language varies according
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to the extent of his knowledge, the activity of his faculties and the
depth or quickness of hi feeling. No two men of the same class or
ofdifferent classes speak alike. This applies to the language ofthe
rustics and the townsmen, both of which vary from person to
person, fro.m class to class and from place to place. (Remember

the modern terms 'idiolect'and '.diatect,). Again though the words
of prose and poetry are the same, their arrangements is not the
same. 'I write poetry because I am about to use a language
different from that of prose'. This poetry is defined as .the best
words in their best order'.

Coleridge thus goes into the depth of poetic composition and
his pronouncements have an authentic ring about them.
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SECTION B

TRADITION AND THE INDTVIDUAL TALENT

T.S. ELIOT

TIIE ENGLISHATTITUDE TO TRADITION

The word 'tradition' is rather pejorative to the English, Of-

ten the word smacks of censure and carries a pleasing archaeo-

logical accociation.

CREATION AND CRITICISM

Every nation has a creative and critical form of mind' But

often one is more conscious of creations and less of criticism. The

English people admit that the French are too critical. The

compliment often implies that the French are not as creative as

they are critical. Eliot is of the view that criticism is as inevitable

as breathing. An informed reader is an amateur critic also'

STRESS ON II{DTVIDUALITY

The ordinary reader often troes to isolate the individual talent

of a writer while going through creation. The effort is to find
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something that can be isolated. Eliot does not approve of the attitude.

He thinks that every author will be influenced by the past; no

accomplished writer can escape the influence of his predecessors.

(This view of Eliot is one aspect of his thory of depersonalization).

WHAT ISTRADITION?

Tradition is not a blind imitation of the past. It has a wider

significance. lt cannot be inherited. It has to be acquired with great

effort. The important component of tradition is the historical sense.

what is this historical sense? It is the perception of not only the

pastness ofthe past, but ofits presence. In other words past is not

something dead; it exerts its influence on the present. ot there is

the presence ofthe past even in the present. This awareness makes

us recognise that literature is a contiuous entity, a chain that runs

from the past through the present to the future. And every author is

but a link in this long chain. As such, every author comes to have

co-existence with this, predecessors. this makes a writer traditional.

this feature is referred to by Eliot as one's contemporaneity'

CONFORMITY BETWEEN TIIE OLD AND THE NBW

It is easy for us to accept the argument that the present can be

influenced by the past. But can this process be reversed? can the

present influenced the past? Eliot establishes that this is possible.

He uses an analogy. when a new item of furniture is brought into

the drawing room, the positions of the existing ones are altered in

order to accommodate the new arrival. Similarly when a new work

of art is created a re-analysis of the existing works is accomplished

in order to accommodate the new work' This is called the

conformity between the old and the new.

TNDIVIDUALITY AND CONFORMITY OF AN AUTHOR

An author is always judged in terms ofthe standards ofthe past. It

is a judgement, a comparison in which rwo things are measured' First
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the search is to measure the presence of individuality in the work;
second is the search for conformity of the author with his
predecessors. No work can be fully individualistic or fully
conforming. These two are the undesirable extremes.Areally good
work could be fitted at a point nearer to individuality or nearer to
conformity.

Work A

Conformity

Work B

Individuality

HOW TO BORROW THE PAST

There are three options available (a) The past is accepted as

a whole (b) one private admiration is accepted (c) A preferred
period is accepted. None of these methods is desirabte. Art never
improves; it just changes. Therefore, no author of the past can be
ignored. The past should be accepted and treated in such a way
that its presence in the present is not explicit. It is there; it could
be felt and detected; but it cannot be isolated.

IS ERUDITION (PEDANTRY) A MUST?

Knowledge about the past does not imply a systematic and
academic knowledge. Much learning deadens or prevents poetic
sensibility. Eliot adopts a compromising stand in this respect. A
poet should know as much as that will not hamper his receptivity
and sensibility. Acadernic or fonnal knowledge is not the requisite.
One should procure the 'consciousness' ofthe past and develop it.
This involves a surrenderof oneselfto a higher authority; the higher
authority is undoubtedly tradiiion.

The first part of Eliot's essay deals with one aspect of the
process of depersonalisation. When an author is ready to surrender
lrirnselfto a higher authority there is an extinction of his personality.
Tlrere is another aspect of depersonalization associated with the
poetic process. This is the topic of the second part of the essay.
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POETIC PROCESS:CONDITIONS FOR PERFECTION

There are three factors that influence the perfection ofthe
poetic process.

(a) The mind of the poet has a dual function. It acts both as a
catalyst and as a receptacle. The fusion (between emotions and
feelings) takes place only when they are present in proportions
sutited for perfect combinations.

(b) The quality of the product (the poem) does not depend
on the quality of the reactants (emotions and feelings); it depends
on the intensity of the artistic process i.e. The .pressure'or .heat'

of creation. (Eliot establishes this by referring to ceftain part of
'the Inferno' and also to the agony of Othello)

(c) Certain events or elements precipitate the poetic process.
The song bird the nightingale, served to bring together a number
of feelings in the case of the ode by Keats.

PERSONAL EMOTIONS AND ART EMOTIONS

A common pitfall is the tendency on the part ofthe reader to
relate the emotions present in a poem to the personal emotions of
the poet. Eliot wants to discourage this tendency.

CATALYTIC REACTION AND THE POETIC PROCESS

In chemistry we are quite farniliar with catalytic reactions.
In a catalytic reaction the reactants react to form the products in
the presence of a catalyst. But the product is found to be wholty
free from even traces of the catalyst. Thus in a catalytic reaction,
the catalyst's role is unique. Its prcsence is essential for the reaction
to take place; but it does not fonn a part of tl-re product.

Eliot compares the poetic process to a catalytic
reactiorr. Here the reactants are emotions and feelings.
The catalyst is the mind of the poet. The rnind of a Nature
poet is a finely perfected medium in which the emotions
and feelings etrter into new combinations to form poetry
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in which the trace of the mind cannot be detected. This is the

second aspect of the process of depersonalisation; there is a

separation between the man who suffers and the mind that creates.

The analogy is diagrammatically as follows:
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(c) Poetic process is not a tranquil one; there is a kind of a

pressure or'heat' associated with.it.

E iot also refers to the 'spontaneity' of poetic process

(Wordsworth spontaneous overfow of powerful emotions).

There is rnuch that is conscious and deliberate in the poetic

process. A bad poet is conscious where he should not be conscious,

and is not conscious where he ought to be conscious. These errors

make him personal. Eliot closes his essay with the oft quoted

rel'nark". Poetry is not a turning loose of emotion; but an escape

from emotion; it is not the expression of personality; but an escape

from personality".

l. What is the English attitude to traditions?

2. What is the attitude of the English towards the critical

talent of the French?

3. What type of tradition is to be discouraged?

4. What are the characteristics of tradition?

5. Define historical sense.

6. What is meant by the presence of the past in the present?

7 . What is meant by conformity between the old and the new?

8. How does Eliot prove that the present can influence the

past?

9. What should the auitlde of a poet toward the past be?

How should he treat it?

10. What is the place of scholarship in the poetic talent?

I I . The progress of an a(ist is a continual self-sacrifice, a

continual extinction of personality'- Explain

12. What are the trvo aspects of the impersonal theory of
poetry?

13. How does Eliot comparc the poetic procQSS to a catalytic

reaction?
' 

' 
_l t itl

Catalytic i

.'..'.,....
Catalyst

Reactants

Emotions

Reaction Poetic Process

Mina of tne poer

Product

Poem

+

Feeling

Impressions and experiences that are important to man may

not find a place in poetry; and those which are present in the poem

may be irrelevant to the life of the poet. Another point to be

discussed is the quatity of these emotions. A poet may have in his

personal life only emotions that are simple, crude or flat' At the

same time, the ernotions expressed in his poetry may be very

complex. An ordinary man may have in his life more complex

emotions than those of a poet. Hence complexity of the emotion

is not the criterion for excellence of poetic craft. The talent of a

poet is his capacity to transfonn ordinary emotions into new art

emotions.

ATTACK ON THE ROMANTIC CONCEPT OF POETIC

PROCESS

Eliot attacks the well known Romantic dictum of the poetic

process: 'emotions recollected in tranquility'. All the three

components of the definition are modified by Eliot as follows'

(a) It is not emotions but a number of experiences'

(b) These experiences are not recollected; there is a process of
concentration.

* l-^-lt n^p
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What decides the sublimity of the poetic process?

Define 'art emotion'.

How does Eliot attack the Romantic concept of tht, poetic

process?

What is meant by 'significant emotion'?

TENSION IN POETRY

ALLEN TATE '',

Allen Tate made a clear distinction between scientific and
literary discourses. He like John Crowe Ransom, was against the
abstraction of science. He felt that an absolute scientific view is
detrimental to actual human experience and held that all forms of
literature have a moral and religious purpose.

ike other New Critics, Thte also was not free from a'critical
monism'viz, 'tension'. He lopped off the prefixes of the logical
terms 'extension' and 'intension' and coined the term 'tension'.
He believes that the life of a poem lies not in the denotative
meaning (extension) or the connotative,meaning (intention) but
some where in between. In short the term 'tension' is synonymous
with the life of poem.

The essay is included in "The Man of Letters in the Modern
World: Selected Essays 1928-55".

Every poetic work has a distinct quality. The duty of a critic
is to examine and evaluate the configuration of meaning and bring
out this unique quality. The New critics in general are bent upon
insisting on a single quality of poetic language. Allen Thte also
follows the same method and adopts 'tension' as a quality
common to allpoetic works.
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Before defining the term 'tension', the critic has a cursory

glance over the present state of poetic language. He feels that

because of the existence of a large variety of poetic forms, no

single quality (like tension) may be sufficient to cover the entire

realm of poetic language. the situation has become more complex

because many poets are trying to escape from the deterioration of
the common language by inventing private languages.

MASS LANGUAGE

One variety of language that Tate analyses is designated as

mass language. mass language is the language of communication.

Its use arouses an affective state in one set of terms; suddenly an

object quite unrelated to htese terms gets the benefits of it. The

ultimate effect achieved is sentimentality. The defect of this use

of mass language is that those who do not share the feeling of the

poet find the work obscure. An instance of this type of poem is

Miss. Millay's 'Justice Denied in Massachusetts". A reader

without sufficient background information about the occasion of
the poem finds it worthless.

Fatlacy of communication: A disturbing trend in poetry that

took its birth in 1798 is the fallacy of communication. The poets

began to use verse to convey ideas and feelings. This trend also

gave birthto a variety of poetry designated as 'Social Poetry'. The

pseudo rationalism of social sciences caused a kind of
sentimental indication and poetic language sank down in scale.

Allen tate analyses two poems. 'The Vine' by James Thomson

and 'Hymn to Light' by Cowley to demonstrate two types of
failure of poetic diction.

THE TWO TYPES OF FAILURES

'TheVine'is a failure in denotation:'Hymnto Light'is afailure

in connotation. The poets of the 19th gave up the language of
tenotation to the scientists and kept for themselves a continually

meaning flux of connotation the poets tailed to realise that good

cWl,o*e/o5 '3
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poetry is a nuity of all the meanings from the farthest extreme of
denotation and connotation. Tate bases the second part ofhis ex-

tract this sound principle.

In this part of thsi essayAllen tate explains the term 'tension'

which he proposes to use for the analysis of poetic language. two

familiar terms associated with literary language are 'denotation'

and connotation. 'Denotation refers to the dictionary meaning

of term; connotation is the implied meaning. In literary criticiam

two more terms are used corresponding to htese. they are

'extension' and 'intention'. Extension corresponds to dentotation

and intention colresponds to connotations.

Dictionary.. ...Denotation..................edtension

Implied meaning....................Connotation................intension

Focussing on extension or intention are two extreme method

in literary criticism. tate wants to evolve a method that is free

from the two extremes, viz an emphasis on denotation or an em-

phasis on connotation. he coins a new term 'tension' by removing

the prefixes 'ex'- and 'in'. According to him, the meaning of po-

etry lies in its tension which comprises of the full organised

body of all extension and intension. There is an infinite line ex-

tending fron extension to intension. The meaning that we select

can be assigned to a point on this line, and our choice of the point

will depend upon our drive or interest or approach. But we have to

admit that the figurative significance (intension) of a poem need

not invalidate the literal statment (extension) of a poem need not

invalidate the literal statement (extension) or vice versa.

Intension

THE POEM

Extension

Tate cites two examples. marvell's To His Coy Mistress'may

appeal to a Platonist as a defence of immoral behaviour of young
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argument that he raises are not fully acceptance.

we also feel that the concept of tension is.lust a modified version of
truvo quite familiar critical concepts of denotation and connotation.

Short Answer type Questions

L What is mass language? What is its defect?

2. What is meant by fallacy of communication?

3. What is the characteristic feature of .Social poetry,?

4. Define'denotation'

5. Define'connotation'

6. What is meant by 'extension'?

7. What is meant by 'intension'?

8. How does Tate invent the concept of .tension'?

9. What are the two poems quoted by Thte to discuss his concept

of tension?

10. How does tension operate in the tercet quoted by Thte from

Dante's Divine Comedy?
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CLEANTH BROOKS

THE LANGUAGE OF PARADOX

INTRODUCTION

Cleanth Brooks (b. 1906) was one of the key figures in the rise of the

New Criticism in America in the 'thirties and' forties and a leading

light of that subgroup within the general movement known as the

'Fugitives' 'Southem Agrarians'. John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate

and Robert Penn Warren were among thc other distinguished writers

in this group, whose principal organ was the Southern Review, edited

from 1935-42 by Brooks and Wanen. Their poetics derived from Eliot,

Richards, Empson and Leavis, but in their right wing political views

and more or less Orthodox Christianity they owed a special allegiance

to Eliot. The text book anthologies edited by Brooks and Wanen,

Understanding poetry (New York, 1938) and Understanding Fiction
(New York, 1943) were widely adopted in American Universities,

and in the opinion of many judges were the principal media by which

the orthodoxies of the New Criticism were transmitted to a whole

generation of American students of literature.

Cleanth Brooks was educated at Vanderbilt College and Tulane Uni-
versity in the United States, and later at Oxtbrd. He was prof'essor of
Englrsh ut Louisiana State Llnivcrsity und Iatcr:at Yalc. as Gray Pro-
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fbssor of Rhetoric. From 1964 to 1966 he was cultural attache at the

American Embassy in London. In addition to those al-ready men-

tioned, his publications include Literacy Criticism a Short History
(New York, 1957), written in collaboration with W.K. Wimsatt and

Wlliam Faulkner the Yoknapatawipha Country (1963).

Cleanth Brooks has been rightly desoibed by his friend and contem-

porary J.C. Ransom as the most forceful and influential critic of po-

etry that we have. His Understanding Poetry, Understanding Drama

etc. brought about a revolution in the art of teaching literature. He is
perhaps the only critic who has taught the readers of poetry to make

the kind of close analysis which would take them to the heart of a
poem. He has accomplished this for a very large number of poems.

His critical theory, which is largely based on Eliot, Richards, Empson

and Coleridge, is most clearly stated in 'Modem Poetry and the Tra-

dition' and 'The Well Wrought Um.' It shows a special awareness of
the qualities that distinguish the so called 'metaphysical' poetry and

looks for similar characteristics such as irony and paradox in all good

poetry. One would do well however to remember that'irony' and

'paradox' are so defined that they can take in a lot more than Donne.

Brooks is also one of the most controversial figures among modern

critics; he has been the target of attack by scholars on the one hand

and the neo-Aristotelians on the other. Dougles Bush finds him often

perverse because he does not make use of the findings of scholar-

ship. There is also the general charge that his poetics is anit-roman-

tic -R.S. Crane and Yvor Winters irave accused him of 'Critical mo-

nism'.

Brooks is, however, by rmy standard one of our best 'intrinsic' crit-
ics. He finds the locus of all meaning in the context of the poem, and

in thc words of the pocm, and discovers this fbr us by ernpby-
ing a variety ol heuristic devices among which 'irony' and
'paradox' arc promiricnt. II'the neo-Aristotelians lirLrrrd f aLrlt
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with his 'monism', witl l,'s a prioristic allegiance of a singe
principle to judge and evaluate all kinds of poems, it was because
they were unsympathetic to his normative poetics designed for all
poetry. They were themselves wholly concerned with poem as

'unique structures' whose intrinsic status they would discover by
applying a totally different set of inductive criteria. It is a moot
point whether they succeeded at all in this. But the fact remains
that Brooks has to his credit more applied criticism than all the
neo-Aristotel ian put together.

'The language of Paradox,' first published in 1942,
subsequently appeared in a slightly revised form as the first
chapter of Brooks's best known work. 'The swell Wrought Urn'-
Studies in the structure of poetry (New York 1947). This essay is
entirely characteristic of the New criticism in seeking a fonnula or
category with which to identifu the special character of literary
Ianguage as the medium of a special kind of meaning or knowlege,
not accessible to science and scientific discourse.

Also characteristic of the New Criticism is the way Brooks
develops his generalisations out of close and subtle analysis of
lyric poetry, and his choice of a metaphysical lyric (Donne;s
'Canonization)' for the most elaborate and exemplary treatment.
The approach is antihistorical to the extent that it supposes the
existence of some absolute quality in great poetry that transcends
the conditions of particular cultural contexts. Bu! of course, Brooks
is far from being innocent of historical knowledge or the ability to
deploy it in criticism; and in his essay 'poetry' is made to stand for
avalue-saturated pas that is contrasted with a debased and alien
present. there is a certain connection here with the criticism of
Leavis and 'Scrutiny'.

NEW CRITICISM

This term. made cunent by the publication ofJohn Crowe Ransom's
Book The New Criticism in 1941, came to be applied to a theory and
practice that dominated American literary criticisrn until late in the
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1960s. the movement derived in considerable part from elernents,
such as I.A. Richards "Principles of Literary Criticisrn' (1924) and
"Practical Criticism' (1929), and from the critical essays of T.S.
Eliot. It opposed the prevailing interest of scholars and critics of
that ea in the biographics of the authors, the social context of
literature, and literary history by insisting that the proper concern
of literary criticism is not with the external circumstances or
effects of a work, but with a detailed consideration of the work
itself. Notable critics in this moder were th: couthemers Cleanth
Brooks and Robert Penn Warren, whose text books ' Under- .,rding
Poetry' (1938) and 'Understanding Fiction' (1943),Jid much to
make the New Criticism the reigning method of teaching literature
in Arnerican colleges, and even in high schools, for the next two
or three decades. Other prominent writers of that tirne in addition
to Ransom. Brooks and Warren who are often identified as New
Critics are Allen tate,, R.P. Blackmur, and William K. Wirnsatt.
William Empson from the other side of the Atlantic, has been
apatent formative influence on the New Critics. It was the
influence of Richards which made him a critic of literature.

The New Critics differ from one another in many ways, but
the following points of view and procedures are common to many
of them.

l. A poem, it is held, should be treated as such in Eliot's
words, primarily as poetry and not another thing, and should
therefore be regarded as an independent and self sufficient verbal
object. The first law of criticism, john Crowe Ransom said, "is
that it shall be objective, shall cite the nature of the object' and
shall recognise "the autonomy of the work itself as existing for its
own sake". New critics wam the reader against critical practices
which divert critical attention from the object itself. In analysing
and evaluating a particular work they eschew reference to
the biography of the author to the social condition at the
time of its production or to its psychological and moral effects
on the reader, they also tend to minimise recourse to the place
of the work in the history of literary forms ad subject matter.
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Because ofthis critical focus on the literary work in isolation

from its attendant circumstances and effects, the New Criticisrn is

often classified as a type of Critical formalism.

2. The distinctive procedure ofa new Critic is explication or

close reading, the detailed and subtle analysis of the implied
interrelations and ambiguities' (multipe meanings) of the

components within a work. "Explication de text" has long been a

formal procedure for teaching literature in French schools, but the

kind of explicative analysis characteristic of the New Criticism
derives from such books as l.A. Richard's 'Practical criticism'
(1929) and William Empson's 'Seven type ofAmbiguity'(1930)

3. The Principles o fNew Criticism are basically verbal. that
is, Iiterature is conceived to be a special kind of language whose

attributes are defined by systematic opposition to the language of
science and of practical an dlogical discourse and the explicative
procedure is to analyse the meanings and interactions of words,

figures of speech and symbols. the emphasis is on the "Organic

Unity" ofoverall structure and verbal meanings, and we are wamed

against separating the two by what Cleanth Brooks has called "the
heresy of paraphrases".

4. The distinction between literacy genres, although
recognized and used, does not play an essential role in the New
Criticism. the essential components of any work of literature
whether lyric, narrative or dramatic, are conceived to be words,

images, and symbols rather than character, thought and plot. These

linguistic elements are often said to be organized around a central

and humanly significant theme and to manifest high literary value

to the degree that thgey manifest 'tension', 'irony', and 'paradox'
in achieving a reconciliation of diverse impulses or an

'equilibrium of opposed forces. The form of a work, whether or
not it has characters and plot is said to be primarily a'structure of
meanings which evolve into an integral and free standing unity
imply through a play and counter play on the matic imaginary'
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and 'symbolic action'.

The basic orientation and modes of analysis in the New
Criticism were adapted to the contextual criticism of Elisco Vivas

and Murray Kriegar who defined contextualism as the claim that

the poem is a tight, cornpelling, finally closed context which
prevents our escape to the world of reference and action beyond

and required that we judge the work's efficacy as an aesthetic

object.

Centra;l instances of the theory and practice of New
Criticism are Cleanth Book's, The Well Wrought Um (1947) and

W.K. Wimsatt's, The Verbal Icon (1954). Further light on the

critical doctrines of the New Critics would be thrown by a
detailed consideration ofthe work and achievement of individual
critics, and this would be a bettwe evaluation ofthe new Critical
Strategies.

THE LANGUAGE OFPARADOX: ASUMMARY

A paradox is a self-contradictory statement or a statement

which brings together opposite ideas, which, however, convey some

essential truth. A paradox may also be defined as a statement

contrary to accepted opinion. Hence , it may be apparently absurd

and fantastic but a further reflection shows that it is essentially

true. Sophisticated writers make extensive use ofparadox to make

their readers think and to drive how the truths they want to

convey. In the very outset of the essay Cleanth Brooks presents

the principal hypothesis that 'the language of poetry is the

language ofparadox'. The textual explication he engages thereafter

subtly precipitatesthe hypothecial propositions as valid inferences.

Irony and wonder are the twin attribut€s of paradox. Both

irony and paradox are indirect ort oblique ways ofexpression and

can be used only by the intellectual and witty. Paradox is the natural

language of poetry and a poet cannot help being paradoxical.

Poety is the language ofthe soul-an expression ofthe imagination
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tion and emotion-while pzradox is the expression of the intellect. Wc
usually associate the terms 'irony' iurd 'paradox' with a writer like
Chestertonl '....out prejudices lbrce us to regard piuadox as intellec-
tual rather tian emotional, clever rather than profound, rational rather
than divinely inational'. In fact paradox can also be emotional, ina-
tional and profound.

Cleanth Brools, obsessed wirh his 'Critical Monism,' then ap-

proaches many poems, analytically, to precipitate his theory that the
language of poetry is the language of paradox'. Even such a simple
and direct poet as Wordsworth cannot avoid using the language oi
paradox. A typical Wordsworthian poem is based on a paradoxical
situation. In one ofhis better known poems the poet is out in Nature
wifi a simple and innocent girl.

It is a beauteous evening, calm and free

The holy time is quiet as a nun

Breathless with adontion...

The poet is filled with worship,.but the girl who walks beside him is
not worshipping. The implication is that she should respond to the
holy time and become like the evening itself, nun like; but she seems

less worshipful than inanimate Nature itself.

If thou appear untouched by solemn thought,

Thy nature is not therelbre less divine;

Thou liest in Abraham's bosom all the year;

And worship'st at the Temple's inner shrine,

God being with thce when we lmow il. not.

The llric is based upon a paradox and the paradox states an essentid
truth. She is divinc and God's chosen, because she is in sympathy
with all Nature and not mcrely with its more noble and solemn rrs-
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pects; her unconscious sympathy is her unconscious wonhip. She is
in communion with Nature, 'all the year' and her devotion is con-
tinual whereas that of the poet is sporadic and momentary.

Al'ter a close analysis Brook points out a further paradox in the
same lyric. The evening is compared to a nun and obviously the epi-
thets 'quief, 'calm', 'free' are the outward sign and symbol of the nun
called evening. The holiness and innocence of the girl who,
however,does not have these extemal trappings, nor who worships in
any formal way, as does a nun, has her carefree innocence, itself a
kind of continuous worship.

Another lyric of Wordsworth 'Upon Westminister Bridge' has a

combination of irony and puadox.

Silent, bare,

Ships, towers, domes, theatres and temples lie

open unto the fields...

The details are huddled togethor and we get only a bluned picture.

The charm of the lyric arises from the fact that it grows out of a para-
doxical situation. Grim, feverish London was not expected by poet to
have the cham, and hence his surprised exclamation.

Never did sun more beautifully steep /In his first splendour, valley,
rock or hill...

The 'smokeless air' reveals a city which the poet did not know
existed: man made London is a part of Nature too, is lighted by the
sun of Nature and lighted to a beautiful effect.

The river glide at his own sweet will...

A river is the most 'Natural' thing tlrat one can imagine; it has tle
elasticity, the curved linc ol Nature itself. Uncluttered by barges, the
riverreveals itself as a natulal thing. not at all disciplined into a rigid
and mcchirnical pattern: Ir is likc the daflidils. or the mt,untain brooks.
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Dear God lhe very houses se.. rrt..p'

And all that mighty hcarr's lying still:

The most cxciting thing tlat the poct can say about the houscs is
that.they are aslcep. He has been in rhe habit of counting tleql d9ad,
as jus mechanic:al ud inanimate; to say they are 'aileep' is to say that
they are alive, they participate in the life of Nature. In the same way,
thc trite old metaphdr which sees a great city as the pulsating heart of
an empire becomes revived. it is only when the poet sees the city
under the semblane ofdeath that he can see it as actually alive, quick
with the only life which he can accept, the organic life of'Nature'.

THE PAMDOX IN THE ROMANTIC PROGRAMME
The very poetics developed by the romantic apostles, Wordsworth
and Coleridge was essentially paradoxical. Their purpose was to make
the common look uncommon and to make 'the familiar took unfamil-
iar' Coleridge has beautifully summarised the whole thing. Wordsworth
in sho4 was consciously attempting to show his audience that the
common was really uncommon , the prosaic was really poetic. This is
very much in tune with a puadoxical construction. The romantics
were concemed with surprise and wonder.

THE NEO CLASSICAL USE OF PARADOXES
The neo-classical poets also made use of paradoxes in abundance.

The romantics used them to arouse wondet iurd awaken the mind and
make it conscious ofa new light and beauty in things ignored as com-
mon place and trivial. But the neo-classic use of paradox is highly
ironical. Opposites are brought together to create the irony of the situ-
ation. Alexander Pope writes in his 'Essay on Man':

In doubt his mind or Body to preler;

Bom but to die, and reasoning hut tu cn..
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Thc plradoxcs here iuc ironical, but Pope is trying to see man in a
new liglit zuousing wonder too.

BLAKEAND GRAY
Paradox which arouse both wonder and irony are more clearly

mixed in the poetry of poets like Btake, Coleridge,s ,Ancient 
mari-

ner' and in 'Gay's Elegy'. The comparisons in Gay, siarilbs, illumi-
nates and shows the peasants in a new tight" The paradox is ironical
ratler than a starding one.

Can storied Urn or animated bust

Back to its mansion call the fleeting breath?

I.A. Richards has pointed out that, the poet must use analogy and
metaphor. There are subtle and complex states of emotion which can-
not be communicded without the use of metaphor. The use of meta-
phor forces the poet !o resort to the use ofparadox. There are neces-

sarily constant adjustments, conradictions and modifications, as

Shakespeare has said, we. "By indirections find directions out,

DONNE AND HIS CANONISATION
There are certain poets who use paradox and irony consciously to
gain a compression and precision which are not possible otherwise.
Donne is one such poet and his poems are based on paradox and
steeped in irony. The very title 'canonisation ' reflects tle paradox.
Donne was not treating profane love as divine love nor as a parody of
Christian sainthood. A careful reading ofthe poem shows that Donne
takes both love and religion seriously. Through a detailed analysis of
the poem Cleanth Brooks shows that the vein ofirony is maintained
throughout. In the first stanza i[ is shown rhat in rejecring tife eurd

through their total absorption in each other, the loves actually achieve
a more intense lil'e. This paradox lru been hinted at in the phoenix
rnetaphor and hencc rcceives a powcrltl drantatisation. But the lov-
crs in hecorning hcrmits llnd thal thcy htvc n()t l,)st tltc rvorkl. in-
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stead they gained the world in each other.

Who did the whole world's soule contract, and drove

lnto the glasses of your eyes.....

The image is that of a violent squeezing as by a powerful
hand. The unwordly lovers thus become the most "worldly" of all.

It is the paradox an dirony that provide the poem precision

compression and effectivenes. Donne could have used the direct
method. But "Canonization" goes beyond it and this could have

been achieved only by the use ofparadox.

lndeed, valuable insights can be conveyed only through the
use of paradox with its twin aspects of wonder and irony. Religion
makes constant use of it. Deprived of the character of paradox

with its twin concomitance of irony and wonder Donne's poem

unravels into "facts" biological, sociological and economic.

PARADOXES IN SHAKESPEARE

Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" would be reduced to the
very lowest level without the use of such oblique language.

For saints have hands that palmer's hands to touch

And palm to palm is holy pamer's kiss.

A paradox is a fusion or union of the opposite and the
discordant. This fusion is brought aboui by the combination of the

discordant and irreconciable in new lights. Coleridge has well
expressed this qualaity. "It reveals itself in the balance or
reconcilement ofopposite or discordant qualities; of sameness with
difference......." Shakeapeare in one of his poems has given a

description that oddly parallels that of Coleridge. A poet cannot
do without paradox for in its very nature a paradox is bringing
together of opposites and so is metaphor and so also is poetry.

In his "The Phoenix and the Turtle", Shakespeare has dwelt at
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length on the magic power of the poetic irnagination which unites
and has constrasted it with Reason which divides and separates.

It is poetry and poetry alone which brings about union of
"beauty, Truth and Rarity". And the poet can bring about this rare
fusion because he ia gifted with creative imagination which ex-
presses itself throug paradox and metaphor which may therefore
just be called the natural languages of poetry.

MODEL QUESTTONS

l. Discuss. "The language of poetry is the Language of parados"
2. The Romantic and neo-classical use of paradox
3. Brook's analysis of Donne's "Canonisation".
4. Cleanth Brooks as a new Critic (Citc the new critical strategies)

Prepared by:
Pramod Vellachal S.N. College, Kannur

Northrop Frye

The Archetypes of Literature

Introduction

Northrop (Frye (b.1912) was born in Canada and Studied at
Toronto University and Merton college, Oxford moving in to the
field of literature after beginning as a student oftheology. His first
major publication was "Fearful Symmerty" a study of William
Blake (1947) but it was the "Anatomy of Criticism'(1957) that
firmly established him as one of the most brilliant, original and
infeluential of modern critics.

Like many modern critics from I.A. Richards onwareds, he is
impastient with the confusions and contradictions of most extant
Iiterary criticism, and believes that it should acquire something of
the mythological discipline and coherence ofthe sciences. This in
his view, can only be attained by assuming a total coherence in
criticism based on a hypothesis about literature ofall periods and
cultures. This theory is expounded with characteristics lucidity,
economy and wit in "The Archetypes of Literature" ( 195 I ) much
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of which was later incorporated into the Anatomy. Literature as

Context Milton's Lycidas" (1959) as avirtuoso demonstration of
Frye's rnethod applied to a single text.

Frye's work has aroused considerable controversy. In
particular, his scom for value judgements, which he consigns to
the 'history of taste' has aroused deep hostility among those
critics for whom evaluation has always been the raison of detre

literary studies. In fact Frye's difference with such critics is not as

irreconcilable as it might seem, for he has simply transferred the
concept of value from the individual work to the collective work;
The total order of words that is literature. Few critics have in fact
made such large claims for literature as Frye: Literature intitiates
the total dream of man....., he writes in theAnatomy, "Poetry unites
total rityual, or unlimited social action, with total dream or
unlimited individual thought.

Other objections to Frye's criticism are that it is excessively
schematic, that it neglects the historical, particular, Verbally unique
aspects of literary artefacts, and that archetypal criticism, so far
from being scientific, is neither verifiable Frye is well able to
defend himselfagainst such charges, and has observed reasonably
enough that, "many who consider the structure of my view of
literature repellent find useful parenthetic insights in me. But the

insights would not be there unless the structure were there too"!
He is certainly one of the most stimulating, cultured and witty of
contemporary literary critics.

ARCHETYPAL CRITICISM

Archetypal criticism as an important antecedent of the
literary theory of the archetype was the treatment of myth in
writings by a group of comparative anthropologists at Cambridge
University, especially James G. Frazer's The golden Bough ( 1880-
I 9 I 5), which identified clemental patterns of myth and ritual that,
it claimed, recur in the legends and ceremonies of many diverse
and far-flung cultures. Another antecedent was the depth psychology
of Carl G. Jung ( I 875- l96l ) who applied the term "archeg/pe" to
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what he called "primordial images" the "psychic residue" of
repeated patterns of experience in the lives of our very ancient

ancestors which, he maintained, survive in the "collective
unconscious" of human race and are expressed in myth, religion,
dreams, and private fantasies, as well as in works of literature.

Archetypal literary criticism was given great impetus by coud

Bodkin's "Archetypal Patterns in Poetry" (1934); ind flotirished
especially during the 1950's and 1960's. In criticisms the term

'archetype' denotes recurrent narrative designs, pattem ofaction,
character types,or images which are said to be dreams, and even

ritualized modes of social behaviour. Such archetypes help to
reflect a set of universal, primitive, and elemental mental forms or

patterns, whose effective embodiment in a literary work evokes a

profound response from the reader. Some archetypal critics have

tracked the source of these patterns. In the words on Northrop
Frye, this theory is "an unnecessary hypothesis". And the
recurrent archetypes are simply there. "however they got there".

Among the prominent practioners of various modes of
archetypal criticism, in addition of Maud Bodkin, are G Wilson
Knight, Robert Graves,Philip Wheelwright, Richard Chase and

Joseph Campbell.

The critics tend to emphasize the occurance of myhical
patterns in literature, on the assumption that myths are closer to
the elemental archetype than the artful manipulations of
sophisticated writers.

ln the remarkable and influential bok the "Anatomy of
Criticism" (1957),Northrop Frye developed, with the typological
interpretation of the Bible and the conception of the
imagination in the writings of the poet and painter William
Blake (1757-1827) a radical and comprehensive division of
traditional grounds both of the theory of literature and the
practice of literary criticisrn. Frye proposes that the totality
of literary works constitute a "self-contained literary universe"
which has been created over the ages by human imagination
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so as to incorporate the alien and indifl'erent world of nature into
persisting iuchetypal lbrms lhat serve to satisly enduring humrur desires

and needs.

However, it would be wrong to suppose that fuchetypal Criticism
necessarily goes back to specfific myths; it may discover cultural
patterns which assume a mythic quality in their permanence within a

partieular culture: This is what Northrop Frye has done in ,'The

fuchetypes of Literature"
THE ARCHETYPES OF LITERATURE. SUMMARY

At the very outset Frye states that science is a systemized and
organized body of knowledge, and Nature is the obiect of its study.
Similarly, literary crticism is also a systematised and organised body
of knowledge and literature is the object of its study. Literary criticism
therefore, being an organised and systematised body of knowledge is
at least partly a science, the science which has literature as its object
of study.

The principles by which one can distinguish a significant from a

meaningless statement in criticism are not clearly defined.
Therefore,the first step is to recognize and get rid of meaningless
criticism. Yet this kind of scientific criticism is centrifugal, i.e. it takes

us away from literature which is its centre of study. Literature is the
centre of what are called "The humanities", with philosophy on the
one side of it, and history on the other side. A literary critic at present
has to depend both on history and philosophy, which provide a sort of
back ground to critical study. It is, therefore, essential that there is
some central pattern or principle of organization so that criticism may
acquire the status of an independent science which studied literature.
"Such a pattern can be provided by the fuchetypes of literature; hence

arises the importance and signilicance of the archetypes of literature
approach. Such a pattern would make criticism to arr what philosophy
is to wisdom and history is to action.

Textual or formalistic methods study the impact ol'a hook on the
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rcader and the work o1' ar1 always remains at the centre of their study.

They seek to tcach literaturc tlrough a structural iuralysis of the work
concemed. The one great weakness ol'such a textual approach is that

it is conceived as an antithesis to the centrilugal or "background"

approach and so it goes to the other extreme and hence ignores the

background tottally. It does notprovide zury explanation as to how the

structure came to be what it is, it merely analyses that structure. A co-

ordinating principle, a principle which will co-ordinate both the

background and the structural approaches is necessary. Hence there

should be a central hypothesis which, like the theory of evolution in
biology, will see the phenomena it deals with as parts of a single whole.

Such a positive organizing principle can be provided by the archetypal

approach.

Criticism cannot be a unified and systematised body of knowledge

unless it acquired unity and coherent form, and such unity can be

imparted by a study of the roots of myths, symbols, and images from
primitive cultures used by poets today . Northrop Frye says "the search

for archetypes is a kind of literary anttrropology, concerned with the

way that literature is informed by pre-literary categories such as dtuals,
myth and folklore. Literature thus spreads out ftom a simple centre

in primitive culture and grows more complex with thepassing of time.

There are two methods which may be followed by the critic of
literature. First there may be the structural analysis of a work of art

amd on the basis of such aur analysis the critic may proceed inductively,

i.e from particular truths to general truths, and this builds up larger
patterns and theories. It is called the inductive method. The second

method is deductlre, that. is to say that of drawing particular truths

from the general and larger patterns and theories. Neither of these

two methods alone is sufficient, one must be corrected and

supplementd by the otlier.

Under an inductive critical analysis, if it is a successful work then

the artist must have heen able to cut off his personality enrirely fior;:
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it. There should be a complete el'facement o1'his self'. of his ego, of his

private memories, experience and emotions. A psychological approach

reveals that the artist has his own private symbols, myths and images

of which he may himself be unconscious but their existence is reality

and it is revealed by the psychological approach.

The critic has also to examine why a particular work has assumed

a particular form, and this leads to a study of genres. There are two

approaches to this problem and according to Frye both of them are

misleading. "One is the pseuso-Platonic conception of genres as

existing prior to and independently of creation. Which confuses them

with mere conventions of form like the sonnet. The other is thatpseudo

biological conception of them as evolving species which tums up in
somany surveys of the development of this or that form". These

difficulties can be removed, to a very great extent, by the archetypal

approach. The archetypal approach unifies and harmonizes the

different approaches and shows that they all converge to the same

centre. [t is centripetal and not centrifugal. For example, the literary
anthropologist who chases the sources of the Hamlet(legend) from

the pre Shakespearian play to Saxo and from Saxo to nature myths, is

not running away from Shakespeare.

Literature is closely similar both to music and painting. Like music

it has a rhythm. The pattern of literature is its verbal structure which
conveys to the readers its meaning or significance. We hear or listen

to a nanative, but when we grasp a writer's total pattern we "see"

what he means. It is wrong to suppose that the narrative is merely a

siquential representation o1 events in an ouBide lif'e and that the verbal

pattern that of some extemal "idea." Nortlrope Frye calls it. "the

representational lallacy", fbr it misrepresents its real nature and

signilicance. The leamed critic ultimately arrives at the general truth

that there is calls integration between the human and the non-human,

between the world of mzn and the world ol Nature, between human

ritual and the cyclical change in Nature, and all literature is an
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man and his environment.

The verbal patterns or pattems of imagery are an expression

of the writer's ephiphany i.e of his llashes of comprehension, or his

seeing into the heart of things in moments of inner illumination.

Expressions of such flashes of inner illumination assume the form of
proverbs, riddles, commandments and fblk tales or parables.

However,by the time they assume such forms, a considerable element.

of narrative is added to them. Such verbal patterns are also

encyclopaedic, and together they build up a total structure of
significance of doctrine, which is then communicated through
nanative.

The myth is the central informing power that gives archetypal

significance t,o the ritual and archetypal nanative to flashes of inner

illumination. Hence the myth is the archetype, though it might be

convenient to call it myth only when referring to nanative and

archetype when speaking of significance. In the solar cycle of the

day, the seasonal cycle the year and the organic cycle of human life,

there is the single pattern of significance out of which myth construcs

a central narrative around a figure who is partly the sun, partly
vegetative fertility and partly a god or archetypal human being. The

central significance of the myth has been stressed by Jung and Frazer,

and more and more writers are now working along these lines. The

different phases of such myths may be summarized as follows.

1. The dawn, spring and birth phase. Thus we get myths of the

birth of the hero, of revival iurd resunection of creation, and(because

the four phases are a cycle) of the del'eat ol.the powers of darkness

and death. Subordinate characters are introduced such as the father

and the mother. Such myths are the archetype of romance and of most

lyric poetry.

2. The zenith, summer aurd mariage or triumph phase. Such are

the myths ol'apotheosis. oi'the sacred maniage, iurti ol'entering into
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Paradise. Subordinate characters in such myths are the companion
and the bride. These myths are the archetypes of comedy, pastoral
and idyll.

3. The sunset, autumn and death phase. Myths of fall, of the
dying god, of violent death, and sacrifice and of the isolation of
the hero. Subordinate characters introduced are the siren and the
traitoi. Thesij riiyths are the archetypes of tragedy and elegy.

4. The darkness, winter and dissolution phase. Myths of the
triumph of these powers, myths of floods and return of chaos, and
ofthe defeat ofthe hero. Subordinate characters introduced are
the ogreand the witch. These myths are the archetypes of satire.

Thus Northrop Frye has divided all myths into four
categories and has stressed that they recur in and form the basis of
all great works of literature.

Instead, it is with reference to them that literature has come
to be divided into different genres such as ( I ) the romance and the
Lyric, (2) Comedy, Pastrol and idylls (3) Tragedy and the elegy
and (4) Satire.

Model Questions:

l. Discuss how Frye is evolving a new critical approach in his
"Archetypes of Literature".

2. "The search for archetypes is a kind of literary anthropol-
ogy"- Discuss

3. Describe Frye's Inductive and deductive methods.

Prepared by:

Pramod Vellachal

S.N. College, Kannur

VICTOR SHKLOVSKY

ART AS TECHNIQUE

INTRODUCTION

Victor Shklovsky (b. 1893) was a leading figure in the school
of literary and linguistic theory known as Russian formalism, which
flourished in the immediately pre and post-revolutionary period
in Russia. Two groups of scholars and students were involved the

Moscow Linguistic Circle, whose most famous member was

Roman Jakobson and the opayaz group based in St. Petersburg,

which was more interested in literary criticism, and whose Ieader

was Victor Shklovsky. Both groups were committed to the study
and support of experimental, arant-garde literature and art.
Shklovsky's Art as Technique' first published in 1917, was
described by Boris Eikhenbaum, another member of the opayaz
group, as'a kind of manifesto of the Formal Method'.

Shklovsky's essay begins with a polemic against the
symbolist school of poets and critics especially their chief
theoretical spokesman Potebnya. Russian symbolism was evidently
not identical to the French symbolist movement of the late
nineteenth century, which has such a profound effect onEnglish
and American modernist writing, though they clearly had a

common origin in romantic poets. In any case, it is not necessry to
be familiar with Russian symbolism in order to appreciate the more

′
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formal less idealist character of Shklovsky's approach to the

question of what makes poetry poetic.

In a significant aside. Sl,klovsky praises another writeq
jakubinsky for producing one of the first examples of 'scientific
Criticism'. This dream (or mirage), of making the study of
literature, an exact science, inspires the tradition that ran from the

Russian formalists, via the Prague school of the 1930's, to the

exponents of Structuralism in Western Europe in the 1960's and

70's. It had its equivalent in England and America in the efforts of
the New critics, from I.A. Richards to W.K. Wimsatt, to make

literary criticism a more precise and objective discipline. There is

an obvious parallel between Shklovsky's distinction between

poetic and prose language and I.A. Richard's distinction between

emotive and referential language.

Shklovsky's crucially important concept of defamiliarization
(making strange) is, however, essentially structuralist in that ittreats

Iiterary technique, as Saussure had treated language, as a "system

of differences". What startles us into a new way of seeing is a new

way of saying, and we can only appreciate the novelty ofthat against

what is habitual and expected in any given context.

The focus of Russian formalists upon the rnedium rather

thanthe message of literary artefacts brought it into conflict with

the official ideology ofpost Revolutionary Russia, and under Stalin

it was suppressed. Most of its exponents were silenced, or forced

into exile. Shklovsky however, by ajudicious revision of his views,

managed amazingly to survive as a practising scholar and critic

into the 1980's.

RUSSIAN FORMALISM

Russian fonnalism is a type of literary theory and analysis

which originated in Moscow and Petrograd in the second decade

of the 20th century. At first, opponents of the movement applied

the term 'formalism' derogatorily because of its focus on the

format patterns and technical devices of literature to the exclusion

of its subject matter and social values; later, however, it became
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simply a neutral desigastion. Among the leading representatives

of the movement were Boris Eichenbawn. Victor Shklovsky and

Roman Jakobson. When this critical mode was suppressed by the

Soviets in the early 1930's the centre of the formalist study of
literature moved to Czechoslovakia, where it was continued

especially by members of the Prague Linguistic Circle, which

included Roman Jakobson, Jan Mukarovsky and Rene Welleck.

The initial impetus was provided by the Futurists whose

artistic efforts before the First World War were directed against

decadent bourgeois culture and especially against the anguished

soul -searching of the symbolist movement in poetry of poets such

as Brinsov who insisted that the poet was 'the guardian of the

mystery'. In place of the "absolute", Mayakovsky, the extrovert

Futurist poet, offered the noisy materialism of the machine age as

the home of poetry.

However, it should be noted that the Futurists were as

opposed to Realism, as the symbolists had been their slogan of the

'self sufftcient world'placed a stress on the self contained sound

patterning of words as distinct from the ability to refer to things.

The Futurists threw themselves behind the Revolution and

emphasised the artist's role as (proletarian) producer of crafted

objects. Dimittriev declared that'the artist is now simply a constructor

and technician, a leader and foreman'. The constructivists took

these arguments to their logical extreme and entered actual factories

to put into practice their theories of'production art'.

From this background the Formalists set about producing a

theory of literature concerned with the writer's technical prowess

and craft skill. They avoided the proletarian theories ofthe poets

and artists, but they retained a somewhat mechanistic view of the

literary process. Shktovsky was as vigourosly materialistic in his

attitude as Mayakovsky. The former's famous definition of
literature as the 'sum total of all stylistic devices employed in it'
sums up wellthe early phase of formalism.

The formalists technical focus led them to treat literature as a
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special use of language which achieves ils distinctness by deviating
from and Jistorting practical language. practical laurguage is used fbr
acts of communication, while literary language has no practioal
function at all and simply makes use language for its constructed
quality. Poetry was treated by the formalists as the quaint, essentially
literary use of language; it is "speech organised in its entire phonic
texture."
.ART AS TECHNIQUE' SUMMARY

Shklovsky, at the very outset of his essay, says that, the maxim,
"Art is thinking in images" are nevertheless the starting point for the
erudite philologists, who are beginning to put together some kind of
systematic literary theory. Alexander potenbnya is partly responsible
for spreading the idea that, without imagery, there is no art. He also
added that poetry as well as prose, is first and foremost a special way
of thinking and knowing. Hence it permits what is generally called
economy of mental effort; a way which makes for a sensation of the
relative ease of the process and aesthetic feeling is considered a
reaction to this economy. This is how Dimitry ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky,
faithfully summarized the ideas of potebnya. According to potebnya:

(1) "the image is the fixed predicate of that which undergoes change,
the unchanging means of attracting what is perecived as changeable
and (2) the image is far clearer and simpler than what it clarifies.

The words of Potebnya, if put in another way, may read that the
imagery is unnecessary for thought and we must be more familiar
with the image than with what it clau'ihes. But Fyodor Tyutcher,s and
Nicholas Gogol's bold use of imagery cannot be accounted for by
Potebnya's theory. shklovsky is arguing that writers liequently gain
their efl'ects by comparing the common place to the exceptional rather
than vice versa. Tyutchev compared summer lightning to deaf and
dumb demons iurd Gogol compared the sky to the garment of God.

ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky atternptcd to evaluate music, architecture
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and lyric poetry as imageless thought. He assigned lyric poetry,
architecture and music to a special category of imageless art and
defined them as lyric ars, having a direct appear to the emotions. The
maxim 'fut is thinking in images' has survived, especially among the
theorists of the symbolist movement.

lmages change little and they belong to no one. They are ,the

Lords'. what matters in poetry is the techniques that poets discover
and share and hence arranging images is more important than creating
them.

An expression which is thought to be poetic and to be created for
aesthetic pleasure may sometimes be created without such an intent.
Annensky's opinion that the Slavic languages are poetic and Andrey
Bely's ecstasy over the technique of placing adjectives after nouns, a
technique used by the 18th century Russian poets, are to be considered
here. And hence a work may be intended as prosaic and accepted as

poetic or intended as poetic and accepted as prosaic. what is significant
here is the mode of perception and what is referred to by a work of art
is works created by special techniques designed to make the works
as is obviously artistic as possible.

Potebnya's conclusion can be formulated as ,poery 
equals

imagery', gave rise to the whole thenrry that ,imagery 
equals

symbolism'. This conclusion intrigued some of the leading
representatives of the symbolist movement like Andrey Bely,
Merezhkovsky. The conclusion according to shklovsky stems from
the lact that Potebnya failed to make a distinction between the language
of prose and the language of poetry. He really ignored the fact that
there are two aspects of imagery; imagery as a practical means of
thinking, as a means of placing ob.iect^s within the categories; and
imagery as poetic, ils a means ol'reinfbrcing an impression. If one
wants to attract the attention ot'a little girl who is eating hread ard
butter and getting the butter on her l'ingers iurd calls 'Hey, Butter
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lingcrs'. it will bc clcarly a prosaic trope. Thc child is playing with

glasses and drops them and if onc calls, 'Hey, butter tingers,' thcn it

willbe a poetic trope.

Poetic imagery is a means of creating the strongest possible

impression. In Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky's 'Language and Art' a little

girl calls a ball a little watermelon. Poctic imagery is but one of the

devices of poctic language, Prose imagery is a mealls ol'abstraction.

Herbert Spencer's law of the economy of creative effort is also a

generally accepted one and Richard Avenarius has also supported this

view with his stress on the least expenditure of energy. Alexander

Veselovsky acknowledged this principle and said, 'a satisfactory style

is precisely that style which delivers the greatest arnount of thought

in the fewest words'. Andrey Bely also talked about the law of the

economy of creative effort in his book.

According to Shklovsky, all these ideas about the law and aim of

creativity may sometimes be true in their application to practical

language. Moreover, Leo Jakubinsky, in his article, has indicated

inductively the contrast between the laws of poetic language and the

laws of practical language.

Normally speaking, perception becomes habitual and hence

automatic; all our habits retreat. into the area of the unconsciously

automatic; In ordinary speech we leave phrases and words half

expressed. In this process, as in algebra, things are replaced by

symbols. Alexuurder Pogodin gives the example of a boy considering

the sentence. "The Swiss Mountains are beautiful" in the fbrm of a

series of letters. T.S. m, a, b. In this algebraic method, we oan

understand obiects only as shapes with imprecise extensions. It is the

main characterstics and <;onfiguration that helps, but it is only a

shadowy form. The process of algehrization, and the over

automatization of an obiect makes the greatest economy o1 mental

eflbrt.
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But Shklovsky says that the purpose ol'art is to impart the sensatioll

ol'things as they are preceived and not as they are known. The

technique of art is to make obiects unfamiliar', to make forms difficutt,

to incre ,se the length and perception because the process of perception

is an aesthetic end in irself and must be prolonged. "Art is a way oI

experiencing the artfulness of an object, the obiect is not important".

Though we see an object several limes, we do not see it actually'

fut has to remove objects from automatism of perception in many

ways. One such instance can be seen in Leo Tolstoy, the writer who

for Merezhkovsky at least, seems to present things as if he himself

saw them. Tolstoy achieves this by not naming the familiar object.

When he describes he is doing it as if he were seeing it for the first

time. [n "Shame" Tolstoy defamilimizes the idea of flogging in this

manner. The familiar act of flogging is made unfamiliar without

changing its nature. Tolstoy is constantly practising this technique of

defamiliarization. The narator of "Kholstomer" is a horse's and it is

the horses point of view that makes the story unfamiliar. The horse is

killed before the end of the story, but the manner of the nanative, its

technique, is not changing. Thus we can see at the end of ttre story.

Tolstoy continues to use the technique even though. the motivation

for it is gone. In war and peace too Tolstoy uses the same technique in

describing whole battles as if battles were something new. ln

"Resurrection," he describes the city and the corirt in the same way'

He uses a similar technique in "Kreutzer Sonata" when he describes

marriage - 'Why, if people have aur affinity of souls, must they sleep

together?'

The very technique of defamiliarization is not Tolstoy's alone.

Shklovsky says that defamiliarization can be seen almost everywhere

fbrm is fbund. So the difference between Potebnya and Shklovsky is

that an image is not a permanent referent for those mutable

complexities of lil'e. Its purpose is to creates a special percept'ion of
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the object. It creates a vision of the object instead of seruing as a
eans fbr knowing it.

The purpose of imagery in erotic art can be studied more
accurately Gogol's 'Christmas Eve, provides such an example.
Erotic subjects can also be presented figurativery with the obvious
purpose of leading us away from their .recognition,. 

Sexual
organs are referred to in terms of lock and key or quilting tools or
bow and arrows. Quite often in literature, the sexual aci itself is
defamiliarised. That is to transferthe usual perception of an object
into the sphere of a new perception and to make a unique semantic
modification.

We can see the artistic trade mark everywhere in studying
poetic speech in its phonetic and lexical structure as well as in its
characteristic distribution of words. It is made so to avoid the
automatism of perception. The author,s purpose is to create
deautomatized vision. A work artistically created is to make
greatest possible effect through the slowness of perception. The
language of poetry is a difficult, roughened and impeded language.

Russian literary language was originally foreign to Russia,
but is has now blended with their conversation. A tendency to use
dialects is seen. Maxim Gorky is changing his diction from the old
literary language to the new literary colloquialism of Leskov.
Literary language and ordinary speech have been changing their
place and Khlebnikov war trying to create a proper poetic
language. Hence we can define poetry as attenuated, tortuous
speech.

Commenting on rhythm Spencer that ,.if the syllables be
rhythmically arranged, the mind economizes its energies by
anticipating the attention required for each syilable. According tt
Shkolvsky Spencer's conclusion suffers from the confusion oflhe
laws of poetic and prosaic language. The rhythm of prose is hence
an important automatizing element and the rhythm of poetry is
not. It is not the systematization, but disordering beyond prediction
and that may roughen the language and make it.,defamiliar,,.
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MODEL QUESTTONS

1. Consider Shklovsky as a Russian formalist.

2. "Art is away of experiencing the artfulness of an object, the
object is not important" - Disucss

Prepared by:

Pramod Vellachal



SECTION C

INDIAN AESTHETICS
THE THEORY OF RASA

Rasacan be regarded as the cornesstone oflndian aesthetics
as there is no aesthetician in India who has not recognised its
importance in poetry and drama. It was Bharata, the mythical
authorof 'Natyasastra'who recognised the pivotal position ofRasa
in aesthetics for the first time. Bharata also analysed the
constituent elements which give rise to the experience of Rasa. In
the sixth chapter of Natyasastra, an encyclopaedic work covering
all aspects ofthe theatre, Bharata deals at length with Rasanipatti,
the process of the genesis of Rasa through his famous Rasasutra,
the aphorism of Rasa. Bharata's Rasasutra is the aphorism on Rasa.
Bharata's Rasasutra is "vibhavanubhavavyabhicarisamyogad
rasanipattih" ie., the genesis of Rasa occurs out of the
combination of Vibhavas, Anubhavas and Vyabhicaribhavas.

The technical terms used in this definition require some
explanation. Vibhava broadly stands for all the causes, direct and
circumstantial, which are responsible for the arousal of an
emotion. It has two aspects, the Alambana and the Uddipana. The
former stands for the person 6r persons with reference to whom
an emotion is aroused. The latter represents all the background
4\Pl'.5p.29/o5 - +
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features which enhance the emotion. To illustrate, in Kalidasa's
"Sakuntala", Sakuntala can be said to be the Alambana of
Dusyanta's love, whereas the beautiful surroundings of the
hermitage, the flora and fauna, the river Malini etc. are the
Uddipana Vibhavas. The apparition of the dagger, similarly, is the
Alambana of Macbeth's fear, and the stark midnight and strange
sounds around the Uddipana.

Anubhava literally means that which causes the experience
and refers to the psychophysical manifestations of emotions which
are their means of communication. In the case of love, Ionging
glances, sighs and smiles can be regarded as the Anubhava.
Shouting, clenching the first and the teeth etc., are the Anubhavas
ofanger. Anubhavas are represented through acting on the stage,

but in poetry proper they can only be described in words and left
to the imagination of the reader. That is wny drama has always a

more universalappeal.

Vyabhicaribhava means a transitory emotion which is directed
towards the basic main emotion. Bharata recognises eight basic
emotions only. They are Rati (love), Hasa (comic), Soka (pathos),

Utsaha (heroic), Krodha (fury), Bhaya (fear), Jugupsa (disgust)
and Vismaya (wonder). Later poeticians speak about Sama (calm)
also as the ninth basic emotion. These principal emotions are
always Vyabhicaribhavas. If the basic mental state can be

compared to an ocean, the transitory emotion is like a wave which
finally resolves into it. Transitory emotions like bashfulness (Lajja)
and weariness (glani), thus enhance the basic emotions of love
and disappear after their momentary presence. Similarly, a woman
separated from her loveq being afflicted with love, may be tossed
by different transitory emotions like disappointment at his
proplonged absence, anxiety about his condition, jealousy at his
intimacy with other women and so on. These transitory mental states
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xre likc Iunles in con(iluous cmission of gas and litrle llames which

comc and gr) gcncriiting thc imprcssion ol a continuous flame. R;tsa

is, tlrus, an resthctically arouscd dominant sentiment nourished by

transitory mental statcs.

Bliaratrdoes notelaboratc upon how the combination of vibhava.s

etc. resulb in tlre genesis of Rasa or what exactly is the nature of
Samyoga (combination) and Nispatti (genesis) mentioned in the

Rasasur.ra. This had led m diverse interpretations of the Rasasutra,

tle most important of them being that of Bbatta l-ollata, Sankuka,

B hattanayaka and Abhinavagutpa. These aes0reticians tried to explain

the precise nature of the aesthetic emotion and its exact relationship

with ordinary emotion which we experielce in our real life. It is very

important to note tlrat aesthctic emotion (Rasa) is painstakingly

difl'erentiated from the basic mental state (Sthayibluvan).by Bharata

who uses the words Sringara (love). Karuna (patho$, Vira (heroic),

Hasya (humourous), Raudra (furious), Bhayanaka (fearful), Adbhuta

(wonder) and Bibhasa (repugnance) o denote dre former in contra.st

with the words like Rati, Soka etc. mentioned before that used to

deuote dre basic mental st2te. Most of the commentaton of Bharata

have explained how dre hasic emotion develops into the aesthetic

emotion in aesthetic contempl ation.

BHATTALOI.LATA
Lollata seems to be the representative of the old poeticians in

general. His views, on Rasa ue almost identical with those of the

earlv authors li.ke Drrndin. Unfortunatcly, his views as well as those

of'the other commentalors of Natyasirstra except those of
Abhinavangupta ue availahle only through citations. Lollata seems

to havc maintaincd thut Rasr, the aesthctic emotion is generated in

the lictional characters like Dusyil,'rla :L' C Sakuntala, because of the

comhincd Iunction ol thc Vihh.ivas ctc. dcscrihcd in poctry and

rcprcscn[cd in drarna. Hc ctxccivcs ol thb Rasu as r climactic statc

'etchcd hy tl',c ltasic n'nili(li. l'lra Vil.,havas ir'. !hc causcs, ihc
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\nuhhavas are Lhc cllecLs iud thc Vylhhicurihhavas are the citalysLs

- r lal as thc basjc rncntul stxtc is conccrrted. Evcn though it primarily

, rists in thc charactcr, it is also supelimposed on the aotor who Lric.s

r,r eliect an imaginative identilicadon with thc character. Unfortunately,

l-ollata has nothing (0 ofl'er by way of explanation lbr thc aesthetic

cxpericnce of the rcader or lhe spectator.

Mirny later authors have dctected several loopholes in lollata's

rhulry. tntlirta believcd that thert is a cluse-cftbct rclationship between

Vihhavas and the Rrsa. But Mrmmata poinls out {har his cannot be

substantiated. Mammata exmines several options available in this

position and poinl.s out their weaknesses. The relationship between

Vibhava and .Rasa is not the cause-effect relationship which exists

hctween tfie manul'acturer and the product, because whilc thc product

cxis6 even after tle destruction of its manufacturcr, Rua cannot exist

il thb Vibhavas etc. are removed. Nor can be Vibhavrs etc. be regarded

its thc communicative agent of Rasa. A communicative agent like

smoke can cause (he cognition of an object like fire if the frre exisls

atready. But Rnsa is not a ready-made object rvailable before its

crrgnition Rasa actually exists onty when Vibhavas etc. are prcsent' It

cxists only as an experience and not as a objective rerrlity independent

rrl' our cognition. The zub-consciously existing emotional instincts

rhcmselves Gurnot be regarded as Ra,sa propeq and they acquire the

status of Rasr only when aesthetically arcused and enjoycd. These

rricctics uc not at all accountable in Lollau's explanations'

SANKUKA
S ankuka rcjccted hllata's argu rnenr tltar Rasa is a heightened state

(rl the hirsic emotion. He poiuted out tha( cmotions like soro\\, irnger

.rnd Iovc arc seen dirninislring iu strcngtlt widr the passagc of i,r'e

rtthcr than growing morc intcnsc witlt tle hclp ol Vibhavas etc. ir-i

Lollata would imaginc. Sankuka rrriltains titat Rasa is actually inl'cned

hv thc spcctator us cxistrnf ilr thc :tclut' idcntifi.:d iL\ charucter. Thc

f-cr :i'rcc is pr()nrllcd l' \/il liit\',ii ct. : Prcsanlc{l in drl:na. Sitnkula
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Iikcns thc idcntilic:rtion o1' rc ilctof witli ihc chiiraciiir ro tire
iricntificatkrn macle hetwecn a picturc ol a horse and thc uotualhorsc.

Even though wc lully realisc that the picturc is diflbrent from thc rcd

hone, we may rcfer to (hc picturc as he lrorsc itself. Similarly, in the

theatre, when the spccta(or cncounteN the actor, he has no problem in

imaginativcly identifying the latter with the character whom he

reprcsenLs. Thus aesthetic experience cannot be categorically descrihed

as rcal orunreal, since itpartakes the characteristics ofboth. Sankuka's

thcory goqs hy the name of Anumitivada (inference theory) and the

mrxlel provided by him to cxplain the cognition of the emotion in the

rctor/character is similar to the inferential krowledge like 'The hill

has fire sincc it hix smoke.' In ofter words, we undersLrnd the cmotion

of the charactcr when we perceive lhe circumstalces prompting such

:m emotion.

BHATTANAYAKA
Bhauanayaka, one o[ the greatest aestheticians of ancient hdia

gave an entirely new complexion to the pmblemof Rasa by projecting

its experiential lspect. He points out that emotions in our real lifb are

experienced either as belonging to oneself or as belonging to others.

We are singularly involved in our emotion"s and feel them in the most

personal manner. On the other hand, we may feel indiffercnce, hostility,

or symplthy to other people's emotions on the basis of our attitude to

them. [n {ny cxse, we canft}t cnjoy, relish or contemplate emolions

in our real lit'e, hecause ftey arc intensely personal. But the sell.same

cmotlons. when imuginativcly expressed, are a source ofjoy lor ttre

reade[ or the spoc(ltor^. According to Bhatunayaka, any satisfactory

Jcstheuc thcory hirs (o comu t() terms with this prohlem. Prcciscly it is

hcrc that all thc carlier theories lail. and Bhatunay*a propirscs to

unravcl the mystery with dro help ol'lris ingenious theory called

Bbuktivada (Enjoyment theory). lt is u pity that his celehrated work

Hydayadarparr has not come down to us and his theory has to be

rcconstn]ctcd llom tlrc seatlercd rcfcrenccs ilt Ahhinlvaguptit. who
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seems to havc hr'en grcatly inllucnccd try illustrious predeccssor.

Bhrttanuylka mainuins thrt it is neccssary to postulute two more

lunctions to poetic language, in addition $ iLs relbrential function

(Ahhidha) for a satisfactory explanation of the aesthetic experience.

Therc is a process of de-individullisation or universalisation
(Sadharanikarana) in poetry and theatre by means of which the purely

personal elcments of the characters disappear and the poetic theme

assumcs univcrsal staturg. Bhattanuyakl argues that heroes like

Dusyanta and Rma crase to cxist as ordinary individuals separated

liom fte reader in space and time and become transformed into

universal reaim by viflue ofwhich we are able to tanscend our own

personal buriers and identity with them in aesthetic contrmplation.

fut uplifts lilb from is personal details into universality because of
this process and the powe.r which enables art to perform this magic is

called Bhavakatva. This imaginative contemplation further leads one

to the consummation of the aesthetic experiencg which Bhatanayaka

descrfues as an enjoymenL A picturesque account of this aesthetic

experience is given by Bhattanayaka who goes to the eKent of linking

it with the btissfull experience of self-realization During this process,

the redder's mind, trascending all the mundane concems, becomes

purified, with the transparent satvik element gaining an upper hand

and suppressing the tamasaic and rajasaic elements. Bhattanayaka

visualises the human mind as thc minor within which reflects the

soul shining in its natural way. In ordinary life, the minor is tainted

hy the impurities caused by its elemenc Rajas and Tamas, which are

duk, inert l'orces dragging it into impurity. But during self-realisation

und, to a lcss degrec, during ;rcsthetic contemplation, thesc elemenls,

are superseded by Satva and the mind becomes pure and cap:ible of

conveying the blissful nature of the sell. The aesthetic experienoe is

thbrefor blisslul in nuture irnd seconcl only o the ultimilte experience

ol the realisation ol tlre scll'. The poetic function which triggcrs this

cxperience is callcd B hojakatvr.
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The main contributir;i,r of Bhattanayaka to aesthetics are his

doctrine of Sadharanikarana, the three-tier function of poetry and

the conception of Rasa as a subjective experience sirnilar to
self-realisation.

ABHINAVAGUPTHA

Abhinavaguptha, who is given the most exalled position
among Bharata's interpreters by later poeticians, evolved a
comprehensive aesthetic philosophy developing the Dhvani
doctrine of Anandavardhana and accommodating the aesthetic

principles of Bhattanayaka. Abhinavagupta's standpoint is that the

suggestive function (vyanjana) of language, postulated in the

Dhavani theory can itselfaccount for the aesthetic experience and

hence there is no necessity to postulate the functions ofBhavakatva
and Bhojakatva as is done by Bhattanayaka. He, however,like
Bhattanayaka accepts the process of the de-individualisation and

also recognise the basic affrnity of the seathetic experience with
spiritual experience. The chief merit ofAbhinavagupta's aesthetic

theory consists ofthe convincing manner in which it has explained
all the perplexing issues in aesthetics raised by Bhattanayaka,
without compromising the basic tenets of Dhavani doctrine. It is,

therefore, not surprising that Abhinavagupta came to be looked

upon as the most authentic aesthetician of ancient India.

Surnmarily rejecting the necessity of the functions of
Bhavakatva and Bhojakatva of Bhattanayaka, Abhinavaguptha
demonstrats how the poetic language triggers the aesthetic
process through its suggestive process. In a truly poetic
composition, the reader first of all grasps the full significance of
the words and their meanings. The poetic language has its own
magicalproperties because it is endowed with various flourishes
of expressions (Alankaras) and characteristics excellence (Funas)

like sweetness and perspicuity. The function of
de-individualisation is a natural property of the poetic language,
whose real hall-mar{c is is the suggestive function. As a result ofthis our
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own attitude towards the emotions depicted inpoetry becomes

essentially different from that of ordinary emotions. The
cognition of emotion in poetry is an intensive process, as a result

of which all the special and the temporal characteristics of the

depicted situation are removed from our consciousness. In other

words, not only the poetic situation, but the poetic characters and

their emotions also become dissociated from mundane considerations

and recognised from a universal perspective. Consequently, we

are able to identiff ourselves imaginatively ,vith the poetic theme.

Since the emotion is experience in its universal aspect without
anu reference to the specific individual, it loses all iLs personal

stings and becomes a source of pure joy. Abhinavagupta points

out that while grief in real life is an unpleasant experience, when it
metamorphosises into Karuna ras4 through imaginative representation,

it actually becomes a joyful experience. Tragic pleasure, thus is

not a contradiction in terms, but an actual experience explainable
by the Rasa theory.

Abhinavagupta points out that every individual is endowed
with some dormant emotive instincts at his very birth. When a

purely universalised emnotion becomes an object of cognition, it
is invariably related to thers deep sub-conscious strata of the

human psyche and thus the aesthetic experience penetrates into
the deepest realms of one's personality. The aestheticjoy becomes

a community experience in the theatre pervading the entire
spectators with its universality. [nevitably, a feeling to kinship and

identity is established among them. Ar! thue, is a great unifier of
humanity

CRITICISM OF MIMETIC THEORY

The problem whether the dramatic art is an imitation of real

tife has been a subject matter of much debate in ancient India.

Aestheticians like Sankuka aver that in the theatre the character is

imitated by the actor. This view is closely scrutinized by Bhatta,

the celebrated rteacher ofAbhinavagupta, who summarily rejects
it. Bhatta, and following him. Abhinavagupta point out that a
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dramatic plal is not a physical occurence like an ordinary
incident. The actors who come to the stage donning the guise of
dramatis personae cannot be looked upon as ordinary individuals
whom we encounter in our real life. They cannot be related to
their actual names and habitations. On tht other hand, it is also
obvious that they are not exactly regarded as the fictive characters
like Rama, either. Thus the actor/character phenomenon stands
midway between pure actuality and pure identity. The theatrical
experience, with its music and scenary, adds to this magic. Consequently
there occurs in the spectator a unique experience of exhilaration,
and the dramatic representation loses the characteristics of the
actual occurrences ofa character presented. The experience ofRasa
realisation in brought about at this moment which unites the past
impressions and associations inside our mind with the present
theatrical experience. A qualitatively different experience ofRasa
realisation is brought about at this moment which unites the past

impressions and associtions inside out mind with the present
heatrical experience. A qualitatively different experience emerges,
which does not have anypleasure and pain resulting from our
egotistic impulses so characteristic ofnormal emotions. Words like
Rasavada, Carvana and Camatkara are used to describe this
aesthetic contemplation ofour own innate emotional trait.... Thus
a play should be reagarded as the objective content of aesthetic
experience and not as an ordinary physical event. There is a fusion
ofthe expression ofart and the experience ofthe individual, which
is unique and different from other experiences. We lose sight of
these dimensions ofaesthetic experience if we look upon the play
as a mere imitation of the ways of the world. According to Bhatta
Tauta, the techniques used in the production of the play have
profound psychological significance. They help us to forget
mundane details like the identity of the actor and even the
notion ofthe improbability ofthe characters ofthe play actually
encountering as in person. There is a two-fold blurring of
characteristics in the play-production. On the one hand, the relation
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between the play and the actor's per'sotral identitv vanished frorn
our mind. On the other, there remains nothing which prevents us
from imaginatively identifying the actor with the character
prevents us frorn imaginatively identifying the actor with the
character whom he represents. ow it is possible for the suggestive
function of art to infuse our mind with the exhilarating
experiencesofRasa realisation, where in our innate instincts bloom
into an emotional surge which is uninhibited and impersonal in its
nature. The wealth of the previous impressions of the spectator
enhances the richness of this experience,making use of the full
potentialities suggested by the dramatic perfornance.

The process of deind ivid ualisation in the seathetic
experience has two aspects in the first place. Poetry and drama
present an experience which is impersonal in its nature. It is the
suggestive function of art which brings about the magical
transformation. Secondly, this artistic enlightemnent assumes a
universal nature, capable of being enjoyed by all people. But
different people with different personal histories and receptive
facultigs exp€rience this universalised content of artistic
expression in their own way. This explains the diversity received
in aesthetic experience across the vast sections of people at the
respective end. But it should be emphatically asseted that these
differences have nothing to do with the efo ofthe individual orthe
considerations prompted by purely selfish or practical motives.
Hence aestheticians likeAbhinavagupta,use the word Alaukika (not
belonging to the practical world) in addition to the word Camatkara,
to describe this experience. Camatkara in fact is an umbrellatrerm
denoting not only the special aesthetic pleasure and the
psycho-physical manifestation brought about by it. It is also used

to denote the mental faculty which makes aesthetic experience
possible, for without a receptive mould, it is difrcult for a person
to enjoy art. Inshort, the analysis ofthe aesthetic experience made
by Abhinavagupta takes into consideration the suggestive
function of art, the process of universalisation during the
aesthetic experience, the role of innate psychical dispositions and
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imprcssions in the dcvclopment ol thc acsthclic stxte und thc
transccndenti nalurc ol thc cxperiellcc.

KUNTAKA'S TTIEORY OF POETRY" VAKROKTI
Kuntaka, thc llth ccntury poctician ol lndit har evolvcd I

conprehcnsive acsthctic thcory through his d(Etrinc ot Vakrokri, a

term signifying the cntirc gamut ofligurarivcncss in pocric cxpression.

lt is vcry rcmarkrble that he anticiputcs mirny insights o[ New
Criticisms and modem stylistics in his perccprivc rnalysis ofthc poctic
lunguage. Kuntaka declarcs at the oulsct ol'his Vakokti Jivira rh:rr his

aim is to cstablish that strikingness (Vaicirraya) brought abtrut by
Vakrokti is- tire source of charm in pocrry gcncrating acsrhcric
cxpcrience. According to Kunuka Vakokti orohliquiry ofexprcssion
is the very hall-mark of'poetry which distioguishx poetic cxprcssion
liom ordinary linguistic usage. Poetic languagc. according to Kunraka,

is a dcviation from normal expression which we sec in scriptures.

teclmical writing and ordinary utterancas.

Earlier Sanskit poeticirns havc defined poerry as consisting of
wonl and sense united, but Kuntaka clarilies that this union should be
qualified by 0re presence of Vakrokti. Poerry is neither a phoncric
patteming nor lofty sense erncrying linm dry prosaic uttermces, but
word and sense rendeted saiking by the permeating prescncc of
Vakokti.

Vakokti is no mechanical patteming of Ianguage. It is intimarely
comected with the lmaginarion of thc pcr. Ir is rhe hasic obliquity of
the poet's creativc process which manifests itself us Vakrokti at

ditferent levels of linguistic expression. Since obliquity is rhc
quintessence ol all poetic exprcssion, Kuntakadoes not acccpt realistic'
description of objlct-s (Svabhavokti) as a poeric ligure at all. Earlicr
pocticians like Dandin consider thc intimate descrip(ion ol the nlrirre
ol'ohjects as a pmtic ligure, hut Kunt*a points uut rh:rt thc narurc ol'
ohiect-s is not itscll an adonrmcnr. [t is rarher rhc ohjccr which is

adometi hy othcr cmhcllishmcnt. I[ thc narurc oI obiccts itscll'is
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rcglctlcd as arr adorlnrcnt thcrc will hc nothing lcli in p )ctry which is

to llc udorncd. In Kuntrka's opinion a photograplric dcscription of an

rrbjcct caunot hc rcekonctl as an adomment at all. This would bc

tilnlumount t() thc ldrnittxncc ol'cvcll common place cxpression into

the domain ol poctry. Howcvcr. Kuntaka accepts thc innate n .urc ol

ohjccts (Svahhava) into the fold of thc figur:rtiveness ol sefltenccs

whcrc thc nu(un of thc object cithcr innatc (Sahaja) or worked up

(Aharya) is rcgurlcd as a lcgitimatc thcme for heightened cxprrssion.

Bhamdra, an carlicr pocticim, spcaks ahout a heightened turn

(Atisnyoki) pcrrncntiog poetic cxprcssion and Kuntaka accepts thc

positiou tliat (hc lthinment ol' climactic levcl of strikingness is

involvcd in Vukrokti. However, Vakrokti which Ls a deviation from

the norm hus to bc dill'crentiated l'rom mere cccentric witing, which

is also a dcprrturc liom conventional writing. Valaokti centainly is a

dcviation lnrm the normal expressions but all deviations from the

norm are not Vakokti. Kuntaka maintains that the dcviation effected

in expressions should always delight the discerning reader

(Tadvidahladakari). ln fact it is the capacity to generate aesthetic

delight in thc mind of the rcaders, an ossential pre-requisite for all

types ol'Vakokti, and it is the ultimate tqst of poetic creativity.

Naturully, that involves the concept ofan ideal reader, who possesses

tlre rcquisirc dcgrcc of culture and acsthetic instinct to appreciate

poctry. Sanskit poeticians have ulways maintained that all people are

not capablc o l'rcalising the charm o f poetry. The ideal reader of refined

scnsibilitics is crllcd Sahrdaya or Rasika. Such'an idealreader is not

only conversant with all tlrc drcoretical details of poetry, hut also

endowcd with irn intuitive llr:ulty lbr aesthetic enjoymcnt bom out of
wide culture and irnaginativc idcntilication with thc moods and

lcelings oithc poct. Abhinavaguptu has given us a succinct delinition

ol'Sahradaya in Dhvannyolirka: "Thosc people are Sahradayas.who

posscss sympathctic rcsponsc in their hcart bccause ol'their capacity

lirr identilying with thc dcsedhcd ohieet in thcir mind which, like u
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clear mirft)r. has hccomc pcrsprcuous duc t() constarll contcmplatt()n

ofpoctry. "'fhis dclinition clme trr bc rcgardcd i$ lhe nlosl itu(hcntic

dcscription ol'Sdrradaya irs ii clcru from tltc llct that Hcmacandra, a

later prrtician reproduccs it verbatim-

Thus, thc ultimatc touchstonc of Vakrokti is acsthetic value

recognised bv Sahrdayas. Kuntaka rsrcrls that Vakokti alone is the

only possible embellishment of poetry. Hc does hclieve that the

bifurcation made between lhe cmhcllishcd hody and iLs omaments is

ultimatc. Poetry docs not atlmit of such artificial segmentation. The

poetic iigure and poetry pmper are rctually inseparable and inttgrated.

Thcre is no question of thc scpulte cxistence of the bare unadomed

poetry lo which one is supposed to add ligures mechanically- Thc

very constituent parts of poetry are cmbellished wotd and sense and it

is Vakoki whidr encompasses all this embellistrment. All the poaic

figure recognised by earlier poeticians are actually sub'sumed by

Vakoki, or to be mor€ precise, Vakolci manifests at the sentenc€

tivel.
Though a crcatira arl Kavivyapara, which is the very source of

Valaokti, it is undefinablc by is nature. Kuntaka poina out dilt it is
manifested a six levels of poctic expression. These are detailod below:

I . Varnavinlesa Vakrata: This is obliquity at the'phoneic level

and includes alliteration. rhyme and irll other subrle effects of sound.

Repetition of similar soundi at rcgular intervals gives rise to ceflain

l'clicitous etlects in poetry, Kuntaka accepts onomatopoeic effects also

in this variety. Phonctic ohliquity includes ligures liLie Ahuprasa and

Yamaka also, but Kuntaka censures mechanical and ostentatious

alliteration which strikcs a janing notc. Hc has elegant sodrid cflbc'ls

such as "bcaded bubhles working xt tbe hrim" (Kcats "Ode to a

Nightingale") in his mind whcn he rcfcrs to this type of allrireration.

2. Fr dapurvardha Vakrata. A rvord as per sanskrit

grammariitn's rcckoning consi.sts ol thc stern and iLs sunffix. [t is tlrc

lcxic:r.l ilcm- bercft.of rhc ,,r-ltmmr[icrtl sullix w]ttclr ci)nstilrl(cs tht
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h;rsis ol thc ohliqurty. Lcrieal choiee ;,ccnls t() he thc mos( f'crtilc licld
t() Kufitaka's :]pproach :s also in modern stylistics. Kuntaka relbrs to

scvcral varicties o{'Padapurvirdha Vakrata involving thc imaginativc

usc of synonyms (Paryaya), conventional words (Ruthi) metrphor
(Upacara), adjcctives (Vscsana) mnccalmcnt (Samwti), compounds

and dcrivatives (Vnti), action (Bhava), gender (Linga) and verb

(Kriya). Hcre he considers pregnant use ofproper nrmas (if, 'That is

hc thu was Othelto') thc selecLion ol the apt word from scveral

synonyms, concretisarion of absuaction ('darkness that can be pierced

witl a nccdle') and many other metrphoricai expressions.

3. Pratyaya Vakrata. This is liguntiveness related to grammaical

suflixes like those of numbcr, penon and case forms. (Kuntaka refers

to obtiquity caused by the use of tcnsc (Kala) oase (Karaka) number
(Samkhya), persons like I, You etc. (Purusha), voice (Upagraha),

pafiicles (Nipata), and indeclinable (Avyaya). Kuntaka includes

Jcrsonification and depiction of inanimate objects as animate in this

type of obliquity; an example is the Balaramayana passage where in
Ravana speaks to Parasurama "My Candrahasa Sword is ashamed of
quarrclling with your axe, which has killcd a.woman. "Kuntaka

explores all thc splendours of Sanskit language like is capacity to

tinm all types of compounds, ovocative power of genden, Iigurative

use of indeclinable and the like in this connection and demonstrates

lrow all these grammatical devices are exploited to the maximum by
gifted poers.

4. Vakyavakrata. This figurativeness of sentences is its overull

cllcct caused by the artistic skill of the poet permeating all thc ofter
clcments, akin to the painter's stroke shining distinctivcly from the

nrarerial used. Most ofthe poetic lugrcs arc instanccs ol this obliquity.

5. Prakarana V:krata. The contextual tigurativcnuss comprises

ril thc artl ulness cmploycd hy poet-s in co-ordinating the various pans

r'l thc literary picce. The ingenious invcntion ol the flot. modillcatious

ctlcct;tl in a kirrrvl .lrxy, coordinatirrn ol thc ;nin,.,tcst dctails in th,
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unfoldment of the story, the presencc o, il recurring moril',
&ansformation of cvcn slock iiems into meaningful units of the story,
the blossoming ofthe unexpoctcd emodonal mood, rhe detecdve story
- like complexity of sory rhe device of a play within r pluy (Garbhaka).

6. Prabandha Vakrata. This is composirional tigurativeoess and
mainly deals with tire innovations effected in rhe story dclctirrn of
unnecexary episodes, &veloping minor i ciden$ inlo events o xr-
reaching consequcncss ctc. as well as the selection of an aircsting
title lbr the armpostion. Kuntaka regards a litoary composition as al
alllegory which convcys some profound moral message dnd this.moral
contcnt is also regarded as compositional figurativeness.

KUMAKAS CONCEPT OF RITI'S.
Sanskit poeticians hrvc dcvored considcrablc aucntion ro the

problerns ofpoctic diction and stylc which are rcfened to by various
terms like Rid and Marga Earlier poericians like Dandin spcak ahrut
two Margas. viz Vaidhaftt and Gau&, which seem ro be dianrctricdly
oppositc in nature. While Vaidrbha marga is natural and tucid, rhe

Cauda marga is charaitcrisal by pompousness and verbosity. Dantiin
m;rkes a clear preferencc fbr 'y'aidarbha marga, which consists of all
thc litcrary cxcellence (Gunas). wherc as Gauda muga is characteriscrl

hy t-he absencc of the cxcellenccs. Virrm:ha, who comcs after Dandin,
sDcxks about a third margacalled Pancali, and hc atso shues Dondin's
prelorencc for Vaidiubha, evcn rhough he uses thc word Riri in r.hc

plarr of Marga.

Kuntaka has surveycd the whole prublem from a frcsh anglc.

He rejects rhe veqv nomcnclature of Ritis sincc thcy have rcgional
('onnotations, ret'e$ing as drey arc to various geographical rcgions
iikc Vaidharbha Gauda and Pancala. According to Kuntaka, 1rcedc
stylc has nothing to do with regionrl featurcs. The very merlodology
of linking style with rcgion is faulty, since it would rcsult in rhe

p:stul'ltion of an inlinire numbcr of poeric s(ylcs. Thc poetic stylc is

rathel dependent on thc cquipmcnt of thc grt. it is the imagirrrtivc
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talcnt (Sakti) erudition (1lrllp,aki) ;urd praoice (Abhyasa) of a poet
which determine his style and irot gcographicat backgrorrnd. Kunuka
also rcjec8 the auemp to evaluarc Ri[s as superior (Uuama), mediocre
(Madhyama) and inl'erid (Adhama) made by earlier poerrcians. Ir is
thc bcst poetry which appeals o men of taste and rhcre is no point in
rcgarding composition of inlerior qualiry as poetry pmper. Kunu.ka
admits that Riti is lircruy category, but poinrs out that il is the natuc
of trc poet (Kavisvabhava), which derermines the differenccs in
various stylcs, viz. Sukumara (dclicarc), Vicitra, (ornue) aad

Madhyama- The first pdr reprcsenls the exEemos of natual and omae
poctry and the third one stands midway betweur them.

ln Sukumara Marga, thc poetic an is natural, frcsh and unadomed

by embellishment. [t is the cmotivs clement which dorninates

cxplcssion.E$dition and cultivatcd skill arc minimum and poctry is

pcrvaded by effortlcss narural tra@. Kalidasa is uken o be a

rcp(escntativc of this tne of poerry by Kuntak.
On the othcr hand, Vicitra lllarga, is characrerised by a

prcponderence of p<xdc liguies. Tlre gcnius of the poer is oriertcd
tuwards omarncntation. Thc wtrrk is Pregniurt with hidden rreanings.

Kuntaka points uut that this is a vcry diflercnt poetic style, cven
thouS,h it is fuvoured by niost of thc poers- Ku[aka considers poa
Baru as a rcprcscntalive of fiis style. The third sryle Madhyama,

c.ornbines both natural and cultivatcd beaury.

Kuntaka spcaks of zume qualitics (Gunas) bclonging ro ail rypes

of poetry, some of which are :,if,ce ilic and orhcrs general. Therc are

tbur spcci.lic qu:ilities mentioncd by him in fiis connection, viz..

Madhyry:r (swceme;s), Prasada (cluiry), I;rvanya (scnsuoris bcauty)
'and Abhijrtya (Nobility). Thcsc lbur qualities differ in narure in
Sukumara and Vicitra Margas. Thus, whilc sweehess in sukumara is
absenoe ol'compounds, in Yicitra it is avoidance ofexcessive sofrnes
and looscnqss of structure. Similarly. clarity in sukumara means eas:/

undcrstandahility hut in Vicrtra ;r stun,,ls li]r fie mainteflanct ofcenain
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visour in stylc even whcn aloiding (rmpounds. Luv:ulyl mcaT s beruty

of phonctic plttcming in thc lbrmer whilc in the latter ir is the wcll-

knit srructurc of words. Ahhijatya is the quality pleasing the eannd

thc mind, in Sukumara. In Vicitra, it is steering clcar ofeithcr solhess

orharshncss. To thesc lburqualities, trvo general qualitics ofpropricty

(Auciryo) and charrn (Soubhagya) are added. Thc Dhavani theory

rrttcsscs 6e impottancc ofpropriety in poctry, cspecially in relation to

Rlsa. Lutcr Jroetician Kscmcndrr has clairoratcd this conccpt in lll ils

tnmilic:rLions in his work Aucilyavicrracarca.

KI^.,NTAKIfS CONCEPT OF RASA

Kuntaka's aesthetics was tirien(ed tr:wurds Valaokti, and he devotcs

considcrahle attention (o alankara, one offte main mr:des ofVakrohi.

llencc it is nntur l lh:lt in his aesthctic schemc, Rls:r, thc emotive

element is releglted to the background. Kuntaka discusscs prohlcms

rel;rtcd to dre Rass whole dcaling with the poctic figurcs ol various

Mlrgas, as well as with obliquity pertaining to conlext and

compsition. Kuntaka'scxact attitude towards Ra-sa is notclearly spclt

oul in his work. l{e asserts [nt the acsthetic quality which makcs a

po impcrishable is (hc continuous unfoldment of Rasr, not tlte base

plot. Riru lras necessarily to be aoeommodated in thc scheme of
Vlkrukti in his scheme. [n l',tct tltis was lhc limitation ol tlc Alankara

thcorisrs wlro hlvc influence,l Kunt*a in his theory of V:rkoki. Evcn

whcn thcy rvcrc convinqed ofthc imPortnncc of Rasa. they could not

hrmonirc Rnsa with Alankan, tlteir ha.sic concept. At thc best, lhe

Al:nkara theorisus could trt'at Rasr as an Alurkara, an embellishment

lrkrnping to sound und sensc. Thus hoth Bhamall:r and D:ndin spcak

ruhout Rrsavti. as an ankara, the thcoretical implication o[ this

poritiun woul! hc thrt Rasa is uouscd in poetry not lbr its own slkc.

hrtt lor the sake of the cxpressed mcaning. Tltere wcrc ccrtain

thcorctical rliflicultics for Kuntaku to lbltow this tradition. The

l)huvln i thcorics h:rcl hv now cnlircly churged thc comp!erion ol'the

rvlrrrk' issrrc hy prrriecting Rasit as thc ccntral principle rrJxrn which
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thc cntirc range of pcretic cxpressions is organised. Ra.sa became the

objcct arjomed and not something adoming meaniog. Sincc it was

impossible tbr Kuntakr to rcversc this position, it was impossible for

him to reognize R:sa as :r riroe figure.

Kunraka discusses thc Problcm o[ Rlsu whilc dealing wit]r dre

figurativcncss of a sentcnce takcn as a rvholc (Vakyavakata).

According to him, scnlient heings become more charming when

fcclings likc tove urc dcscribed in rclation to them in poctry. Thc

fcelings should not bc dcscribed by thcir natne, but dct'cloped

imaginativcly. Kuntaka criticiscs carlier authors like Udbhata who

bclicvcd that fcclings could be expressed by directly mentioning thcir

name. Kuntnka demonstrates how a(lracdYe a poem can hccomc if
Rusas ud Bhavas (transitory feblings) arc devclopcd properly, by

citing thc cxample cf two drrmls, Vikramorvrsiy:r rnd

Taplsuv:rtsari).it. Thc emotion ol lovc in scpurtion (Vipralamha) is

tlcvcloped to the full in Ihe former aud pethos (Karuna) in the latlcr

In thiscontcxt, he also considcrs w{rctltcr a Rasa or Bhavaoan becomc

an cmhcllishment in poetry. Somc carlier pocticiens spcak of various

poelic ,lgures likc Rilslvilt, prcyas, Urjrsvin and Srmrhila, whiclt trc

!'xprcssions involving.such feeliugs. Anurdavardhmr in his Dhvarti

thcory, depirns llonr thc arlier pstion:rnd makcs a clear cut distinction

hetrvccn riuadhavmi and Rasavtdr arlkua. Wlrcn Rasa tlrc cmotional

clemcnt is the most prominent feuture of poetry, it is a casc oi'

Rusatllruvani. Whcn the emo(io[irlclement is relcgaled to u secondurl'

Jxrsirion. it becornes u c,ase of Rusavadalankara. This position also is

not acecptlblc 1ri Kunurkl Kuntuka poinl"'i out that Rasavadala:ikua

is a spcciel instancc ol'Vakrokti, wltcrcin rasa occupies the pivot:tl

position. Thus Kuntakt rciccts the view of carlier prlcticians thal R:rsit

is uluays a Poelic tlgurc. enrhellishir4 other:rspccts ol $)ctry, dnd

thc vicrv ol Anandavardhana thlt stmetime$ Rrsa is tt'legated to a

sccnntlarv position. That Rlsa is an :rspect of;xlctic liSumtivencsscs

is liir concept.
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Kuntaka ircccpts Rlrsu rts un ilnp()ililltt sout.ec ol chrnn in hotli

SuLurnarl iurd Vicitrir stylcs. Accrrrding to hinr. pocriccrr;rmr i:,.riu,lys
prtrduccd hy thc cmotivc clcmcnt, Ras:r is also rclutctl to ths
li gurativcncss pcrtaining [o composition (Pruhirntlhavirkrrtrr) :rntl
contcxt (prakariuravakrlra). Thc imaginlitivc inrulvations matlc in a

traditional plot arc justilrcd by Kuntaka as instanccs to thc ovcrall
emotional el'l'ec(. sometimcs thc climatic hcigtrt to which a Rlsa is
devckrpcd isell'is contcxtunl ligurativcncss, :l.s is .tonc by Karitrasa

in his vikramorvasiya.whcrc thc scparation of thc King and urvusi is
vividly portraycd in an cmotionally charged situation. Sometimcs a

rccuning emo(ional motil'is sustaincd throtghout a w<lrk without any
monotony,thank to the richncss of the poetic rcsourccs. Kuntakr rcfers
to a story developed with an enitrely new emo[iond complexion by
an ingenious author as compositional ligurativeness. For cxample,
Mahahharata conveys the emptiness and meaninglessness oI the
biuerly fought epic battle and ends up in the serene mood (Santl rusa)
of resignation, but Bhattanaruyana shapes an intensely passionate
revenge storyoutof it in his venisamhara, with the aesthetic sentiment
ol' valour (Vira) made predominant.
KUNTAKA AND THE DHVANI THEORY

Kuntaka is a poetician who has proposcd an altemarive acsthctic
philosophy in the place ol''mainstream' doctrines of Rasa un<l Dlrvani.
The doctrincs ol'Rasa and'Dhvmi,originally prop.undcd hy Brrarata
and Anandavurdhana rcspcctivcly are harmonised into an intcgrute<l

acsthctic phikrsophy hy Ahhinava{uptlr who consistcntly mainrained
that Rasadhavani, the suggestion of Rasa is the main source ol'aesrhctic
charm in literature. It is clear that vakokti,rather than Rasadhavani,
is the Key concepr ol'aesthetics. Kuntaka accepts both Ra.sa and
Dhvani as aspects ol'Vakrokti,which alone is the alt comprehensive
conccpt in his aesthetic thought.

An important division o1' Dhvtni is Avivaksit4vircya,suggcsrion
tlrrortgh metaphoriciil cxprcssi.ns. For example. tlre Ramayana

lll
ilus.\lsc- ''\irrrtlcr nr(xln is likc;r rnirtl'rnudc hlirid hy sigh.s'erlrrtains
t hc rnctaplioricll cxpr cssron hl i rrd. ivhich suggc.sts thc u nusual pulcncss
,il'thc nrin'or (urd tlut ul'tlic rnorrrr trro). N,{iy1y picturcsquc cxpr.cssiuns
.l' mctaphorical suggcstiuns :u'c illusrratcd by Anadavardhana.
Kuntaka incorporatcs this varicty ol Dhavani as mode o| Vakrokti
called Upacaruvakrata. Kuntaka dcnionstrates thtr it is the
mcLaphorical idcrrrilication of rwo similar ob.iccts which pcrmcatcs
iigurcs like Rupaka (i.e.- thc Iacc is a loru.s). Thc exampie given by
Kuntaka for upacaravakata is 'piirticlc ol'ahusc'where trre absuact
obiect 'ilhuse' is linkcd with 'particle' a matcrial concept.

lt is intercsting ro no(e thar Anandavardhana himself anticipates
the view as per which Dhvani, or suggestion can he included in
mctaphor and he generally rel'ers tu this viewpoint as Bhaktavada
(fugument tlrat Dhv:urican bc subsumed under metaphor).Tccrrnioally
Kuntaka can he de.scribed a.s a Bhaktavadin on this count but his
attitude is sumcwha( ambivalent trr the doctrine of Drrvani. He does
not reiecr thc Dhvani doctrine outright; his position is that Dhvani is
perl'ectly explainable i[ terms ol'vak<lkti. However,Kuntaka does
not hrush aside thc importancc ol'Dhvani. Hc acknowledges the
prascncc ol'.suggqstion in poctry, and incorporates most of the varieties
of Dhavani into his scheme.

Kuntaka rel'crs to the Dhavani doctrine in .scveral pllccs r.rf his
work. At thc vcry oulser ol'hi.s rvork hc rcl'crs r.o thc wor<]s and scn.se

of poctry as.suggestivc in naturc. He rel'crs t, thc presence ol'Dhavani
hoth in sukumara lnd Victitra rnarsim,morc prurnincntly in thc latter.
An adavardhana'.s two d i vi sions ol' met aphoricar sug gestions are also
accepted by Kuntaka. Anorho variuy of Dhvani a<rcepted by Kuntaka
is sabdasaktimula,involving the employment of words of double
meaning, which is recognised as an objeuof puyaya Vnkrata. Kunaka
entertains tlrc possihility oi' thc nafure of objcct heing suggestecl in
some cascs ol'sentential ligurative nes.s (vakyacakata). Hc also refers
tu thc tlrrce-lold suggcstion ol'idc:m. ligures and cmotions propagated
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in the Dhavani dgctrine as an undisputed fact when he deals with

the suggestive aspect of some poetic figures'

These facts would lead us to the conclusion that Kuntaka

was not against the tenets of the Dhvani theory promulgated by

Anandavaidhana. He belonged to a group o authors who tried to

"*ftuin 
away Dhavani in terms of already established concepts. [n

seue.al respects, Kuntaka's position is very sirnilar to that of

Mahimabhatta. Both of thern belonged to the early Post-Dhvani

p"rf"O and both of them tried to explain away Dhvani with the

i,elp of concepts like Vakrokti and Anumana' When

Anandavardhanajs Dhavani theory came to be established as the

""nirut 
doctrine of Indian poetics after being systematised by

Mammata in his Kavyaprakas4 Kuntaka seems to have been sidelined

who fought vainly to reyive an old concept of Bhamaha'

THEORY OF DHVANI

The theory of Dhvani propounded by the ninth Century

aesthetician Anandavardhana is a brilliant attempt to enlarge the

scope of the meaning in poetic language' Indian logicians

(Naiyayikas) and rituai philosophers (Mimamsakas) had already

"*pto."a 
the scope and magnitude of the expressed rneaning and

thi metaphorical meaning in their discussion' The lexical

meaning cognised from language is the expressed meaning' When

there is difftulty in accepting the expressed meaning' we pass on

to the nearest possible meaning connected with it and this

secondary meaning is called the metaphorical meaning'

Anandavaidhana found that these two levels of meaning cannot

tf ,n","t"fres cover the entire meanings in poetry and any qogi"
theory ignoring these levels would be shallow and superficial' The

Dhvani theory explores these unexpressed shades of meaning in

poetry.

The inadequacies of a linguistic theory confined only to the

individual words and their lexical meaning were exposed several

countries before Anandavafdhana by Bhartrhari. Bhaflhari propounded
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the doctrine of Sphota to emphasize the importance of a holistic

linguistic theory where in the totality ofthe expression is regarded

", 
ih" unit language. Bhartrhari also pointed out difficult words.

The meaning of u sentence can be arrived at only when we take

into consideration all the contextual factors in addition to the

separate meanings of individual words' Sometimes a sentence may

mean something entirely different from what is being indicated by

individual words.

AnandavardhanaSeemstohavebeeninspiredbythis
integral approach of Bhatrhari in developing the doctrine of Dhvani'

He lcknowledges the indebtedness of the Dhvani theory to the

philosophicai concepts developed-. by grammarians'

Anandavardhana's anaiysis is essentially confined to poetic

language naturally, as a poetician, his primary conceffl was the

proit.i, related io the process of comprehension of the poetic

meaning.

The presence of unexpressed sense in language had been

acknowledged even by the vedic sages who believed that those

who try to-confine their attention to the expressed meaning- have

only a very superficial understanding of speech' A Rigveda hymn

(x.i f .+) refers to two types of people those who understand only

ih" 
"*pr"rr"d 

meaning and those who look deeperinto the inner

significance of language, beyond the literal meaning of individual

words. The former sees but does not see; hears but not hear. Speech

reveals her body only to the latter, like a loving wife to her

husband. Here emphasis is given by the vedic poet on the intuztive

capacity ofthe ideal readei to go deeper into the significance of

,p"e"h-. Another Rigvedic verse (x7l'2) speaks about the

clmplernentary roles of poets and readers in poetic creation. The

poet selects words winnowing away the chafffrom the grain' while

readers with corresponding intelligence realise their full

implications.

The Dhvani theory ofAnandavardhana is not a total negation

ofthe linguistic categories and concepts recognised before hirn. It is
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only an enlargernent and expansion of the earlier linguistic
speculations. It is significant that Anandavardhana does nol reject
the traditional division and analysis of language in to units iike
words and sentences. He arso accepts the earrier concepts rike
primary and secondary meanings of language. To Illustrate, we
take the primary and secondary meaningi oflhe word .speak, 

in
the following sentences; 'Let him speak;'ret the figures speak for
themselves'. The primary and secondary significanJes of ranguage
(abhidha and laksana) are acceptabre toAnandavardhana, iut ile
accepts another function called suggestion (Vyrayana) also, in
addition to these.

We know from our own experience that an ordinary sentence
means much more than its literal meaning. Everr ordinary
greetings like 'How do you do' are not meant to be takne riterally.
By! the philosopher is not bothered about the ranges of meaning
which are outside the purview of logicar anarysisl Naturaily, the
Naiyayikas and Mimamsakas of ancient India, who evorveitheir
own linguistic philosophy were interested onry in the literar
meanins, which alone satisfied their insistence on precision and
accuracy. But language means much more than this surface
meaning,which is only the proverbial tip ofthe ice berg. Language
stretchews into severar contours of meaning finaily ,i".gin! in"to
the domain of the inexpressible.poets and critics .unnoi nJglect
this area of meaning.

Philosophers like wittgenstein have expressed the importance
of ambiguity related to language urug. and confinld th"i.
attention to statment and propositions. wittgenstein points out thatit is through a compricated process that we understand the
meaning ofa colloquialexpression. These abnormar instances and
li,guistic discussions must be confined to normal instances, where
every word is supposed to have a definite fixed meaning. But this
is an inadequate position so far as poetic language is concerned.
An-gus Sinclair points out that a word does not have any fixed or
definite meaning inliterary piece be it verse or prose. Every word
has a slightly different meaning in every context.
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Indian poeticians admit that there is indeed a definite and
fixed literal meaning for words and sentences. But this is not the
be all and the end ail of creative riterature. Apart from this there is
suggested meaning also which varies from contextot context, which
is the socio-cultural significance of words. charres c. Fries speaks
about recurring responses to etterances in linguistic communities
in addition to the regurar responses to the Iexicar items and
structural arragements. Anandavardhana posturates the suggestive
function called Vyanjana to acoount for this meaning.

An important postulate ofAnandavardhana is that he includes
emotions induced by language in meaning in addition to the
information conveyed generally conceived as the normal
meaning. This naturalry invorves the posturation of suggestive
power. Even Naiyayikas and Mimamsakas, who do noi-accept
suggestive power, cannot argue that the denotative power (Abhidha)
which conveys the primary meaning can communicate and induce
emotion. Another significant contribution of Anandavardhana is
that he considers a variety of exdtra ringuistic features arso as
suggestive apart from words and their meanings. SOme times
contextual features, intonation stress, geatures an dpostures,
musical notes and the rike are suggestive. Like Bertrand Russeri
who considers music as a language wherein emotion is divorced
form information, Anandavardhana looks upon gesticulations,
intonation and the like as suggestive ranguage, even though they
have no literal meaning.

Bhartrhari speaks about two aspects of language sound:
the abstract sound patterns calred prakrtadhvani and the individuar
modifications of it cailed vaikrtadhavanis. The phonetic
abstraction 'cow' is an example of the former, and the
innumerable ways in which it is pronounced by various
individuals the latter. In Anandhavardhana's scheme even the
letters are suggestive Language, consequently, has to include
several features which are regarded as extralinguistic. It is
the set of deviations from normar sound signars whicfi suggest that
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thc sneakcr is rlrunk. A whispcring indiextcs tha[ thc message is sccrct:

rnd lhe uousual distrihution may indicate that thc exprcssirrn is

metaphorical in function. ln Dhvani theory' Anantlavudhana docs

nor io.tua" all of these leaturcs as suSSsstive' only aesthetically

significant sug3cslive clemenls are considered hy him for obvious

reesons. Naturally. thc clue of tlte identity of un unknown speuker,i.c..

whether hc is a child, man or woman etcl. is irrelevant in an lesthctic

cvaluation. We can say that by Dhvani Anandavardhana means

Vyanjana applied to poetry and not all the suggestive factors wc

encounler in linguistic communication.

THE DHAVANI THEORY

Anandavardhana himself has acknowledgcd thal the term

'Dhavlni' hrs bcen taken directly from the grammarians. The

Grammatical philosophes like Bhartrhari maintain that Dhrvani. the

ultered sound, revcals tlrc integral Iinguistic sign( sphota)' which gives

re meaning. In the Dhavani theory, thc word and is meaning uc

designated dhvani because they also reveal the suggested mezrning'

the source of all charm. The word 'Dhvani' is also used in the sense

ol' the suggested meaning as well as the process of suggestion.

The suggested meaning is reckoned as the soul of poetry by

Anandavardhana. It shines over and ahove the vuious parts of poetry'

deJrcnding on the wholc poem, just ils charm shines out in girls wltich

is distinct from thc individual parts. The expressed meaning may be

somctimes an idea or a figure. On thc other hand the suggested may

cithcr be an idea, ligure or an aesthetic cmotion. The expressed

mc:uring can be understood wift mere protrciency in grantmu and

lexiconl but dre capacity to grasp thc true essence of poctry is necessary

to understand the suggcstcd meming. lt is bectusc of the importance

cnioycd by the suggested sense that it is reguded as thc soul ofpoetry.

Alirndavardhana delines Dhvani ll^s that lype ol'poctry in wlrich

rhe words and drcir literal meatting occupy ir subordinatc ptlsition

and suggest a charming sensc. An:tndavardhana recognises thrce types

I llt

of poetry. viz Dhvani. Gunibhutavyangya and Citra. When the

suggesterl scnsc docs not occupy a Prominent position and is

subordinated to the expressed meaning, the poem is

Gunibhutavyangya. Several instances of liSures of speach like

samasoki md paryayokta [re instances of this variety. Poetry devoid

of suggested meaning cannot be regarded as poetry proper.

An:mdavardhana calls it pictorial poetry (citrakavyr) which is only

an imitation of poetry.

DHVANI AND RASA

The Dhvani theory is closely related to the Rasa theory propounded

by Bharata. According to Barata, a dramatic work is always oricnted

towards a Ras'a, the aesthetic emotion. Anandavudhana extends the

scope of Rasa to poetry also by combining Rasa with his Dhvani

doctrine. lt was Anandavlrdhana who oomprehended the importance

ofRasa in poetry for thc first time. Dhvani and Rasa arc not conflicting

concepls. While Dhvar:i is thc technique of expression, Rasa stands

lbr the ultimate effect of poctry. Suggestion in abstraction does not

have lny relevance in art. The suggested meaning has to be charming

and it is the Rlsa clement which is the ultimate source of charm in

drama and poetry. The importance of the dorltrine of suggcstion lies

i.n the fact that it alone offen the key lbr the expression of emotion.

Bharata's Rasasutra, "Vibhivanubhava vibhivanubhava

vyaabhivarisumyogadrasanispathih' dcals witht the problem of tltc

realisation of Rasa. It is the combination of Vihhavas, Anubhavas

and Vylbharicabhavm rvhich rcsults in the rasa realisation. Mbhitvas

refer both to the obiccts arousing and intensifying emotions.

Ajubhavas arc external manifestations oI emotions and

vyatrhicaribluvas are accessory mental ustcs which enhance the effect

ol rhe Rasa. ft is the sthayibhava, thc instinetive potcntial emotion ot'

the readcr and the spectntor which is revealed alrd transformed into

Rasa hy all. Bharata spcaks ahout eight sthayibhavas which' when

arouscrJ through a work ol art.becrrme lesthetic stutcs (Rasas)- Thcsc
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are rati (love). hasa (laugher), soka (sorrow), Krodha (anger),
Utsaha (energy), bhaya (fear)jugupsa (repugnance) and vismaya
(wonder). The comesponding Rasas are repectivery cafled Sringara,
hasya, karuna, roudra, vira,bhayanaka, bibhatsaand adbutha .Later
aestheticians speak of a ninth rasa called santa corresponding to
the sthayibhava called nirveda. Tirne and again, aestheticians iike
Abhinavaguptha point out that these are onty superficial
difference and Rasa is basically one and the same. The various
mental states (Sthayibhavas) are only enduring of it

The Rasasutra of Bharata was interpreted in different ways
by different scholars. Lollata, the earriest critic assumed that the
Rasa is actually produced in the historicar character. The
spectator ascribes the Rasa to the actor because of the clevemess
of the latter in the acting sankuka maintained that Rasa is the
inferred mental state which is supposed to exist in the actor who is
identified with the character. These two theories, do not explain
how the spectator gets aesthetic pleasure.

Bhattanaka brought forth the subjective aspect of the rasa
experience as existing in the spectator. According tohim, the poetic
Ianguage is different from ordinary language in that it has trvo
additional functions of Bhavakatva and Bhojakatv4 in addition to
the primary significative function cafled Abhidha. Bhavakatva is
the power of universalisation (Sadharanikarana) by virture ofwhich
vibhavas, sthayibhavas etc. lose their individuality in a[ peopre,
who are endowed with the power of imagination. FinaHy, it 

"." 
i.

another power called Bhojakatva, which is responsible for the
enjoyment of this generalised strrayibhava by the spectator. This
is the aesthetic experience proper, which is very,i-ilu. to the
spiritual experience of the mystic.

Abhinavagupts, the last corunentator maintained that it is through
the suggestive process that the Rasa is realised. I, his view, the
sthyaibhavas are donnant instincts in a[ individuals. Theyare aroused
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by Vibhavas etc. and they attain the state of rasa which is nothing
but the basic mental state relieved of spacio temporal inhibitiom
and obstacles caused by other fonns ofconsciousness characteristic
pf ordinary emotions. He does not accept the function called
bhojakatva. According to Abhinavagupts, trre very cognitio, of Rasa
is its enjoyment and there is no necessity of posturating any other
function for this. The suggestion of Rasa is by the p.o".s, of
vyanjana. In short the basic difference between Bhattanayaka and
Abhinavagupts is that tl're latter explains away the twin functions
ofBhavakatva and Bhojakatva through the process ofsuggestion
even when accepting the former's perception of aesthetic experience
as a de-individualised experience of emotion akin to spiritual
experience.

Abhinavagupts conceives ofthe realisation ofRasa as involving
three psychological stages'inliterature. rn the first stage, the forma'i
and the intellectual elements ofthe poem are cognised. In the second
stage, we idealise the objects presented inliterature and drarna with
our imaginative power. The final stage is the climax ofthe inexpressible
ernotional condition. Thus the intellectual and imaginative elements
ofa poem blend into a predominent sentiment and make sirnultaneous
appeal to awaken the sthayibhava ofthe reader and the spectator.
The resulting state is Rasa, which is a unity in the heart wherein
the distinctions of its constituent parts disappear. Rasa,s suggestion,
the Rasa dhvani, is such a spontaneous process the sequence of
which we do not experience properly. Consequently, it is called
Asamlaksyakrama ie-, having an imperceptible sequence.

Criticism Against the Dhvani Theory

The Dhvani flreory ofAnandavardhana had to face stiffopposition
from severalquarters before it could win universal approbation.
Many schools of philosophy like Nyaya and Mimamsa do not accept
the suggestive power at all- It is only some later grammarians who
accept suggestion as a power of words, aparl frorn poeticians.

Anandavardhana himself a,ticipates sorne objections against

“
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Dhvani. There rnay be some people who deny Dhvani altogether

and some who would include it inthe secondary power (Bhakti) or

Laksana. Yret som-q other may aver that even though Dhvani exists

it cannot be desciibed with words. Anandavardhana also refers to

the view that suggestion is the process of inference' it is significant

that Manoratha, a contemporary poet ofAnandavardhana' records

his strong objection to the Dhvani doctrine. Not less than twelve

antidhavaitheories are mentioned by Jayaratha in his commentary

of Alankarasarvasva.

DHVANI AND ANUMANA (INFERENCB)

Among the philosophers the Naiyayika (logicians) do not

accept the suggestive power of words' Among poeticians it is

Mahimabhatta who has written a book Vyaktiviveka, to demonstrate

that suggestive function can be explained away by anumana

(infererice). Earlier, Sankuka, the commentator of natyasastra has

argued thaiRasa realisation is actually a process involving inference.

Anandavardhana himself anticipates the argument that Dhvani can

be included in inference' In reply to this argument ascribed to

naiyayikas, Anandavardhana points out that we infer only the

speaker's intention to produce sounds and to express ideas in

l*guuge. The meaning expressed itself is not inferred' The main

difference between suggestions and inference is that while there

may be difference of opinion about suggested meaning' the

inferredmeaningisinvariableandadmitsofnoambivalence.
Actually, the rela-tionship between the expressed meaning and the

,ugg"riJ meaning is not the invariable concomitance (Vyapti)

between them as that of a lamp and a pot' The lamp can reveal a

poteventhouglrtheyarenotinvariablyrelated.Similarly,expressed
meaning reveals the suggested meaning even though there is no

invariable relation between the two. Further, the inferential

knowledgeisindirectknowledge,involvinglogicalreasoning'but
suggestion is like a flash across tlre mind, an intuitive knowledge

which is direct and immediate'
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In Nyayamanjari, Jayantabhatta refers to the Dhvanitheory

as one propounded by a wiseacre and summarily rejects it as

u,l*o. hy oiconsideraiion by scholars. He avers that the suggested

sense of a word is really inference from its primary and secondary

meanings. As such, Dhvani can be included in inference'

In logic, precision and accuracy are always stressed'

Language is to be disambiguated, and its exact primary meaning

Ue ,egandea as the real meaning. Logicians accept the secondary

,n"*ing in language only when they are forced to do so' it is the

incomp-atibility oi the primary meaning which prompts the

acceptance of the suggesied meaning' But the secondary meaning

itseliis ascertainable with a fair degree of accuracy. The logicians

do not have much patience with the suggested meaning which is

vague, fleeting and subjective. This is not surprising since logic

"ui 
u".ornodate only those ranges of meaning coming under its

regualtions of accuracy and precision' The position is reflected

inthe following staternent of Wittgenstein: whatever can be said

can be clearly said and what we cannot speak about we must leave

in silence (Tiactatus)' This is exactly the range of great poetry'

which wants to express the inexpressible, and the only means

available is suggestion.

Logicians may reject these aspects of meaning as unreal' but

literary critics have to come to terms with them. Poetry appeals

.or" io emotion than to reason, and hence suggestedmeaning has

a greatrole to play here. If this vast area if meaning coming within

thi purvies of suggestion is rejected, we may be eliminating much

thaiis valuable in human culture. The suggestive power is used to

communicate ideas which cannot be directly expressed' In this

contest, the words of Bergson are relevant:

"Language is incapable of apprehending and expressing reality'

But language may be used in another way, not to represent but to

bring the hearcr to a point where he himself may transcend langyp:

andpasstoincommunicableinsight.Itisdialecticalladder,which

. ':J..--..' '.,] ' '...,.'.
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Jvten 
we have ascended, may be kicked away. (lntroducrion ro

Metaphysics)"

It is the insight and intuition which incapable of being expressed
dirccrly can be communicared through suggcstion.

Dhvzrni and Arrhapaui (presumprion)
Anhapatti is a clsc of immediate inference. The srock example

givur for Arthapatri is 
.Fat 

Devadaua does not eat by day,. IfDevadatra
is taL he has to eat either by day or night and since we know ilrat he
docsrot eattry day, the presumption is rhar hc must he eating ut nigt t.
Thc Bhatra Mimamsaka philosophcrs mainrain rhat there il ,u.ion
infelence in ordinary scntenccs themselves. In a sentence, the
relationship between words is not cxactly stated cxplicitly, but we
cognise it to resolvc the apparent contraction betwcen word
.iuxtaposition and the unsuted intention of this. To illusrrate, in thc
expression. "Mr. Winston Churchill,,, the prime Minister, we cognise
Churchill who is rhe prime ministcr even though this is not expti-citly
stated. This relation is called .,Sansarga" 

and rtre Naiyahikas aver
that itis <ngnised automatically (Samsargamaryada). But Mimamsakas
rnaintain ftat this is actually a secondary sensc got ttrougfr Iat<sana
iurd even lor this rhe process of presumption (Anh:rfaui) irlr.o*y.

According to prol Kuppuswamy Sastri, rlis rype ol.mcaning is
actually a case of suggestion . He quobs rhe def.inition of Jesper.ion
that suggestion is impression througlr suppression. e...ording to
Jesperson, in all speech activity, there are lhree clem.rt, t,i b.
distinguishcd; expression, suppression anti impression.,,e*pr.r.lon
is what the speaker gives, suprcssion is whar ic au., no, giu" ,na
imprcssion is what the bearcr receives". In impression th. *ip*rraO
mc:rning also is received. On the h:rsis of Jespcrson,s .on..p,, n.l
S:r-stri irgues that tlre so called ,samsarga 

Maryada, stipula,.. ordir*y
scntcnccs can themsclves bc lrelted ls un instunue ui suggcstion.

Actu:Jiy. poeric suggcsrion hus ro hc disringuishctl l.urri-Anhaparri.
which is a means ttl'valid knowledge( pramanl). The firrmer involvcs
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an implied sense: vague and flecting; $e latler demands accuracy
and precision of rhe implied sense. Funler, the poetic suggestion is a
creative process requiring a rclined sensibility and fine Ase. In any
case, the Sru0r:uthaperti of Bhattas, involving understrcod elements
along wirh directly stated words has to Uc aefinirely distinguished
from Dhvani.

Dhvani and Lalaana
Some pocticians Iike Mukulabhau luve tried to include suggestion

underlaksana, dre secondzry power. They recognised the p..iJn . oi
some idea.s in scntences in addition to dre lite.ral sense. But all such
instanccs can be included in Lalaana itself. Mukula relbrs o the view
of the mimiunsaka scholar Bhartrmirra in dris connection. n..orAirg
to Bhannnitra, laksana comprises all instrnces rvherein dr a^pr"rrad
meiuring leads one to any meu ng somehow related to it In this
concept even Arthapatti will come under Laksana. Mukula maintains
t}r:...............1 Dlryni, a 'new' doc[ine propoundetl by some crirics actually
lalls within the splrcre of Laksana iself.

But according to Anandavardhana, Dhvani is differenr liom
Laksima in its nature and scope. There must be some incompadbilitf
in the expressed meaning if Laksana were !o operate; actually, the
exprcssed meaning is cancelled zurd the secontlary meaning u".ept"O
in its place. But in suggestion, the expressed rn.aning need noi b.
cancelled. Thc weak point in Anandavardhana,s arguminm is that thc
cxprcssed meaning is not always cancelled. There is a varicty of
Laksiura called Ajalu6vartha, where the expressed meaaing is simply
cxtended to cover the unexpressed menning, as in ,,The 

people with
umbrell:s are going". Which signilies a group ol parple, with and
without umbrellas going.

Anothcr important dillerence between Laksana and suggestion is
that Iie lbrmcr is the primary meaning zus in rhe cur. uf ,uri"rf ,,,,ta.
and gesticulatious. which suggcst cmtxions. Thc emorivc element of
Ianguage c:nnot be explained in tcrms ol the expressivc an,i seconaarf
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functions. Further, while suggestion gives rise to ideas, figures of
speech and emotion. Laksana can convey an idea only.

While suggestion can be thus distinguished from Laksana,
there is a suggested element even in Laksana. Laksana s two fold;
established (nirudha) and deliberate (prayojanvati). In the latter,
he emotive element (prayojana) is given forth by suggestion. To
illustrate, we refer to the village near River Ganga as "Village in
the Ganges"; in laksana the secondary sense is village on the banks
of River Ganges. But the expression also communicates the purity
and coolness of the village. This emotive element cannot be
communicated by Laksana itself. Laksan requires some
inconsistency in the expressed meaning. This inconsistency is
rectifies when we resort to the secondary meaning. Consequently,
the secondary power is not available forthe communication ofthe
emotive element of purity and coolness which are actually
communicated through suggestion. In other words, there are three
conditions necessary for the operation of the secondary power
viz,the inconsistency of the primary meaning, a relation between
the primary meaning and the secondary meaning and some
emotive element. But in suggestion, none of these conditiones are
necesary. Laksana is actually not even necessary for suggestion.
The expression village on the banks of the Ganges is as effective
as village ofGanges so far as the suggested content is concerned.
But Laksana produces a break in the flow of communication and
arrests the reader's attention. It is in this manner that it leads us to
suggestion.

DHAVANIAND ABHIDHA

Abhidha is acknowledged by all as the primary significative
power existing in words capable of giving out the literal or lexical
meaning. Some philosophers like the Prabhakara school of
Mirnamsa stretch the function of Abhitha to include the suggested
meaning also. The Prabhakaras believe in the dictum that the meaning
of a word is what is intended by it. They subscribe to the
anvitabhitha theory according to which a word conveys not only
its meaning but the relation of the word with other words also.
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Thus the primary meaning includes the mutual relationship ofword
suggested by their juxtaposition apart from the lexical items. The
Prabhakaras recognise that there may be many suggested ideas
apart from the normal sense of the words but allof these come
under theAbhitha itself. The primary power, Abhitha, is compared
to the function of an arrow which pierces through all the
intermediary objects to finally reach its target. Abhitha does not
rest unti I it reaches the final meaning.

Anandhavardhana and others attack this theory on the ground
that the suggested meaning does not come under the purview opf
Abhitha.Abhitha can convey only the conventional meaning
directly related to a word. When this function is performed the
Abhidha is exhausted. Hence another function is to be recognised
for the cognition of the suggested meaning. The suggested sense

is known only indirectly through the expressed senseAbdidha also
because the former is seen even in places where the whereas there
is direct connection between the word and its primary meaning.
Suggestion cannot be identifies with theAbhidha also because the
former is seen even in places where the latter does not exist. Thus
musical notes and gesticulations have suggestive power even
though they do no posses any power ofAbhidha. Again, while the
primary meaning given forth by Abhidha is fixed, the suggested
sense given forth by Dhvani varies according to contexts. Thus,
while the word "Rama' gives forth the exact primary sense in all
contexts through Abhidha, it suggests diflerent ideas in different
contexts like Rama's valour sacrifice and hard heartedness. Above
all these, the suggested meaning requires some imaginative skill
on the part of the reader whereas mere proficiency in grammar
and dictionary is enough in comprehending the expressed
meaning.

D IIVAN I AND TATPARYAYRTHI

Some Alankarikas accept Tatparyasaki as a power capable of
explaining away Dhavani. Thus, Dhanika and Dhananjaya in the
Dasarupaka maintain that a separate suggestive power need to be
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postulated in language. Since Taparyavrti can perlbrm rhis functidn
also, Tatpuysakti is accepted to explain the mutual relationship
existing between words in a sentencc whidr is not directly expressed.
If Tatparya can convey unexpressed mutual relationship of words, it
can also convey the unexpressed suggested meaning, so goes the
argumenL

But Dhvani theories point out that Taparyasakti cannot explain
the function of Dhvani, because the forma operates only within the
range of the expressed meaning. Dhavani is related !c an entirely
different range of meaning. Tatparynahi can convey only the logical
connection existinE between fte mearings of individual words pur
ogether. This is a far cry from the suggestcd meaning which is like
the resonating of a sound ocaring for severat moments errn when
the original sound is lost- Furrher, while Taparyxalci is ccntered on
language, Dhvani exists e\,en outside the purview of language as in
music and gestures. Even in linguistic usage a distinction has o be
made bctwecn instanccs which give forth suggesed meaning apart
from the expressed meaning and insunces which do not do so. Only
Dhavani can explain dris viriable fimaion since taparyaskti is always
invariably present in language.

But Dhanamjaya and Dhanika take Tatparysaki in an extcnded
sense capable of including not only the logical relarion existing
betweeir word rncaning, btt alsc tftefiidden import of sentcnces. The
interpretation is acceircd try'iome otliei poeticians also, eventhbugh
the majority of poeticians clearly'distinguish trtween Tatparyavrtti
and.Dhavani.

DHVANIANDVAI(ROKTHI-.'':

. Kunuk4 who is the pmpounder of tlre doctrine of vakohi, does

not spell out his exact auitu& towards Dhavani. Vakokti comprises
the entire gamut of poetic expression and it is interesting to note both
both these concept often overlap. Thus, Anandavardhana,s divisions
ofDhvani likc vamrdhvrni. prdadhvani, vlkyadhvani :tc. havc their
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coutcrparft in varm:rvinyasavakrata, padapurvardha vakrata and
Vakyavukata of Kuntaka. Mahimabhatta surnmarily dismisses
Vakokti as Dhvani theory in disguise.

However, it can be seen that borh Vakokti and Dhvani are
complementary o each other. While tire Dhvani theory looks upon
poetic language fiom the point ofview of the rcader, Vakokti a[r.mpa
to suldy language as imaginative expression from the point ofview of
the poet If suggested content is the imporunt poiru in the former, it is
the poet's imdginative skilt which is focussed in the lauer.
CLASSIFICANON OF DHVANI

Dhvani is broadly classified inlo two: Avivaksitavacya and
Vivalsitanyaparavacya, basing upon the nuure of the expressed
meaning. h the former, the expresscd meaning is not intcnded and is
rejected partially or fully. This variety is rlso known as
Laksanamuladhvani since it comprises examples of intentional
meuphon which suggesr cluflning ideas. Basing upon thc degree of
unacceptability of thc expresscd meaning, this rariety of Dhvani is
further subdivided into two; Arthantara sankramitacya and
Atyantatiaskrtavacya. These two vuieties comspond o the vuieties
of Lakun catted Ajahallalsana and Jahallaksana and in thern the
literal sense is modified and complercly superseded rcspecrively.

An cxampte of Arthantansamkimita would be "Lotuses hcome
Lotmes when acbompanied by the lustre of rhe sun." Here the second
word 'lotus' does not mean its literal sense alonq but gives forth a
flood ol'essociated ideas evoked by 'lotus.' Edgenon compares this
varigty with the emphasis of classical weslern rhetorics but Urere are

s(ine differences between these two. Actually futhantgrasamka
mitavacya comprises the pregnant use of 'words' mentr, :"d by
Empsorq like the expression of Laksana by ancient Mimamasa'-as.

The Mimamsakas' examplc is 'Dirty clothes are not clothes (e..r

malinam avasastad') and this exprcssion means that 'dirty clothes ue
noi clotlrcs in the fullest sensc of the rcrm'. [t is evrdent tl;rc rhis rype
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ofdhvani occu$ in starcmenB negudng sometling also. Thus, when
the skylark does not belong ro the species of bird, but only that skylark
can not he de.scrlbed a"s an ordinary bird in the fullcst.sense of the
word. Words are here sunounded hy rhe halo of associated imagcry
heavily charged with emotions.

In the second suh varicty viz. the Atyantatiraskrtavacya the
expressed menning heing logically unacceptable is rejected for the
secondary sensc and thc cxprcssion fiereafier suggests the cmotivc
elements of such dclihcratc mbta;ihor. An example is rhc following
expression in Kalidasa's Mcghasandesa. ,,Who 

wjll forsake one's love
lom spousc whcn you (i.e. thc cloud) are armoured?,'Here llaksa
refers to the fact that tire sight of thc cloud edhances the feeling of
agony in scparation irnd describes the cloud as armouied to suggest
the fact that thc cloud's power is inesistible.
VIVAKISTANYAPARAVACYA

This majorsubdivision ofDhvani is also called Abhidhamula since
it is based on rhe primary significative powu (ebhidha) of words.
Here the literal meaning is not rejected. It only paves rhe way for the
suggested meaning.

This variety is further sub-divided into two: Samlaksyakama {i.c.
Dhvani with perceptible sequcnce) and Asamlaksya hama (Dhvairi
with no percitible sequence). Thc basis ofihe suhlivision is rhe nature
of the cognition of the suggested sensc. In the former we. arc aware of
the process of suggestion and thc scquence of thc primary meaning
and the suggested mcaning is clcarly perccived. In rhc lutter, which
involves emotive elements like Rasa and Bhava, the suggested
meiuring is cognised and cxperienced all on a sudden so rhat we are
not awarc oftheir sequcnce at all. This variety ofDhvani occupies the
prideof plnce since it involves the suggestion ofaesthetic emotions.
Here the expressed meaning simply dcscribcs thc Vibhavas,
Anuhhavas and vyhhictrabhava.s of R:rsa and this lcurls one to the
ircsthclic emorion almost simultancously. That is why it is callcd
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Asamliksykama ie., Dhvani witlr no pelceprible sequence. But the
omotion suggestf.d lius should not he made subsidiary to theexpressed
meaning in this type of Dhvani. Wben the emodon suggested is
subservient to something else. like, say, the musical notes used in an
audio-visuul advertisement, this is relegated to poetry of,,subordinate
suSgeslion" called Gunibhuavyagya. Funher ,Rasadhvani 

does not
always lall under Asamlaksyakama, !y.hen.one. has.to _gather the
rhreads of the emotional contcxr for he comprehension of vibhavas,
Anubhavas etc. the sequence of the cognition of Rasa becomes very
much perceptible and it woutd fall und* the samlaksyahauu variety.

In samlaksyakama, the suggested meaning is.usually an idea
(Vastu) or a figure (Alankara). There.is another classification also
luing upon the suggestive factoq viz. g6ldasahirnula ArrhasalCimula
and ubhayasaktimula. [n ttre fqrmer, words ca4 no1 bo. replaced; tlre
suggested meaning will be lost then. in the seco-nd,yar.iety it is the
primary meaning which leads one ro .tlrc mgpition- o[ tle suggcsted
neqdng. In the rhird vuiety, both words.qnd their aeaning perform
thc zuggestive function alike.

_ The following chart represcnts the divisions ad subdivisions of
Dhvani:

Avivakiravacya Vivaf,srianyaparavacya

fu thantara Aryantati Asamlaksya Sarnalaloyn
Sanhamitavacya Rasknavacya!ryna .haina
Sabdasakrimula Arrhadsahimula Ubbayaisaktimrla

CRITICISM OF VASTU AND ALANKAM
Animdavardhana refers to three varieties of Dhvani, viz.,.Vasu,

Alankara trnd Rasa, but the pride ofplaco is implicitly given ro Rasa-
His gcnoal statement that Dhvani is the soul of poerry has invited
criticism trom some quartcrs. For example, Vlswanatha, the author of
Sahityadarpana says that Rasa alone should be regarded as the soul.
Poetry devoid of Rasa cannot be regarderl as pootry porper. Mere
suggestion is not enough; every scntence conLains some suggested
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element, and this does r,,.: .ileirh that such expressions are poetic.
The sentence 'Devadatta goes to the Village' may thus suggest

that he was accompanied by his servants ina aparticular social
'context, but such unemotivce suggested content has no claim for
being called poetry. Anandavardhana himself maintains that the

very function of figures of speech is the adornrnent ofthe emotive
'element. Abhinavagupta clarifies the standpoint of Dhvani theory
that Rasadhvant alone is the soul ofpoetry and that Vastudhvani
and Alankaradhvani also finally resolve into it.

SABDASAKTIMULADITVANI

This variety employs homonymous words. Slesalankara also

iS characterised by the usage of homonymous words. However, in
Slesa both the meaning of the homonymous words are conveyed
through Abhidha, the primary power of the word, as both these

senses are contextual. But in Dhvani, since one meaning is not
contextual, some poeticians like Mammata and Viswanatha point
out that the non-contextual meaning is given forth by suggestion
(Vyanjana). But Jaganatha Pandita points out that both these

meanings are conveyed by Abhidha itself. In the case of words
fixed in their meanings other than that is etymological, the
etymological sense lies hidden in our cognition and Jaganatha

admits that suggestive power is necessary to revive it. Otherwise,
usggestion is applicable only to the figure of speech emanating
from the expression. This can be illustrated with an example.
Suppose the sentence 'A' gives out a meaning related to elephant
and another applicable to a king, through the employment of
homonymous words signifying both the elephant and the king.
According to Jaganatha, suggestion is not to be postulated for the

bognition of any ofthese senses, which are the primary meanings.
But afterwarsm we cognise the similarity between the elephant
and king, and for this a suggestive function has to be postulated.

ARTHASAKTIMULAD ITVANI

Here it is the expressed meaning which gives rise to the
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suggested sense which includes, apart from ideas and figures
emotive elements also in exceptional cases. Emotion thus suggested

is called Vastudhavani, and is to be constructed with Rasadhavani

in Asam laksyakrama variety.

The primary sense of a word may be definite and fixed. But
there are many factors like the identity ofthe speaker, the addressee,

the occasion, interrogation, gestures etc. at play by means of which
it can suggest other ideas. The suggestive meaning may either be

naturally evolved (Svatassambhavi) or deliberately designed by
the poet ( Praudhoktinispanna).

SUGGESTTVE ELEMENTS

Dhvani is subdivided also on the basis of suggestive elements.

ln Avivaksitavacya and the Samlaksyakrama variety of
Vivaksitanyaparavacya, both words na dsentences are suggestive.
In the suggestion of emotion, comprising Asamlaksyakram4 the

entire gamut of poetic expression is charged with emotion. Hence,

allthe factors ofpoetry like the phonemes, morphemes, sentences,

texture and compositional structure are recognised as suggestive
here. Anandavardhana underlines the importance of a holistic
approach to literature, in grasping the overall emotive significance
of the poem. This is clear from his approach to epics like the

Ramayana and the Mahabharatha.

Intonations

The way in which we articulate languige is of great
importance in determining its suggested meaning. In acting, for
example, tone, tempo and pitch of words convey severalshades of
meanings, Bharata surveys such techniques of acting in his
Natyasastra at great length.

Ancient grammarians also refer to the various accents like
the high, the low and the circumflex, when discussing the vedic
language. They are a part of the phonemic system of a language.

There are other personal variations in the modes of address, like
pitch and intonations which suggests shades of meaning.
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Bharata divides intonations (Kaku) into two: expectant

(sankansksa) and non-expectant (nirakanksa): the former suggests

the incompleteness Of the sentence while the latter suggests its

completion. Rajesekhara refers to three types of intonations,

signifying disapproval, question and doubt. The non-expectant

intonation also sometimes denotes as assertion, answer or a
decision. In srngarparakasa, Bhoja also discusses the problems of
intonations. Intonation, which brings forth the irony or pathos of a

passage can suggest the emotional attitude of the character' If
intonation dominates the poetic expression even subordinating the

suggested meaning, it gives rise to a variety of Gunidhutavyanrya

called Kakvaksipta.

CONTRIBUTION OF'DIIVANI THEORY TO LANGUAGE
STUDTES

The main contribution of Dhvanitheory to linguistic thought

is the enlargement of the term 'meaning' (artha). Meaning in Dhvani

school stands for everything conveyed by language' Hence it
includes not only the cognitive meaning, but also the emotive

elements as well as the socio-cultural significance of utterance

suggested with the help of contextual factors. Another significant

coniribution ofAnandavardhana is that he underlined the necesity

of a holistic view of language taking into account the basic unity

ofthe sentence meaning. According to J-Brough 'the Dhvanitheory'

to a large extent operates in terms of larger units and not

individual words'eventhough analyically, the source of charm of
poetic expression can be pinpointed to single words and phrases'

Most of the criticism against the Dhvani theory stands for

the fact that these opponents confine themselves to a relatively

smaller portion of linguistic behaviour, while the protagonists of
Dhvaniiought to extend their perception to the entire gamut of
human experience, socio-cultural and

emotional relms.

Section C: PrePared bY

Dr.C. Rajendran
Calicut UniversitY

ROLAND BARTHES

THE STRUCTURALIST ACTIVITY

INTRODUCTION

Roland Barthes (1915-1980) produced his original
observations on semiotics (seeing social and cultural life in terms

of signification) when he was convalescing after about of
tuberculosis. He also wrote several critical literary essays, on

Racine and on photography. One of his early works

'Mythologies' (1957) looked into everyday signs like advertising,

sports, consumer goods and so on and subjected them to a unique

reflexive scrutiny. Barthes says he 'wanted to track down, in the

decorative display of what-goes-without-saving, the ideological

abuse which......is hidden there'. In 'Writing Degree Zero' (1953),

Barthes looks at the historicity of literary language and examines

how a writer, faced witha language that is at once a system and a

system of systems as the only tool, confronted the task of writing.

The title indicates the writer's search for a nascent language bare

of historicity and the myths of culture (0e state of language

before it is liquefied by extraneous factors like myth). His later

work "S/2" is an explication of Balzac's short story "Sarrasine"'

The narrative codes (hermeneutic, semic symbolic,proairetic and

the cultural/gnomic code at work in the work are treated like 'a

fashion system' that evokes a particular quota of knowledge'

Barthes was a creative critic in the sense that he was the first critic

to blur the distinction between criticism and creative writing.
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PAUL DE MAN

SEMIOLOGYAM RIMTORIC
INTRODUCTION

Ifone is to scarch for an ardretlpal pauern in the hisoty of ideu, it
is easy to find it in dc-enoring. The heliocentric rheory de{entered
dr gcocartric; sctfdc-ccntrcrcd style during romanticism; and rcason,
self during the Vicorian. May bc it all began wirh God decenrcring
miul.

The post modem mind, srid o have becn bom with rhc &arh of
Metzsche, believed that therc wete not any facrs but only economic
factors. The most importart de-cenrcriog that occuned during this
period was that of languaga Language docs nor conespond to rcality.
A word means only becarsc thc meaning was agrced upon. Ianguagc
cannot overcome rhetoric d6irc and grtrnmar.

This view was populariscd by the post structuralists, mainly
Jacques Denida, Michel Foucautq llaydcn White and paul de Man.

- Paul de Man, belonging to thc yalc sckool of critics along with
Harold Bloom, Geoffrey Hartman and ottrers, believed that lirerarure
was founder{ upon the awareness of ftc uor<oincidence of sign and
meaning. While other discoures likc political, hisroriial or
philosophical srdled a claim to realiry, literarnE knew and owned up
honcstly fiat iLi saEments were tigurative and fictional. He says rhat
'tropes' or ligures ofspeeoh have a ciominiurI influence ovcr lanyuaoc
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Tiris can destabilize not only Iogic but grammar also. De Man believed
that rhetoric ofren disruptcd grammar and forced us to fdiget
$ammalicality for the sake of sustenarce of meaning.
.SEMIOLOGY AND RIIETORIC' (1973)

Literature can never be regaeded as a chain of unifs having
referendal meaning only. Semiology and dretoric both enter inoo tlrc
proccs of reading and provide the reader with just a rcading of thc
text and not is meaning. (Semiology or rhe science of signs Blk
about communication tluough signs likc gesture\ conventions and
cven language as a sound pattem aged to generatc mcaaing, De
Man uscs 'rlretoric' o mean any figure of spccch).

Thc metaphorical model of titcrature, dc Man says, can be
repre$ented as 'a box that separates an insidc from an outside'.
Rcading is the act of releasing what was held captivc in the te:tl Pail
de Man sap that this rnetaphor, howeveq is losing is lusrc. He wistrcs
to approach rlre problun rhmugh a les roddeq parL Scmiotogy and
rlretoric arc the tools de Man use.s to readr 'mcaning' ,nd 'litccantrp'.
'Scmiology' is dre study of signs or significq agd looks.at how words
mean, This study demonstrated rhat thc undssunding of literature
cannot be merEly referentiil or syntactical. ,

SUMMARY
Paul de Man says the spirit.of our times differs.ftom.what it was

befor.e ig hat now the duust is on the 'nonyerbal outside' to whict
language refers and by which it.is aqpd .upon and conditioned.
Formalism and intrinsic criticism have become obsolete. Today
jlibnn{.e' sustrins iself notjust on its fictional/literary sta},( but.on
various other facors as well tike the self, man, tlre society (altin.a
sense 'frcrions') and their interplays. 'Lilcrature' has kome a complex
variable based on several extrinsic factors. Wifh the new etnphasis de

Man poceeds to look ino 'the external politics of literature'.
. De Man bclicves thar the nature of history is such that. shilts in

lircus oiten ber-onrc rhc s..lft with q,.rrch it is madc. Lrreratv srr,lir:
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is are no exception. '......literature cannot be merely received as a

definite unit of referential meaning that can be decoded without
Ieaving a residue'. However, since the days of close reading or

New Criticism, literary criticism has not managed to be both

'technically original and discursively eloquent'.

Literary formalism had always to be seductive too. But the

approach to form as something superficial and expendable has'
given way to form as 'a solipsistic category of self-reflection'.
Internal meaning has become outside reference and the outer form

has become the intrinsic structure. Literature is looked upon as 'a
kind ofbox that separates an inside from an outside, and the reader

or critic as the person who opens the lid in order to release in the

open what was secreted but inaccessibel inside'.

De Man goes on to vindicate the choice of the box metaphor.

He says that the popular study of semiotus ('the science or study

of sign as signifier') does not ask what words mean but how they

mean. The demystifring power of semiolgy aided by the writings
of Saussure and Jakobson demonstrated that 'the perception ofthe
literary dimensions of language' is likely to be obscured ifthere is

a one to one correspondence of a word with its meaning.
Semiology defies it.

According to De Man there is an increasing incidence of
grammatical and rhetorical structures being used in tandem.

However, there are many instances where one, can discern a
tangibel tension between grammar and rhetoric. There could even

be a symbiosis between the two (when Archie Bunker's wife asks

him whether he wants his bowling shoes laced over or under, he

replies "what is the difference?") ln the case of Bunker the literal
meaning is denied by the existence of the figurative meaning. the

very same question when asked by Derrida assumes a totally
different posture. Does the question ask or doesn't it?

This problem of grammar vs. Rhetoric is not as simple as it
seelns to be. It is not merely a question of literal rneaning vs. figurative
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meaning. On the other hand, it also reveals the inherent defects in

a linguistic system where what is uttered is rendered open to

interpretation.

It could be said that the literariness of language arised from

this kind of a tension between syntas and rhetoric- Monroe

Beardsley in an essay called "The Conceot of Literature" says that

literary language is characterizedby being "disntinctly above the

norm in ratio of implicit...... to explicit meaning". The implicit
meaning is also rhetorical meaning and the explicit, synactical.

In Yeat's poem "among School Children" there is the famous

line: "How can we know the dancer from the dance?" In this

instance, if we take the rhetorical meaning it could be very
simplistic; it is the literal meaning that adds further layers to the

texture of the meaning of the line.

De Man says that there are nor just these extremes of a naive

question assuming rhetoricity and a rhetorical question appearing

more meaningful when ordinary considered. he goes on to examine

Proust's "Swann's Way" where in he finds the juxtaposition of
figural and metafigural language. Proust writes 'figuratively about

figures'. One can feelthe mastery of metaphor over metonymy in

the works of Proust. ('Metonymy' is 'a figure of speech in which

the name or an attribute of athing is substituted forthe thing itself.

Ex. "Crown' for monarihy; 'Church' for religion. In the case of
Bunker and Yeats there was the rhetorization of grammar. In the

case of Proust, however, there is the grammatization of rhetoric.

This is because, in the case of Proust, 'a vast thematic and semiotic

network is revealed and remained invisible to a reader caught in

native metaphorical mystification. This kind of an analysis could

be rnade applicable to the works of other writers also like Milton
or Dante.

Paul de Man concludes the essay by saying that the act of
reading of great works of literature is marked by the pathos of
anxiety because of 'an emotive reaction to the impossibility of
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knowing what it mightbe upto'. This anxiety makes the language

of litera.ture and criticism rigorous and positively unreliable
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QUESTIONS

l. The role of de Man as an exponent of the theory of language

as something that 'produces meaning and undoes what it

produces'.

Prepared by:

Prof. K. Gopala Krishnan, Trivandrum.

*HAMLET,': THE PSYCHOANALYTICAL SOLUTION

ERNESTJONES

A very brief introduction to various schools of criticsm

critical evaluation of a good text is largely interpretive. It is

universally accepted that no single critical interpretive approach

can exhaust the manifold possibilities of a good literary work. Each

approach is handicapped by its peculiar, as also severe,

limitations. For instance, "formalistic" criticism has for its sole

object the discovery and explanation of FORM in the literary

work-which assumes the autonomous existence of the work itself

an dignores extra-literary considerations like the life of the author

and his place in the socio political and socio economic parameters

of the period, psychological implications, relevance, structural

orgnization etc of the work. "Historical-Biographical" approach

looks at a literary work as a reflection of its author's life and times

or the life and times of the characters in the work. As the French

critic H.A. Taine succinctly put it, each literary work belongs to a

"Race, Miliey, and Moment". The "moral - Philosophical" approach

which is as old as Plato looks upon literature as a tool to teach

morality and to probe philosophical issues (especially of a
particuiar period), besides sporting "high seriousness" and

tonsiders the literary/rhetorical/figurative elements as

secondary. ..mythological/Archetypal" criticism deals with the
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relationship ol litcrxry :lrt to "sorno vcry decp chor<l,' to seek out rhosc
myscrious clcmcnls lhat inlbrm ccrrain Iitcrry rvorks and to clicit,
with almost unciinny Ibrce, dramatic, universal and pcrennial irumln
response irnd relations. The,,exponcntial,' approach investig:rtes
images, symhols, metaphorical and rhetorical devices and the like
which have communicative and evocative powen and which make
statements obliquely, besides helping the artistic weaving of the
dcvices inco meaningful pattems. In addition ro the above, we have
approaches like Aristotelian criticism, feminist criticism, genre
criticism, linguistic criticism, phcnomenological criticism(ie the
criticism of consciousness, the expericnce of the self, sociological
criticism, structural criticism, stylistic criticism, rhetorical criticism,
criticism based on the history of ideas etc., etc. Moreover, we have a
refreshing, new and challenging one: psychological/psycho analytical
criticism(used inarchangeably).
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGICAL/
PSYCHOANALYTICAL CRITICSM:

Psychological crilicism is the most controversial, the most abused,
the most misunderstood and also the least apprcciated though it can
be really fascinating, rcwarding and strangeiy ..satisfying,l 

Where
many other approaches fail, it fills in the lacunac in many cases.
Though it is severely inadcquatc in the aesthetic domain, it can ofl.er
clear cluas to solve a literary work,s thematic and symbolic mysterias
and can help us in " reading beneath the lines".

The human psyche is as old as the human kind. The first taste of
psychological criticism as far as we know is given by fuistotle when
he talks about the combination of the emotionS of pity and tenor
producing catharsis. During the Renaissance it is taken uply Sir philip
Sydney who talks about the moral effects of poetry boleridge,
Wordsworth and Shclly talk about the theories of imaginarion. In shJn.
all good writers and critics are concemed wirlr rhe psychology ut.
writing and responding to literature.
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Howevcr, psyclrologicel criticisrn in thc present century is usually
associatcd with thc psychoanalyLical theories of Sigmunrl Freud(1852-
1939) and his disciples and lbllorvers. Unfortunately, abuses of rhe

approach are seen as aresultofan exce.ss ofcnthusiasm, aprocruslean
inolerance ofother approachcs, indequate grasp ofpsychology and
psychoanalysis, insufficient fecling for literature(of psychoanalysts

who criticise literature) crc. erc. [fappropriatety applied it can provide
wondcrful insights into oticrwisc opaque ueas of literary worla.
FREUD'S THEORIES:

The foundation of Freudian psychology is iu emphasis on rhe
unconscious aspccts of the human mind. Freud statcs that almost all
our actions are triggered by psychic forces over which we have only
little or putial control. The human psyche is like rhe iceberg, four-
fiftl:-s hidden and one-fifth visible. Thc heavy and hidden eighry percent
lies beneath the surface ofthe sea and so is rhe case with the psyche.
That is to say, the human psyche is layered. Freud says about the levels
of conscious and unconscious msnlal activiay.

"The oldest ard best mearing of rhe word "unconscious,' is the
descriptive one; we call unconscious any mental process the existencr
of which we are obliged to asume-because, lbr insunce, we infer it
in some way from its effects-but ofwhich wc are not directly aware...
if we want to be more accurate, we should modify the sutement by
saying thal we call a process "unconsoious", when we have to assume
that it was active tt a certain time although at that time wc knew
nothing aboul iL"

He xserts that even the "most oonscious pr@esses ue concscious
for only a short period, quite soon they become latent though they can
easily become conscious again"

He defines two kinds of consciousness:

"One which is trunsformed into conscious material easily and under
conditions which tiequenrly uise, and another in the case of which
ruch a uansformation is difficult, can onlv come atlout with a
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seryes to repress or inhibit dre drives of the id, to block off and
thrust back into the unconscious those impulses toward pleasure

that society regards as unacceptable, such inrpulses as overt
aggressio, sexualpassions and the Oedipal instinct. Freud attributes
the development of the superego to the parental influence that
manifests itself in terms of the punishment for what society
considers to be bad conduct behaviour. An overactive superego
creates an unconscious sense ofguilt (hence the familiar term "guilt
complex" and the widespread misconceptions that Freud
advocated relaxation ofall moral inhibitions and sexual restraints).
Whereas the id is dominated by the pleasure principle, the
superego is dominated by the morality principle. We may say that
the id can make is demons, and the superego angels (or worse,
creatures ofabsolute social conformity); it is the duty ofthe ego to
keep us healthy human beings by maintaining a balance between
these two opposing forces. Freud advocated this balance and not a
total removal of inhibitions.

Freud's theories conceming the psychology of children are
more relevant to us. He believed that infancy and childhood are
periods ofintense sexual experience (sexual in a very broad sense).

In the course ofthe first five years or so ofa child's life, the child
passes through a series of phases in his erotic development and
each phase is characterised by emphasis on a particular erogenous
zone: oral, anal urethral, phallic, oedipal. We know thatthese zones
are associated with pleasure in simulation; besides, they gratifr
our vital needs - eating and drinking, eliminating and reproducing.
Nomally, the transfer from one stage to another (in the givenorder)
is smooth and natural, but in certain cases, impediments to
gratification ofthe needs may lead to "fixation". Many behavioural
patterns can be explained on this basis. According tp Freud
normal children reach the stage of"genital primacy" about the age
of five. It is normally at this age (stage) the Oedipus complex
begins to manifest itself.

The Oedipus complex, in ordinary language, derives from
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the boy's unconscious rivalry with his father for the Iove of his
mother (Freud borrows the term from the Sophoclean tragedy -
"Oedipus, the king" in which Oedipus, the hero, unwittingly
murders his father and marries his mother. ln Freud's own words
the complex is described as follows:

"The boy deals with his father by identifying himself with
him. For a time these two relationships (the child's devotion to his
mother and identification with his father) proceed side by side,until
the boy's sexual wishes in regard to his mother become more
intense and his father is perceived as an obstacle to them; from
this the Oedipus complex originates. His identification with his
father then takes on a hostile colouring an dchanges into a wish to
get rid of his father in order to have his place with his mother.
Hence forward his relation to his father is ambivalent; it seems as
ifthe ambivalence inherent in the identification from the beginning
has become manifest. An ambivalent attitude to his father and an
object relation ofa solely affectionate kind to his mother make up
the content ofthe simple positive Oedipus complex in a boy".

Apart from the above, Oedipus complex implies a fear of
castration and identification of the father with strict authority in
all forms. Thus in later life a person who hatris authority manifests
this Oedipal ambivalence.

With this brief introduction we shall now enter our topic of
discussion: hamlet: the Psychoanalytical Solution.

The essay is taken from "Hamlet and Oedipus" by Dr. Ernest
Jones M.D. Dr. Emest Jones was bom in 1879 an ddied in 1958.
He was the foremost disciple of Freud in England. His workd
include,

Addresses on Psychoanalysis
Hamlet and Oedipus
Essays in Applied Psychoanalysis
and

Free Associations

The Essay "Hamlet: the Psychoanalytical Solution" was first
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published as early as 1910 and later expanded into the book titled

"Hamlet and Oedipus". Study the title where we have the word

"solution" which suggests a problem. The problem is too

well-known to be stated here again.

SYNOPSIS

Why does Hamlet vascillate? Is it because he is unable to

act? Is it because it is difficult to carry out? Or is it because it is

repugnant to him? Most likely, the last is the reason. Then why is

the task repuganant? The following arguments are given to show

that the act of revenge is repugnant:

I ) Hamlet gravely doubted the moral legitimacy of revenge (c'f'

'Vengeance is mine,'sayeth the Lordlwhich led to the internal

conflict between his natural urge to avenge his father's

murder and his highly developed ethical and Christian views'

2) The task is very much bebeath his dignity.

3) He is stalling for time to find out how he can sinlessly

commit his heinous sin'

4) It is against the law.

5) Hamlet suspects the reliability ofthe Ghost's evidence; he

considers the evidence inadequate.

6) Hamlet perhaps thinks that if he kills Claudius, he will not

only be guitty ofregicide but atso be guilty ofusurpation'

Hamlet gives several excuses for this hesitancy though he

never minces his words about his bounden duty. He knows what

he ought to do. But he never comes round to do it. And Hamlet

himself is unconscious of his repugnance to the task. For a thinking

man like Hamlet introspection will reveal the predicament' We

cannot rule out the possibility ofa conflict between the impulse to

carry out the revenge and some special cause ofrepugnance to it'

We have to presume that he didnot know the cause ofrepugnance'

In short, everything in the play points to the fact that Hamlet's

"hesitancy was due to some special cause of repugnance for this
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task and that he was unaware of the nature of this repugnance".

Literary texts, according to Freudians, are the direct expression

of the author's psyche and as Shakespeare himself was unaware

ofthe nature ofthe repugnance, he did not make it explicit in the

play. In other words, the author is unable to help us. Now we find

that the author, the hero and the readers/audience are all the

unaware ofthe conflic! the repugnance and the consequent inaction.

Extensive investigations and researches into clinical
psychology reveal that man is "a creature only dimly conscious of
the various influences that mould his thought and action and blindly

resisting with atl the means at his command the forces that are

making for a higher and fuller consciousness".

There is no doubt that Hamlet is suffering from an intemal

conflict. He does not know what its nature is. He knows his duty.

He shirks it at every opportunity and he knows that too and suffers

in consequence the most intense remorse. This is hysterical
paralysis. "Hamlet's advocates say he cannot do his duty, his

detractors say he will not, whereas the truth is that he cannot will".
This deficient will power is localized to the one question ofkilling
his uncle. It is a specific aboulia (an inability to exercise witll
power and come to decisions). Investigations in real case studeis

prove that such aboulias are due to an unconscious revulsion againsl

the act that cannot be performed (or something close or related to

it). In other words, whenever a person cannot bring himself to do

something that every conscious consideration tells him he should

do and which he may have the strongest conscious desire to do- it
is always because there is some hidden reason why a part of him

does not want to do it; this reason he willnot own to himself and is

only dimly, if at all, aware or. Hamlet is the living proof for the

above. The play abounds in evidnces to prove this' Hamlet's

"bestial obilivion" may be taken in a literal sense, hi unconscious

destation ofhis task being so intense as to enable him actually to

forget it fot periods.

The arguments given by Hamlet defending his delay are too
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I and srandards accepted hy tte conscious ego; the less compatible they
ue.wift 

fese, 
the more likely are they to be repressea. The iaeas

and standards come frum the inunediate social environment, hose
proceses which ue rhe inost diSappr.oved of hy the partiolar circte
of society where the person grew up during this forur-ative period(i.e.
the impresionable period) are most likely o Ue rcpressea. i.e. ,. Ttru
which is unacceptable to the herd becomes ,*..rpoUt, ,o ,f,.
individual meinber';. Hence rhe obvious fact ttrat roiJsoJ.r, .irf..J
and/oi religious tendencies are scldom repressed as they arc of rhe
whole community. The individual conforms and so he is not .rn.roJ
or uem as soclety approves of them.

.. I:p*-r:,qn is a dynamic process. Thoughs ue rcpresed by a
definia foice, trough the person is rarcly aware or tiis. Wtrai is
depressed is energetic in its own way and sometimes mrnifess itself
as tendency trend, inclinarion etc. etc. Usually ,h, "GJ,il;ar,e innatc impulses, especially naturat, scxuai, p,y"t os"*ort ooi.
Clinical psychology has proved that many rrcnflicts ceme about sexual
problems. On 0re surface this does not appear so, for, through various
psychological defence mcchanisms, the-depression, doubt, dxpair
and other manifestations of the conflict arc transfcned on to the more
tolcrable and permissible topics, such as anxiety about worldly success
or failurq about immortatity and the salvation ofthe sout, philosophical
considerations about fte value of life, the future of thc world and so
on. Ethics does not enter there. Hanrlet's high calibre intelligence and
rationalization would have made him aware of bascless, simple
misgivings. So the rcpressed inhibiting sriving against vengeance
uose in some hidden source connected wi0 his more penonal, natural
instincts. This.needs rc bc investigatcd.

Claudius ii thc objc,ct of Hamlcr's 
"cngciucc, 

Caludius, crirnes
uc inccsL and muder. Hamlct's auitudes rowiuds him arc conditioned
hy the nature of lhe offences. Bodt ofl'ences arg heinous. But ftere
i:rid hi no ijuesion u*'io *hich ,iiluses in him the deeper loerhing.

CuP/3●2biヽ ‐5
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Whercas tlte murder gl his lathcr cvokcs in him indignation and a

plliin reibgnition of his obvious duty to avengc it, Oertrudels guilty

ionduct awakes in him the inensest honor. Her offence is disgraceful

adultery and incest and treirson to his noble lather's memory(recall

the bed-chamber sccnc and Hamlet's words: Look here upon this

picurrc and on this.....)

The two crimis of Claudius may have an intenelation u!o' The

oiminal is one of ric closest reladves. These may have perplexed

Hamlet and tcd to a kind of hysterical paralysis. In the fint soliloquy

treginning-"Q that this too too solid flesh would melt"'" he rsveals

his shock at his mothcr's misconduct - Frailty, thy name is woman-

wtrj, shc would hang on him - O most wickod speed, to post with

sucl dertlrity to inccstuous sheets etc. Recall that he has IIot hiard

about his falhff's murder yet' The very thought of his motherls

misconduct pomprs him o consicla suicide. Why this sou!-paralystng

gief anO distarc for tife? What is it really rhat has produc€d then? It

cannot bc his nrothcr'3 midemeanour alone. All investigations point

at some mcntal disorder of Hamplet. Is il plain insanity? Is it

hystoroneurasthemia: [s it mclacholia? Is it hysrerical paralysis? The

text tclls us ihat thc symptoms point at melancholia, manic-(epressive

insanity. Howevo, on closer clinical examhation, it can be identified

us . ,ru.t" case of cyclothcmia(the rapid and startling oscillations

between intensc excitemenLs and profound depression)' How does it

aftect the play'l Here Robert Bridges conrs to our help)'

Harnlet himself would never have bcen aught to us, or we

to Hamlet, wer't not for the artful balance whereby

Shakespeue so gingerly put his sanity in doubt *ithout the

while confounding his reason.(Verse rewritten as prose)'

To explain the above we have in psychotogy the term

"psychoneurosis"-a mental disease without irny apparent anatomical

lesion, a functiontl disorder of the mind in one who is legally sane

and shows insight into his condition. The psychoencurotic is unduly',
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and ofcn painlhlly, driven or thwarted by the unconscious partofhis

mind, that buried part that was once the infantls mind urd still lives

on side by side with the idult mentally that has developed out of it

ind should have takcn its place. It signfies "intemal"(mental) conflict.

An intelligent explanation is possible only when present manifestations

are conelatcd with the psychic manifest4ion of the hfant of the past

and those which are still operating.

Hamlet" as an Infant, must have bitrerly re.sented having had to

share his mother's love and ud allection even with his(own) fatlnr 
'

must have resented him as his rival and seoedy wished himout ofhis

way so that he might enjoy, urdisputed and udisturted, tbc monopoly

of that love and alfection- However, filial piety and education(strong

inlLuences) must have "represscd" such *roughs and all racesofthem

obliterated. The actual realization of{ris.euly wisb in thc death of his

father at the hands of a jealous rival wordd then havq aimulatcd ino

qcti.i,ity the.sc'tepressed" memories, whi& would have produced in

tlre form of depression and othcr suffaing, rir obscrrc afermah of

his, infancy's conflict The investigations of alt real 'Hamlets'

conoborate 6is conclusion,

"Therefore, the exptanation of the delay and solf &ustration

exhibited in the endeavour to fulfil his father's demand for vengeanco

is that to Hamlet the thought of incest and panicide combined is oo

intoterable o be bome. One part of him uies to cany out dre usk' the

other flinches inexorably from *re thought of ir How fain would he

blot it out in that bestial oblivion which unfortunatoly for him his

consciencs conderms. He is tom and trcrtured in as insoluble inner

conflicC'.

To conclude, the ambivalence that typifies the child's attitude

toward his t'ather is dramatized in the chuacter of the ghost(the good,

lovahle, revered falher with whom 6e boy identfres) and Claudiu(the

haterJ father as tyrant and rival), both ofwhom are dramatic projections

of he harol.s, own consciotls;unconscious'ambivalance to$ard the
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father figure. The ghost represents the conscious
fatherhood. The image that is socially acceptable,,.

idea1 0f 6)

7)

8)

e)

Ernest Kris

Elizabeth Wright

Hendrik Ruitcndbcck:

Otto Fenichel
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Psychoanalytic Explorations in Art
Psychoanalytic Criticism: Theory in
Practice

Psychoanalysis and Literature

The PSychoanalytic Theory of
Neurosis

this was youd husband,,

His view of Claudius, on the other hand, represents Hamlet,s
repressed hostility towards his father as a rivai for his mother,s
affection. This new Kin-father is the symbolic perpetrato. oiir,.
very deeds towards which the son is impeilea by his own
unconscious motives:- murder of his father an incest with his
mother. Hamlet cannot bring himserf to kill claudius because to
do so hemus! in a psychological sense, kill himself. Hi, d;iur;;
dfrustratio-n in trying.to fulfiil the ghost's demand for vegeance
may therefore be exprained by the fact that the ,.thought ofin"..t
and parricide combined is too intolerable to be borne.-one pu.t 

"rhim tries to carry out the task, the other flinches inexorabl, f.";
the thought of it," (already quoted).

This seems to be the best explanation for the inordinate
delay in Hamlet's carrying out his task of revenge. H"n;. th;
importance of psychoanaryicar criticism. where oth-er approaches
fail, it offers help in elucidation.
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MARXISMAND LITERATURE

EDMUND WILSON

Edmund Wilson was bom in 1895. He is a graduate form
Princetion University. Ajournalist by profession, he is recognize
as one of the finest American critics ofthe present centrury

Wilson has made extensive use of Freudian insights in his
study of literature. He has also been under the strong influence of
Marxist political ideolory. Though strongly influenced by both
Freud and Marx, Mlson is neither Freudian nor Marxist, but a
proponent ofan empirical descroptive literary theory.

This essay is taken from his famous book "The Triple
Thinkers'. It first appeared in the 'Atlantic Monthly' (1937).
Wilson describes his disillusionment with the later phase ofMarxist
ideology, especially with the arrival of Stalin and dictatorship

SUMMARY OFTIIE ESSAY

Dialectical Materialism is Karl Marx's view of history
as a conflict between two opposing forces, thesis and antithesis,
which is resolved by the forming of a new force, synthesis;
present conditions are du to a class struggle between the
capitalists whose aim is private profit and the workers who
resist exploitation. In dialectical materialism the role of
literature and art was not ready made or fixed beforehand.
Marx and his friend/collaborator Engels conceived the forms
of human society in any given time and country as growing
out ofthe methods ofproduction which prevailed at that time and

q\e!w@/o6- &
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place; out of the relations involved in the social forms arose a

superstructure ofhigher activities such as politics, law, religion,
philosophy, literature and art. Economics cannot satisfactorily
explain these activities. Each of the superstructures tries to get

way from the roots in the social classes and to form a professional
group with its own discipline and standards of value which cut
across class lines. They reacted upon one another and then in tum
reacted upon the economic base. There was indeed a reciprocal
relationship too. Vital and visionary art influenced economic
foundations as history testifies. At the same time artists quite
frequently worked for the destruction of the social system which
trained, supported and encouraged the artists.

Marx and Engels did not set social-economic formulas to test
the arts with. They were themselves good poets, responding to
imaginative work on its artistic merits. Marx used to say that poets

were originals who must be allowed to go their own way, Marx
and Engles never judged literature (or power and distinction) in
terms of its purely political tendencies. Engles, in fact, wamed the
socialist novelists against the dangers of ideologically committed
literature. Records show how both Marx and Engels were moved
by literature, by Aeschylus, Goethe and Shakespeare. Marx had

not formulated any systematic explanation of the relation of arts

to social arrangements. He even observed: certain periods ofthe
highest development of art stand in no direct connection, with
general development ofsociety nor with the material basis and the

skeleton structure of its organisation. Marx and Engels never used

art as a weapon (instrument ofpropaganda), as they were strongly
under the influence ofthe Renaissance idea ofthe complete man.

When Lenin appears on the scene, things changes
somewhat, Lenin was a Marxist organizer and fighter. However,
he was sensitive to music and great literature like the products of
Pushkin, Tolstoy and Gorky. He admircd them and lavished praise

on thsm. But he rvas suspicious ofpeople.
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Trot.sky was a Iitcruy manl with prolbund insight he wrote on the

"problpms :[ising lbr Russian writcrs with t]re new society of thc

BdlShcr:ik Revolution. He larerv aboul the question ofthe 'carry-over-

value'. of literature. (l) What was to he the valueofthc li(erature and

art of thc age of barbarism irnd oppression in the dawn of socialist

trcedom? (2) What in puticular was to be the status ofculture of the

bourgeois society from which socialism hadjust emaged and of which

it sdll bore thc unforgotten scars? (3) Would there be a new proletarian

literature.with new langulge, new style, new form to give expression

to the. emotions and ideas of the new proluarian dicutorship?
'knin 

had opposed the new 'holetcult' (the goup which aimed at

monopolizing the control of soviet literature) saying that proletariat(or

prolaarian) culture could not be synthesised by dicu. It had to evolve.

Trosky decried teims like 'proletarian culture' and 'proletarian

liteiature'; he had seen the changes coming over literature, art and

cri(icism and believed that pmletarian ce ture would not flisplace or
replnce bourgeois culture. Proletirian culure was purely tegporary

and a transition phasc which whould be replaced by a truly human

culture. Trosky said tlrat communism had no aritistic cutture but only

a poii,icd one.

. Siiice rhe Revolution there had been auemprs in Rusia by cultural

groups to dominatd literature either with or without the aurhority of
thc govemment. Even Trotsk! himself had to be a part of the system.

Sympathizers assumed that such censors and controls were part of
. . the iea{ization of socialism and govemme intervention in matters

of culture was desirable. Edmund Wilson observcs that it was a

, nlgBkqn notion. The great Russian literature ofthe ninelcenth centurl,

flourished under the Czar and it is noted for is mastery of the art r','
i implication. Ever since the B-olshevik Revolution literature and politics

in Russia have remained ineitricable and the intelligentsia thcrnselves

.. havc been in ltlitical'power. The identification of liter:uure witli
p.rllitics v:rrr 'i.rF!a ii lcriibl. ,'l r'."r l-lirrrt. h r-.'ri,! ', ,l l:..
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Lunachusky irnd Gorky ried verl hard to keep literature tiec, they

had laown that art was a powcrlul instrumcnt of propaganda. Thc

lirst soviet films prove the point. When Lrnin and Lunacharsky died

and Trotsky was exiled..Sulin. unliterary ald uncultivated, started

using literature as a tool lbr thO manipulation 9f people, 10-80% ol

whom were illiterate. They would never have read any thing

disccmingly. Corky attempted liberalism and the opening of Russia

for contcmporary foreign writing and the Clissics. Howeveq under

Stalin that didnot stimulate or release a living literau:re. We all know

&ar where political opposition is not possible, there cannot be any

political criticsm and in Russia political questions involved the fate

of srciety viully. Aesthetic freedom is mcaningless in the absence of
social freedom for social minded writers. Writers were imprisoned.

The praaice of delibcrate falsification of social and political hisory
which began at the time of thc Stahn-Trotsky crisis had atained such

fanustic proponions that the govanment did not seem to hesitate !o

pass the sponge every mon*r or so over every thing that the poeple

had been told and to prescni rhem with a new and contradictory venion

of their hisory their duty and the chuacter and career of 0teir leaden.

This practice comrpted every department of intellectual life, till the

serious, ths humane irnd the clear-seeking had to simply remain silent,

if they could.

Marxism is Russia had run itself into a blind alley trr rather it had

been put down a well. The Soviets had not even the Marxist politicd

culture. Inspiration secmed to have vanished.

This is the point at which Fimund Wilson tells us abour Muxism

and literature".... Marxisrrr by iself t :rn tell us nothing whatevel . houl

thc goodncss or hadness of a w(,rk \rl an. A man may be an excellcr'

Muxist,'out if he lacks imaginadon and taste he will be unahle to

make thc choicc hetwecn a guld hook and an inferior one hoth o1'

r'.,hich arc ideologically uncxceplionlble. What l{arxism can do,

\.\ r,6v,.: a lh.:)ir x grcal .lr ' -ire^ .1 lhc,uilr.: :r: sr.:!i
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signficance of work of art". The study of literature in is relation to
society is as old as Herder(1744-1803) and even Vico(1668-1744)
(Please refer to Raymond Williams: Marxism and Literature) Coleridge

knew about the relation between social and literary phenornena. The
great master of rhis kind of criticism is Hipployte-Adolphe Taine with
his race and moment and milieu *rough his response was artistic and

appreciative. Marx and Engels introduced an economic base to the

study and production of art. Wilson warns: a person who does not
undersund literature really and who tries to apply Marxist principles

to study it can go horribly wrong. Great literature is not simple
message; it is a complex vision, irnplicit and not explicit Morals drawn
may be wrong- The more camouflaged the political ideas, the beuer

for the work of art. It is not essential that charactcrs should be

reprcsented in conflictrepresenting larger conflicts in the society which
might be quite silly from the point of view of the work of art In art
there prevails a sort of law of moral interchangeability. Mlson here
talks about Marcel Proust, Thomton Wilder, Upbn Sinclair and Emest
Hemingway.

The leftist critic wittr little or no literary competence tries to
evduate lituary work by resrs which have no validity in that field.
One of his obsessions is to give specific directions and working out
diagrams l-or the construction of Marxist models. Such things are
useless. Rules are made afterwards. For instance, Aristotole wrote
his'Poetics' long afterthe playsof Sophocles, Euripides and Aeschylus
were written and performcd. In other words, the Greek Masters wrote
their plays and these plays later decreed what the sarient features of
Greek tragedies are.

wilson rcfers to Granville Hicks vtlho drew up rhe following list of
requirements which the ideal Marxist work of literature must meet
asserting thut the primary function of such a work musr be to lead the
proletarian reader to recognize his role in the class struggles:

l) Ir must directl.y or indirectly show rhr: cffccts ot'thc class struggte.
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2) 'The 
aurhor must be able to make rhe reader feel thar

participating in the lives described.

3) The author's point of view must be that of the vanguard o
prolewiat; he should be, or rry ro make himself a member of
proletariat.

Hicks, howelcq observes that "no novel as yet written perfectly
conforms to our demands". The doctrine of socialist realism was only
an attempmo legislate masterpieces into existence. This auempt. was
counrer producrive. It indicated a sterility on the part of ttrose who
engaged in it and it legislated good literature out of existence and
discouraged further production. Good literature is not made as per.
prescription. For instance, if rolstoy were asked to write as per the
dictates of Marxist politicans, he would not have been able to writi
even a chapter. If morality were to be obssrved by shakespeare, he
would not have written even one scene. In shor! world ctass titeranrre
cannot be made to order as per formulas.

we realise that the formulas were stipulated to make use of
Iiterature as an effective tool in the class struggre, i.e. art as weapon.
But great art is not great simply because it is a great weapon. Dante
and shakespeare helped the modern European man emerge from the
MiddleAges with rheirliterature whichcur hardry be called a weapon.
lmg range literature with great carry-over-value attempts.to sum up
wide areas and long periods of human experiuroe or to extract from
them general laws; short range literature preaches and pamphleteen
rvith the view to an immediate effect. kfrists(i.e. writen) seemnotto
lmow what their aim is.

Now wilson discusses the contentious issue of rhe most favourable
periods fo.r works of art He says thar highly developed forms of art
require leisure and a certain amount of political stabitity. He quotes
instances to prove the point. Masterpieces are produced not by
impending revolutions. The writer may reflect a time of transition but
he need not he lcxrking ahead ar rh,. tirrrrrc.wilsonrefers to Dante and
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VirgII to prove his poinl■ ↑re.Virgll saWiieき ecay Ofthe Roman

Empirc and Dante that of the Catholic Church.Therefore,it is

impossible to identitt the highest creat市 e work in art with the

most active rnoments ofpowerful social change.Great works are

produced when not violent revolutions are going on in the

country.The writer lnay be very critical of his counttty,but ifthe

country is boiling ovet he may not be able to write at aH.

Now Wilson proceeds to answer the question:``What about

proletarian literature as an accompanilnent of the sOCial

revolution?

“Studies tell us that Russian authors trying to eliminate

bourgeois point ofview from theirliterary output had Funed their

vocabulary and suntax to an absurd level of essentials which

resulted in total unintelligibility.Howevё tt thingS 100ke up a little

later when literamre was Once again built on the classics and those

椰 1:辮 群 ∬驀 憾 紺 鐵 維
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sensibility and his emotional culture'. It was Said to have anツ

educational value.``liberated socialist humanity inherits that is

beautiful,elevating and sustaining oin the cuLure of● e pre宙 Ous

ages'',quotes Wilson,GreatliteFature cannot appealto uneducated

people and in RusSia thew educated were hardly 20%ofthe total

populatpn.Even proletarian literature in the U.SoA in the 1930's

and 40ヽ htt its rOo色 in tt Hterature ofthe pa威 ,thё chssts.
´ ・`

wen, Marxisnl iζ :ntw in this world. It is a political

philosophy leading directly to prograrnmes ofaction aiining not at

production of literature,but a society ln other words,marxism is

social engineering.It is society that becomes a work ofart under

Mal・xism.                .

In the early stag9s it mげ have teething troubles.Human

imagination has come to conceive the possibility of recreating

hllman socicty.We Oan scarcely predict accurately whatthe shapO

ofthings to come、 vill be.ヽ4ay bc human spirit may transcend

literature itsel■
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Wilson doesnot elaborate upon Marxist literary theory. He

tells us about the basic connection between Marxism and

literature, how literature thrives in a socialist country.Marxist
literary theory starts from the assumption that literature must be

understood, in relation to historical and social reality as interpreted
from a Marxist'point of view. The fundamental Marxist postulate
is that the economic base of a society determines the nature and

structure of the ideolbgy, institutions and practices (such as

literature) that form the suferstructure of that society.

BIBLIOGRAPITY:

A very large number of books are ayailabel on Marxism'and
Literature. The following will be of immense use.
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1) Terry Egleton

2) Frederic Jameson

3) Louis Althusser

4) Raymond Williams

Criticism and Ideology
Marxism and Literary Criticism

Marxixm and Form: 20'h C.

Dialectical Theories of Literature

Lenin and Philosophy and Other
Essays

Marxism and Literature

Warning: These notes are no substitute for the essay proper

Read the original gsbay as many times as you can.
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FEMINIST CRITICISM IN THE WILDERNESS

ELAINE SHOWALTER

The authOも規laine ShOwahet wa,bOm m cambndge,
Massachussetts i五 1941. She wonan M.A. fbrm Brandies
University and a Ph.D.from the University ofCalifomia at Davis.

She taught English and Women's Studies,ar Rutgett Un市 esity
and now■ eaches at PHncetono She has edited such vohmes as

Women's Liberation and Literature
Female Studies IV
Women's Studies
Signs
Joumal of Women, Culture and Society
Th€ rie\^, Feminist Criticism

Her Writings include:

A literature of their own: British WOmen Novelists from
Bronte to Lessing:
ALternative Alcott
Speaking of Gender
Sexual Anarchy: Gender an{ Culture at the Fin de Siecle
Sister's Choice: Tradition and Change inAmerican Women,s
Writing

It was the wome.fi;s liberation rnovement ofthe 1960's that gave
' :" ''
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birth to contemporary ferninist criticrsm. "Thinking about women,,
(1968) by Mary Ellman and "sexual Politics" (1970) by Kate
Millett were pioneering works.

The Feminist critics wanted to revise orthodox .,male,,

Iiterary history, expose sexual stereotyping in canonicaltexts, and
reinterpret or revive the works of woan authors. Showalter made
significant contributions in the direction but she felt in the late
1970's that feminist criticism had reached a "theoretical impasse,,.
She attributed this impasse to the seesntially male character of
theory itself.

In this essay she asks: What is the difference in women,s
writing? The question began the shift from "ab androcentric to a
gynocentric feminist criticism". Revisionist readings of the male
canon can, therefore, no longer contain the momenfum of women,s
criticism. Showalter analyses four theoretical that explore this
difference: Biological, Iinguistic, psychoanalytical and cultural.
These models are sequential with each being subsumed and
enhanced by the one following. The cultural model provides, ..a

more complete and satisfting way to talk about the specificity and
' difference of women's writing". She then begins the work of
providing a ground for feminist criticism, a ground that is not ..the

serenely undifferentiated universality of texts but the tumultuous
and intriguing wildemess of difference itself'.

FEMINIST CRITICISM IN A NUTSHELL:

Feminist criticism as we understand it at present, is concerned '

with both women as writers and women as readers (of male .

and female texts). This kind of criticism is an activity that
raises questions of aesthetics and politics and the relationship
of women to language. It has recovered lost or neglected writers
(women) and highlighted the obstacles'facing women as.
wuthors. This is where Virginia Woolf's essay .,A Room of
One's Own" (1929) becomes quite pertinent. It has also
established the importance for women of having their own
space in which to spea.k and express themselves, ofcourse, freely. The

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
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feminist movement of the 1960s resulted in an explosion of
magazines by and for women (eg. Ms. ZSpare Rib, Questions
Feministes, Le Torchon, Brule, Signs) and the establishment of
feminist publishing houses (Mrago, Women's Press, Des Femmes).

Women as readers or feminist reading can be divided into
Angto-American (Author-centres) and French (text-centred)

traditions. In the case of the former Kate Milleff's "Sexual

Politics" (1969) was an early challenge to the authority of the

author: It questioned, it represented a reading against the grain.

Other Anglo-American critics have been uneasy with theory ( a
'male discourse). They have sought to establish the authenticity of
the female writer's voice (eg. Showalter on Virginia "A Literature

of their own") and to expose the sexual ideology in the wortk of
male and female authors. The French tradition, in contrast, has

always been more theoretical and influenced by psychoanalyical

theories, Structuralism and Deconstructiojn. It has situated the text

(rather than the author) at the heart of critical practice. French

feminist criticism (eg. the works of Helene Cixous, Luce Iragaray,

Julia Kristeva, Sarah Kofman) had explored the construction of
sexuality through the text and questioned the very existence of a
fixed (male or female) human subject.

Feminist Criticism in theWilderness: Asummary of the essay

Elaine Showalter refers to the polarisation of feminist
literary criticism as mentioned by Carolyn Helnrumsad Catherine

Stimpson rightous, angry and admonitory at one pole and

interested and seeking the grace of imagination at the opther and

agrees with that both are necessary for a holistic vision. However

total distinteretedness is mere illusion at least for the present

because of gender discrimination which is as old as human

history. Since criticism is in the band of wildgrness, feminist

criticism too belongs to the band of wilderness.

Until 1975 feminist criticism seemed not to have theoretical

manifesto or unified theory. Black writers condemned the massive

silence of feminist criticism about black and third world women
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authors Marxist feminists demanded the inclusion of class and

gendert in literary production; deconstructionists desired a

literary criticism which was both textual and feminist.
Psychologists, both Freudian and Lacanian, very much liked a

theory about women's wri(ing, about women's relationship to

language and signification. It was the unwillingness of many

women tolimit or contain an expressive dynamic enterprise that

stalled the theoretical framework. In other words, at least for the

Americans the openness of feminist criticism was admirable' many

women writers glorified.the exclusion of women from make
jingoist theory and methodolatry. Thus feminist criticism resisted

a theoretical framework and led to " a mode of negation within a

fundamental dislectic". It was characterized by "a resistance to

codification and refusal to have its parameters prematurely set.

"An offshoot of this is the primacy of subjective experience in

feminist literary appreciation, as against, and over, an objective,

scientific criticism which is male centrues. Biut it was not an

impasse, it was evolution. Feminist critics were anxious abnout

their exclusion and isolation from theory and creative production.

For some tirne nothing emerged in the form of theory for want of
dialogue or loud thinking. Though there was a flood of writings, it
was rather confusing.

One strand of feminist criticism is ideological which is

concerned with the ferninist as reader and offering feminist
readings of texts which consider the images and stereotypes of
women in literature, the omissions and minconception about

women in criticism and woman-as-sign in semiotic systems.

Ferninist reading can be a liberating intellectual act as Adrienne

Rich remarks.

A radical critique, feminist in its impulse would take

the work first of all as a clue to how we live, how we have

been living, how we have been led to imagine ourselves, how
our language has trapped as well as liberated us, how the

very act of naming has been tillnow a male prerogative, and

how we can begin to see and name and therefore live-afresh
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Showalrer calls rhis feminist reading or the feminisr
critique.Coherencc .she says, is difficult. iu dre whole exercise is
eclectic. A feminist reading is.just one of the many in the interpretive
act/field a^qd all the alremarives have built-in obsolescencc. Kolodny
ouncedes: ::'

AII fie feminist is asserting, then, is her own equivalent right ro
Iiberate new(and perhaps different)signlicance from lhese same lexls,
and, at the same time, her right to choose which features ofa rext she
takes as relevant because she is, after all, asking new and different
quesdons of it. In dre process, she clairns neither definitiveness nor
structuralcompleteness for her different readings and reading systems,
hut only their usefulness in recognizing the panicular achieveme s
of woman-as-author and their applicability in conscientiously decoding
woman-as-sign.

Kolodny believgs this to be ,,the 
only oitical shnce consistent

with the cufient status of the larger woman,s movemenh,,
Nevertheless, Showalter disagrees with Kolodny and her pluralism
and insists on a theorctical consensus.

Feminist criticism is revisionist : it ..wants 
to decode and demystify

all the disguised questions and answers (hat have alwap shadowed
the connedions between extuality and sexuality, geme and gender,
psychosexual idurtiry and culuml .luthoriry',(Sandra 

Gilbert). This
is an ambitious pmgramme. Regreuably, feminist critique is built on
existing "male" models which are put forward as universal. this
dependence retards progress in evolving a theory and tackling
theoretical problems. Androcentrism(male-centredness) inhibits
gynocentdc fieorising and rcfuses ro acknowledge the latter on equal
terms. In France rhis has happened. So Showa.lter calls for a feminisr
criticism which is genuinely woman-centred, independent and
intellectlally coherent which addressed to women,s experiences. .,1

do not rhink that feminisr critrcism can flnd a uiirblc past in rhe
:ndroccntn,. . l; I .1.f iin1 ". sh:. ::.. .,!: 

i.r., r nxirr tt, )r.. t
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u,omen's studies dran fiom English studies, more to leam from
intemarional fcminist theory than liom anorher seminaron the ma$eru..
It must find is own subject. It own sysrem, its own rheory and ir
own ,r,oice..... we must choose to hare ftc argument out at last on our
own prcmises".

Defining the feminine: Gynocritics and &e woman,s text

. A woman's writing is always feminine: it cannot help being
feminine, at irs besr it is most feminine; the only difficulty lies in
defining what we mean by feminine.(Virginia Woolf).

- _Feminist 
criticism is coming of age. What is feminine is gerting

defined. Feminist criticism is no longer revisionary reading Lt ,,a

sustained investigadon of literature by women as wrtien and irs
subjects are the history styles, theses, genres and structures of writing
by womerl the psychodynamics of female creativity: the trajectory of
the individual or female carcer, and the evolution and the laws of a
female lirerary tradition. Showalter calls this critical discourse
"gynocritics"(gyno means woman). Gynocritics offers severat
thmretical opporurnities and one is looking at women,s writings as
"woman\ wdtings as rotally diffferent from unn,s writing". Woiean
is different from man and so woman,s writing is different from that of
man Now the question is: What is the difference of women,s writing?
Patricia Mayer Spacks's book titled .The 

Female imaginarion,,(197i)
muks the shift from an androcenuic to a gynocenric feminist critici$[
She asks how women,s wriring had been differenr, and how
womanhood iaelf shaped women,s creative expression. Thereafrer,
in many books, essays and papers women's writing asserted itself as
the central project of feminist litemry study.

The shift is not only American but also European. Though the
latter has had no intellectual grounding in linguistics, t"tanism,
NeoFreudian and Lacanian psychoanalysii and Derridean
desrxstnrction. it has a lot in cominon wi6 radieal American femioist--
tlr^r'::c:. r .:.1. ., ,.r:ellecrc,l -.ii ,.trc ,r .r i..i .1,:tor-iLa, r.terfres.
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The concept of "ecriture feminine" (women's writings), the

inscription of the female body and female differences in language

and text, is a significant theoretical formulation in French

feminist criticism, although it describes a Utopian possibility rather

than a literary practice. There has not been much so far.

Nonetheless, the concept of "ecritue feminine" provides a way of
talking about women's writing which reasserts the value of the

feminine and identifies the theoretical project of feminist
contributions made by Julia Kristeva, Helene Cixous and Luce

lragaray in this area. English feminist criticism has started to focus

on women's writing. The thrust differs from country to country.

English feminist criticism, essentially Marxist, stresses

oppression; French, essentially textual, stresses espression. And

all have become rynocentric and are stnrgglingto find aterminolory
that can rescue the feminine from its stereotypical associations

with inferiority.

Defining the unique difference of women's writing is

difficult. Is it to be based on style, experience or reading? Spacks

calls the difference a delicate divergency testiffing to the subtle

and elusive nature of the feminine practice of writing which is

characterized by crucial deviations, the cumulative wieghtings of
experience and exclusion which determine historically women's

writings. This history is toi be charted and is sure to lead to a solid,

enduring, and real awareness of the relation of women to literary

culture.

There are four models of difference: biotogical, linguistic,

psychoanalytic and cultural. They try to define and differentiate

the qualities ofthe woman uriter and the women's text. Each model

also iepresents a school of rynocentric feminist criticism with is

own favourite texts, styles and,methods. They overlap, but are

roughly sequential in that each incorporates the one before.

BIOLOGICAL

The body of frorn that of a male. So
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of a text indelibly marked by the body. Anatomy is textuality.

Biological criticism is also perplexing and crudely phallocentric

or 'ovarocentric' and dangerous in that it may emphasize the male

superiority. Literary paternily (NOT maternity) may get emphasis

as in the following observation

In patriarchal western culture..... the text's author is a father

a progenitor, a procreator, an aesthetic patriarch whose pen is an

instrument of generative power like his penis.

Lacking phallic authority, women's writing is prodoundly

marked by the anxieties of this difference. tf the pen is a
metaphorical penis, from what organ can females generate texts?

The analogy is to be condemned. A pen is not a phallus.

Women generate texts from the brain which is the metaphorical

womb. Literary creativity is like the creation of a child
conception, gestation,labour and delivery and is not just

insemination which is the only thing that penises do.

Biological differentiation must be redefined; so also its

relation tg women's writing. "Women's writing proceeds from the

body; our sexual differentiation is also our source".

Feminist criticism written in the biological perspective

generally stresses the importance of the body as a source of
imagery. This gets substantiated in the study of the poems of
Whitman and Dickinson. Feminist criticism which itself tries to

be biological, to write from the critic's body, has been intimate,

confessional and often innovative in style in form' But on many

occasions this becomes vulnerable, suicidal and too confessional.

Yet in is obsession with the "corporeal ground of our intelligence"

feminist biocriticism can also become cruelly prescriptive. "[t is
...... dangerous to palce the body at the centre of a search for

female identity..... The themes of otherness and ofthe body merge

together, because the most visible difference between men and

*o-"n and the only one we know for sure to be permanent..... is

indeed the difference in body". This difference has been used as affi is ttre ev'trernes statement of gender differencewtl.lil
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pretext to justifr full power of one sex over the other. The study of
biological imagery in women's writings is useful and important as

long as we understand that factors otherthan anatomy are involved
in it. Ideas about body are fundamental to understandin how women
conceptualize their situation in society but there can be no
expression of the body which is unmediated by linguistic, social
and literary structures. The difference of woman's literary
practice, therefore, must be sought in "the body of her writing and
not the writing of her body".

WOMEN'S WRITING AI\D WOMEN'S LAIIGUAGE

"The women say, the language you speak poison your glottins,
tongue, palate, lips. They say, the language you speak is made up
of words that are killing you. They say, the language you speak is

made up of signs that rightly speaking designate what men have
appropriated".

(Monique Witting)

Linguistic and textual theories ask the following questions:

l) Do men and women use language differently?

2) Can ses difference in language use be theorized in biological
sociological or cultural terms?

3) Can women create a new language of their own?

4) Are speaking, reading and writing gender marked?

American, English and French feminist critics have pointed
out the phi losophical,linguistic and practical problems or women's
use of language,the debate over language is an exciting one in
gynoritics. "The oppressor's Language" is criticized as sexist or
abstract, the problem is not just sexist though. Nelly Furman
exdplains: "It is through the medium of language that we define
and categorize areas of difference and similarity, which in turn
allow us to comprehend the world around us. male centred
categorizations predominate inAmerican English and subtly shape
our understanding and perception of reality. this is why attention
is increasingly directed to the inherently oppressive aspects for
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women of male-constructed language systems".

A similar view is expressed by Carolyn Burke about French
feminist theory: "The central issue in much recent women's
writing in France is to find and use an appropriate female language.

Language is the place to begin: a capture of consciousness must
be followed by a capture of speech.... In this view, the very forms
ofthe dominant mode of discourse show the mark of the dominant
masculine ideology. Hence, when a woman writes or speaks herself
into existence, she is "forced to speak in something like a foreign
tongue, a language with which she may be uncomfortable.

So many French feminists advocate a revolutionary linguism,
an oral break from the dictatorship of patriarchal speech. Annie
Leclerc calls on women "to invent a language that is not
oppresseive, a language that does not leave speechless but that
loosens the tongue". Chantal Chawaf connects biofeminism an
dlinguism in the view that women's language and a genuinely
feminine practice of writing will articulate the body.

"[n order to connect the book with the body and with
pleasure, we must disintelectualize writing ....... And this language,
as it develops, will not degenerate and dry up, will not go back to
the fleshless academics, the stereotypicaland servile disourses that
we reject".

"....... Feminine language must, by its very nature, work on
life passionately, scientifically, poetically, politically in order to
make it invulnerable".

But it is quite difficult because it is history that women's
language should disrupt. Women's writingthatworks within "male"
discourse should work ceaselessly to deconstruct it to write what
cannot be written. The writing women should reinvent language
to speak not only against, but outside ofthe soecular phallocentric
structure to establish the status of which would no longer be
defined by the phallacy of masculine meaning.

Research tells us that a woman's language is as old as human
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history. The essence of women's language is its secrecy - the
engimatic nature of the feminine. For historical/political reason it
went underground. There are evidences to indicate that in several
qultures women hve evolved a language of their own to
coirimunicate with other members of their sex since they are not
allowed to speak in public places and about prrblic affairs; so also
in religious functions. But secret languages are disastrous because
in the past witches were burnt at the stakes as they were suspected
ofesoteric knowledge and they possessed speech.

There is some parallelism between decolonization and
decision on official language on the one hand and the women's
liberation movement and women's language on the other. There

. has been some tension between academic women and non-
; academic women on the issue of language. Thus a woman's

language ,s a political matter. It has also an emotional value and
force. However, there is no genderlect (a word modelled on dialect
and idiolect) spoken by females in a society. Researches show
that though there do exist certain difference between the language
of men and that of women, they are mostly stylistic and hence
superficial.

Showalter believes that the right task for feminisi criticism
ris to concentrate on women's access tolanguage, on the available
lexical range from which can words be selected, on the ideological
and cultural determinants ofexpression. Women have been denied
the full resources oflanguage and have been forced into silence,
euphernism or circumlocution, Woolf protested against censorship
and envied the freedom of expression of James Joyce which is
denied to women. "Allthat we have ought to be expressed-mind
and body". Women's range of language should be opened and
extended and no longer be repressed.

WOMEN'S WRITING AND WOMEN"S PSYCHE:
PSYCHOLOGICAL

Psychoanalytically oriented criticism locates the differences of
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wolnen's writing in tlre author's psyche and in the relation ofgender
to the creative process. It incorporates the biological and the
linguistic models of gender difference in a theory of the female
psyche or self, shaped by the body, by the development of language
and by sex role socialization. Freudian theory calls for updating
here to make it gynocentric. Grotesque theories have been
advanced-like penis envy, castration complex, oedipal phase etc.
Lacan, the most famous French Freudian, talks abour Oedipal
phase, gender identity and language acquitition. If language is
patriarchal, it is phallogocentric and women are handicapped by
the lack of a phallus in them. Though Freudian psychology is a
powerful tool of literary criticiam, feminist criticism suffers on
account ofthe lack ofa phallus inthem as Freud constantly harps
back upon the phallus and the lack of it. The absence of a penis is
a painful, debilitating inadequacy for women. Their writing suffers
from "inferiorization". Freudian i nterpretation of women's writing
has been unfair becarisg of the phallocentri and gynocentric
orientations '

However, there have been feminist criticisms different from
Freudian-like Jungian history of female archetypes, the divided
self of R.D. Laining, inner space of Erikson and a new theory
emphasizing the development and construction of gender identities.
The most dramatic and promising new work in feminist
psychoanalytic criticism looks at the pre-Oedipal phase dnd the
process of psycho-sexual differentiation and gender identity in
the context of the mother who is a woman an dwho becomes and
remains for children of both genders the other, or object.

Feminist psychoarlalytic criticisrn takes a critical interest in
the mother-daughter configuration as a source of female creativity.
It tries to explain the psychodynamics offemale bonding. Feminist
Iiterature and criticism deserve a theory of influence attuned to
female psychology and the woman's dual position in literary
history.

Women'siexts fiom various nations have been studies; the studies
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emphasize.,the constancy of certain emotional dynamic" depicted

in diverse cultural situations. This constancy is accompanied by

immutability too. Although psychoanalytically based models of
feminist criticism can now offer us remarkable and persuasive

reading of individuat texts and can highlight extra ordinary

similarities between writing in a variety of culturalcircumstances'

these models cannot explain historical change, ethnic difference

orthe shaping force of generic and economic factors. This is where

culture studies come.

WOMBN"S WRITING AND WOMEN"S CULTURE:

CULTURAL

Showalter recommends a theory based on a model of a

women's culture to provide a more complete and satisffing way

to talk about the specificity and difference of women's writing.

The "culture" theciry is preferable to those based on biology,

language and psychology. Culture theory in fact, subsumes the

othir three and interprets them in relation to their cultural

environment. Their language and conduct are determined by

culture. A cultural theory acknowledges that there are importanft

differences betWeen women as writers: class, race, nationality and

history are literary determinants as significant as gender' Yer

women's culture forms a collective experience within the cultural

whole, as experidnce that binds women writers to each other over

time and space.

Hypotheses ofwomen's culture have been developed in order

to stay away from masculine systems and to get art the primary

and self defined nature of female culturalexperience. Women have

been left out of historty as all theories of the past have been male-

centres. So the need of the bour is a women-centred historical

enquiry. we ought to consider a women's culture within the general

culiure shared by both men and women. That is to say history

must include female experiences too. The question, therefore is:

What would history be like if it were seen through the eyes of
women and ordered by values they define?
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Until recently, there were roles, conduct, responsibilities-etc,

assigned separateiy to men and women. This was, of course, done

by ien. Wlmen's culture, therefore, ought to redefine 1y.ome's

u.tiriti"r and goals from a women centred point of view. It should

demand "q*tity 
with men, as awareness of sisterhood, the

community ofwomen. women's culture refers to the'lbroad-based

community of values, institutions, relationships aird methods of
communication".

The present stat eof feminism has been seen as the movement

from women's sphere to women's - rights -activism asthe

consecutive stages of an evolutionary negotiation taking place

between women's culture and the general culture' However,

women's culture iS not to be seen as a substifute' Women ought to

be seen as members of the general culture and as partakers of
women's culture.

Time and again it has been pointed out that androcentric

models of history are inadequate and incompolete as tools to study

female experience. Reference is made to the'omuted" and the
..dominantl'groupes the formerbeing the female and the latterthe

male. Femali experiences which differed from those of the male

were said to be deviant because of the "muted - "dominant"

dochotomy. As the name suggests, the "dominant" controls the

"mute". SL ttrey suggest both power and control, both male, the

word "muted" iuggests "lacking speech" and so women, if at all

they are not mutJ,-have to speak the male language. Beliefs of
*or"t are, therefore, expressed in ritual and art and they can be

deciphered by disinteresied ethnographers. Edwin Ardener and

his wife, Shiiley, who are the advocates of this theory give a

diagram where tire two intersecting and partly overlapping circles

represent the male and the female.

DIAGRAM

The darkened area-the wild zone is exclusively female with

no access to men.

This can be seen specially, experientially, or metaphorically' It
will always be outside men's areaand absolutely female consciousness.A
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woman who journeys through this exclusive domain can write her
way out of the "cramped confines of patriarchal space,,.

For some this female sapce (the wild zone) must be the
address of a genuinely women-centred criticism, theory and art,
yhosg shared project is to bring into bei,g the symbolic weight of
female consciousness to make the invisible viiible, to mali=e the
silent speak. French feminist critics wourd like the wild zone to be
the theoretical base of womens difference. In their texts the wild
zone becomes the place for the revolutionary women,s language,
the language of everything that is repressed an dfor the
revolutionary women's writing.

American radical feminism asserts that women are closer to
nafure, to the environment, to a matriarchal principle at once
biological and ecological. mary Daly,s .r.p..riion Gynecology
reveals this. It was reported in 1977 that a feminist publishiig
ho.use-Daughters Inc. - was publishing the working moiels for tG
critical next stage of feminism; full independince from the
control and influence ofmale dominated institutions (like) the news
media, health, education,legal systems, the art, theatres, and
literary worlds, the banks. However, since the male is always ihere,
all feminist writing has to always accept the male dominatei
society. hence women's writing is always a double voiced discourse
embodying the social, cultural and literary heritages of the muted
and the dominant. women's writing must be sein in relation to
men's writing and then only its difference can be understood.
showalter illuskates the point using a black woman's writing.

. The first task of gznocentric must be to plot the precise cultural
locus of female literarty identity and to describe ihe forces that
intersect an individual woman writer's curtural field. It would also
situate women writers with respectto the variables of literary culture
uch as modes of production and distribution, relation of author and
audience, relations of higher to popular art, and hiersrchies of genre.
It should help women's wrifing forcibly admitted to an inelevanl grid. .

It has made kown that blank perods were not blank at all, as
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women writers were producing works ofart. They were blank only
in relation to the absence of male productions. This has now been
acknowledged and rectified. current literary theories of literary
influence need to be tested in terms women's writing which can
tellthe world how men's writing has resisted the acknowledgement
of female precursers.

one ofthe great advantages ofwomen's curture moder is that
it shows how the female hadition can be a positive source of stength
and solidarity as well as a negative source ofpowerlessness; it Jan
generate its own experience and symbols which are not simply the
obverse of the male tradition.

One implication of the women,s culture models is that we
can read women's fiction as a double-voiced discourse,
containing a dominant and muted story. Another interpretive stratery
is the contextual analysis thick description insisting on gender ail
a female literary tradition tomake it as complet" ,i porriUt..

When all is said and done, feminist writing and criticism
belong to the tumultuous an dintriguing wilderneis of difference
itself woman as different from man in biological, linguistic,
psychological and cultural terms.
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THE READING PROCESS :

A PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH

WOLFGANGISER

A major difference between recent literary theory and

earlier critical approaches such as Russian formalism, the New

Criticism and thi hrst phase of Fiench Structuralism is that there

has been a shift of emphasis towards the reader in much recent

theory. In both Recepti;n Theory and Reader Response Criticism

the r;le of the reader is seen as particularly crucial' Though

Reception theory has had its gretest impact in Germany- and Reader-

Response Critiiism mainly with American criticism there is some

coniin.,ity between the iwo particularly through the work of
Wolfgang lser who is commonly included in both'

Wolgang Iser was bom in 1926. He has been professor or

English and comparative literature at the University ofConstance,

W& Germany. Ae has taught at many Universities iAmerica-and

Europe. Reception Theoruy (Rezeption - Aesthetik), one of tht

unique German schools of criticism and a modem literary is

attrobuted to Hans Robert Jauss and Wolfgang Iser' Reception

Theory owes a lot'to phenomenology that began with-Edmund

Husserl and to the aesthetics of the Polish scholar/Philosopher/

theorist, Roman Ingarden and the Hermeneutics of the German

philosopher, Hans Georg Gadamer. Let us first leam something

about the following.
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PHENOMENOLOGY

Phenomenology is a philosophical method founded by the

German philosopher, Edmund Husserl ( 1859- 1938)' It attempts to

ou"r"o." the division between subject and objec! ofthe mental

and the material by examining consciousness and the object of
consciousness simultaneously. Consciousness is regarded as

intentional, that is, all states ofconsciousness must be understood

as intending something or directed to an object' Husserl sought to

create an alternative philosophical position to both idealism which

collapses the material into the mental and materialism which

collapses the mental into the material. He developed methods 
-of

studying consciousness in its intentional mode of operation, for

"*".p1", 
by suspension (epoche) or bracketing by which all

presuppositions oi preconceptions about both subject and object

are kept in abeyance so that the operation or consciousness can be

analysed phenomenologicallY.

Roman Ingarden applied Husserlian phenomenolory to the

study of titerature. He saw literary works as especially

appropriate to a pehnomenological approach because

"on."ior.n"r. 
opearting intentionally is necessary to bring them

into existence. Criticism should be concerned with neither the

literary work as object nor the reader as subject but with the fact

that the work has no existence other than as an object presented to

consciousness. A major concern of his is with the mode of
existence ofa literary work since it is neither pure object nor pure

subject. He sees that existence has several layers: words, sounds'

,anln"". o, ,".untic units, represented objects and what he calls

schematized views or aspecs ofreality which cannot be completely

but only schematically depicted in a literary text' All ofthesl lal9rs

constit;te a "schematized structure" which must be completed by

the reader. For the literary work as aesthetic object to be brought

into existence it must be concretized by the reader since the work

will inevitably be schematic or indeterminate in many respects'

For example, a character in a novel cnnot ne described fully' The
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reader must fill in any gaps or indeterminancy in the description if
the character is to come alive on the printed page: Such
concretization must be done repeatedly ifa work is to iive. Though
it can be done only at the individual level Ingarden believed th-at
certain concretizations were more adequate ihan others and that
the work itself exerted controls so that concretizations were not
completelt subjective.

Phenomenological criticism doesnot lead to subjectivism or
scepticism about literary value or literary knowledge, argues
Ingarden.

. . Phenomenology has influenced many forms of literary
criticism and theory in a more indirect way. The Geneva School
(of Georges Poulet) focussed on the literary work as the
embodiment of tlre rmique consciansnessof tlre euthor. Authentic
reading, therefore, involves the reader achieving identification with
the consciousness embodied in the work. ThuJsuch elements ofa
literary works as form, style, mode, genre etc, are seen as
secondary to questions ofconsciousness. The Geneva School tends
to^conclude not on single works but on the ,.ouvre,, (total output)
ofan author. The mind of the artist, a consciousness, has createi
an art object, or a number of them, with which the mind of the
reader, a different consciousness, must interact in a dynamic
process ofperceptio4 so dynamic that objects may cease io exist
as objects, becoming subsumed in the subjectivi reality of the
reader's consciousness.

In other words, when a reader places himself in the hands of
an author surrendering his time and attention to that author,s
creation he begins to live within the world that the author has
created. conversely, the text, wtrir:h has teen waiting for a reader,
begins to come alive, for the text can live only wf,en read. The
space and time dimensions of the reader,s everyday life and
the facts ofthe lif€ do not cease to exist, ofcourse, but they
are augmented by the space-time relationships and the facti
ofthe fictive world that the reader now inhabits. In addition,
the manner in which the reader now lives, discovers anj
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experiences in that world is akin to the manner in which he lives,
learns and experiences in..real,, Iife; his subjective world (i.e.
consciousness) is involved in that world and seemingly objeciive
data are important to him to the extent that they merge into his
subjective consciousness. In the first halfofthe 20th C1ntury the
perceptions of the phenomena of reality became the concem of
phenomenology and psychology. [n the secone half, the
phenomena ofthe fictive world; the perceptions within that world,
the very process ofreading, the understanding ofr consciousne4ss
(the author's and the critic,s) have become the subject maner of
Iiterary criticism as well.

^ . 
David Halliburton,.using a concept attributed to Hans George

Gadmamer, has suggested art ..is not a means of securin'g
pleasure, but a revelation of being. The work is a phenomenoi
through which we come to know world,'.

Isert essay givea helpful overview ofthe process ofreading
as seen phenomenogically, laying stress on not only the actual te;
but also, in equal measure, the actions involved in responding to
that text. Among other things, Iser deals with time aniits
importance in the reading process. For example reading a work of
fiction involves us in a process that has duration and iecessarily
involves a changing selfas the reader reads. Similarly, subsequent
readings of a text create an interaction between teit and reader
that is necessarily different, because he now knows what is tocome,
and read_ in a different way from his initial reading, thus
experiencing the phenomenon in a different way. (Cary 

-Nelson

uses sp,rce, while Iser uses time).

Sometimes this kind ofcriticism is reffered to a s'criticism
ofconsciousness'. The follorving extract from J. Hillis makes the
point clear.

Literature is a form ofconsciousness, and literary criticism is the
analysis of this fiom in all its varieries. Though literuure is made of
wordg these words ernbody shtes ofmind and make them available to
others. The comprehension of literature is a process of what Gabriel
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M:ireel ,::rlls intcrsuhjectivity". Criticism demands :tbove :ill that grlt

ol purricipation. that porvcr to put onesell within the lite o[ tmother

pcrsr;n rvhich Keats calls negatisc capahility' ll litcrature is a tbrm ol

o(nlsciousncss, the task of a critic is to identily himsell with the

suhjccrivity expresscd in rhc rvords, to relivc that lifc liom thc inside

antl to constitute it ',rnew in his cririciim"(Thc Disappcarance of God)'

From the above it becomes quite eicar that in contemporalv litcrery

thcory dre mle of the rcatlcr h:rs become increasirrgly promincnt An

oricntition towards the text-reader nexus has been taken up in

str,rcturalist, post-suucturalist, formllist,l'cminist antl psycho analytic

criticism. However, there has.also been a body of work produced that

specifically concentrates upon the rcader lnd whose primary

oricntation is towards the process of reirding. Bxically, two linked

trajectories can be noted. The lirst, often called the "Aesthetics of

Reception"(which I havc akeady mentioned in the foregoing account)

tlevelops out of phenomenlogy(reading in relaion to the reader's

consciousness( and thc "Reader-Responsc theory' largely American

in origin coming in a vriety trf forms, lacking coherence utd cogency,

developed by Norman Holland and David Bleich(psychologistic

frame), Michael Rifthterre(semiotics) arid Sunley Fish(affective

srylistics), thc last concentrating uPon rcading as a temporal

cxperiential process rnd developing the idea of interpretive

communitics with sh:ucd practiccs and competence .

SYNOPSIS OF ISER'S ESSAT
Whilc considering a literiuy rvork both thc tcxt and thc actions

involved in rcsptlnding to thc tcxt should he crrn\idercd. A text can

hc concrcdzed in many rv:rys. Therc :uc dillerent schemltiT-cd vie$s.

The subiect matter eoming ro light is "Konketization".

A literary work has tu'o poles: il) arisric and (2) aesthctie;

thc Ibrmer is created by the author. thc latter rcalized hy thc reader.

From this it follorvs drat the litcrary rvork is not idcntical with the tcxt

rrl its rcalization. lt is in thc middle. Tlrc text comes alivc only il and
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s'hen it is read/realized and readlng/rr.'utiz-rng is dependent on the

individual disposition of the ieader, which is conditioned by the

tlillerent parrems ofthe text. It is in the convergence ol text and reader

rhat wc riiscovcr the existencc oI the literuy texr' Thc Oynaries.9f

the rext gives the reader ditferent perspectives; he relates them and

thc schcmatiircd views thus set the work in motion. It is this proccss

that awakens rosponses in the readcr. The imaginative participation

of the readcr and thc tcknorvletlgement/rccognidon of his role arc at

lcast 200 ycars old. Reading is plesurahle and so proliuble onfy when

it.is active ancl crcutive. Thc text may bore or overstain the reader

<iepnding on its challenge heing either inadcquate or too much-

The participation of the readcr in the oeation of a literary work is

illusrrated hy Iser using Woolf's observadons on Jane Austen. The

reader's imagination gets animatcd, fills thc gaps and pauses in the

rexr whereby a dynamic intcraction herween the rcader and the text is

ststalncd

Buthow to des∝bcl?PsyCho崎gy helps h a l面∝dwttЪもヽ
where phenomenology stePs in.

A text is made up ol sequent sentenccs acting upon,onc another.

The world of the texi is the result of intendonal sentenc6 conelative-

It is the diffcrent forr[s of link ups thar account for fte ]'hrious genres

like the short srirry tlre dialoguc or a theory in science. The component

parts and thc variatious within preseht us with a purcly intentional

conclativc of a complex of sentences which if they {orm a litcrary

work, givc the wrnld presented in the work. The components give the

reader differing pcrspectives. as also subtlc connecdons revealing

meaning through interactit-rns. Accepting one- or a few perspective(s)'

the rcader climbs aboard the text and starts uckling thc component

sentences u'hich mcan more than what they say and which can say

much morc than rvhat they have alrcady said. It is this process that

reveals the rext and its contents. Ednrund Husserl calls this pre-

intcniions. Evcry ririginally constructivc proer'ss is inspired hy prc-
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intentions, which construct and collect the seed of what is to come
as such and bring it to fruition. This is where the active reader and
his imagination come to play their role. In order to keep imagination
alie and dynamic expectations are hardry ever furfilled in good
literary texts. To suggest is to create; to decrine is to destroy. T-hese
expectations are constantly modified as the reading 

"duur."r.(Recall "suspense" in literature). Again, the originar perspective
(s) keep (s) on changing, as newer tenitories are covered. The net
result is that the reader in establishing these interrelations between
and amongst past, present and future causes the text to reveal its
potential multiplicity of connections: which are the outcome of
the interaction between the text and the reader,s active mind and
imagination. This describes, as also explains,the active
involvement of the reader in the process of reading. The text acti-
vates the creative faculty of the reader. we call it the .,virtual
dimension" of the text. It is neither the text by or in itself nor the
imagination of the reader. It is the coming together of text and
reader's imagination.

Reading may be seen as a kaleidoscope of perspectives,
preintentions and recollections. Every sentence is a link between
what precedes and what follows. Every sentence modifies the one
earlier and anticipated those that come later. This entails
multiplicity of connections. So the virtuar dimension of a text may
be brought into being in a number of (or numberless) ways. ln
other words, the flow of sentence thought anticipates the next
thought, that the next and so on, while at the same time, they
constantly modifr the earlier thoughts. Any break inthe even flow
of thought, a hiatus, may surprise the reader, or annoy him. This
blockage is to be overcome to restart the flow. This brlckage is a
flaw and a serious one, though brockages are inevitable. This has a
positive role too. whenever blockages are felt, the reader tries to
overcome them by bringing into play his creative irnagination to
establish connections to fill in gaps. As every reader is different,
the process of gonnecting and filling gaps varies from reader
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to reader and so the same text has to have different realizations.
Though in earlier traditional texts this is in frequently felt, in
modern literature the role ofthe reader is freely exploited, making
the text as fragmented as possible.. In the latter cases the text
refers back directly to our own perceptions, which are revealed by
the act of imterpretation that is the basic element of the readin!_
process. This leads to the conclusion that with literary texts the
reading process is selective and the potential text is infinitely richer
than any of its individual realizations. people admit that their
second, third and subsequent readings are all different fromthe first.

Reading is a process taking place over a stretch of time and
so there is always a time perspective which is in constant motion.
After the first reading when a reader starts a second reading his
extra knowledge influences the proces, the extent of comprehension
and the like because ofchange in perspective. The second reading
will certainly be quite different from the first, the third from the
second and so on adinfinitum. This explains why and how we
understand better, the oftener we read a text.

The manner in which the reader experiences the text wilr
reflect his own disposition. The reality created will certainly be
different from hiw own. The impact this reality has on him will
depend largely oqthe extent to which he himself actively provides
the unwritten part of the text and yet in supplying the missing
links he must think in terms of experiences differe*t from his own.
It is only by leaving bdhind the familiar worrd of his own experience
that the reader can truly participate in the adventure the literary
text offers him. (we are reminded of the "willing suspension of
disbelief' and the "transmigration of sould,' as in the qase of
Sankaradharya's soul entering the deadbody of the King of Kasi.

The process of reading which is an active interweaving of
anticipation and introspection, turning into a kind of advance
retrospection on second reading differs from person to person,though
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always circumscribed by the textual boundaries. An autlior using the entire

array oftechniques before hirn goads his reader through the text hoping to

involve him and to enable him to realize the intention of his text.

With literary text a reader can only picture things which are not

there: the written text gives the reader the knowledge, the unwritten one the

opportunity to picture/imagine things. It is the elements of indeterminacy
(the gaps in the text) that call for the use of imagination. This is borne out

by the remarks of the people who have read a novel and seen its film
version-where their conceptualization is not in agreement with the

execution. The reader's imagination and perception are far richer, more

varied and private than the "reality" which gets "concretized".

A reader looks for consistency and to that effect synthesizes thb

input materials despite theii continual modification and expansion. He

creatively contributes and supplements in order to arrive at the consistency

until he is satisfied. The organized whole (form, shape, pattem etc. i.e.

gestalt) and it is inseparable from the reader's expectations" This is where

the writer uses illusion to starting effects. Whenever consistent reading

suggests itself.......illusion takes over." Illusion "is fixed or definable and

reality is best understood as its negation. However, it is only illusion it will
wean the reader away from reality-which is the worst of escapism."

Women's magazines ( the so-called romances which are innumerable) are

the best examples Illusion is necessary and resistance to it is the consistent

pattern underlying the text., Modern texts, through their very precision,

increase indeterminacy; details contradict one another, stimulating and

frustrating readers at the same time, resulting in the disintegration of the

imposed 'gestalt' of the text. Illusions familiarize us to the world of the

text, thus making the text accessible and readable. This process is
hermeneutic. The text provokes certain expectations which in turn we
project onto the text in such a way that we reduce the polysemantic

possibilities to a single interpretation in keeping with the expectations

aroused, thus extracting an individual configurative meaning. The

tctD/ 
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multiplicity of meaning of a text goes against the illusion-making of the

reader. Too strong illusion destroys polysemanticity' Too strong

semanticity destroys all illusion. So it is the incompleteness of illusion that

gives the text its productive value, rousing the active reader's imagination

leading to multiple meaning. Walter Fater has referred to the lingering

brainwave generated by rvords and their associations

Search for consistency may result in the discovery of incompatible'

and loose ends which resist integration. In other words, the potential is far

richer than the actuality. Therefore, the configurative meaning can only be

a part for the whole fulfillment of the text. The awareness of richness takes

precedence over configurative meaning (e.g. Eliot's "The Waste Land")

The alien associations, a necessary concomitant of the reader's

search for consistency, show that while forming an illusion we also produce

a latent disturbance of the illusion. This is another proof for the active

imagination of the reader. Illusion wears off once the expectation is stepped

up. Elusions, needless to say, are transitory. This is revealed to the full in
the reading process.

As the illusion are always accompanied by alien associations

(inconsistent with the illusions) the active reader constantly lifts the

restrictions he places on the meaning of a text. There is continuous

oscillation between the two. it is these oscillations and attempts to strike a

balance between the two as also the shattering of certain expectation already

entertained that are integral to the aesthetic experience. Aesthetic

experience tends to exhibit a continuous interplay between deductive and

inductive reasoning resulting from frustration and surprise which prompt

our exploration. These deductive frustration and surprise which prompt our

exploration, These deductive and inductive processes give rise to the

configurative meaning of the text, and not the individual expectations,

surprises or frusti'ations arising from the different perspectives. The process

represents something that is unformulated in the text and yet represents its
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inteュ
liOns・ Thus reading givcs us the unfOrmulatel part of the texti the

indeternlinacy drives us towards a conflgurative meaning and gittes us

frOedom 10 dO SO.   Scarch for consistent pattems yields different

interpretations which indicates further areas of indetelllH,acy. This is quitё

natural tё O.As we read,perspectives change and in the Hght of newer

deve19pnlentS Say, in the hOv61, the relative signiflcancc of 6vents:

characters,backgrounds etc.etc.chang93s. This is the result ofthe bil■h of
new pOssibilities,leading us tO the conclusion that a novel is'■

ruc‐ t6‐life".

As we reat we‐ makc and break llluζ iOns,make trial and error
attempts,orgOniZe anl“ Organtte dtta and so tO artte tt thc hterpretttion.

Ifthis ppcёss is silnilar tO the one rnade by the authOr,sO rnuch thc better.

Without this kind of an act Of recrё atbn,the otteヴ 偲h9t perCeiVed as a・

work ofarto This act OfrecreatiOn htts its interruptions blockages etc which

are 9SSenda1 lo make reading cttcaCious.we look fOward,轟 e100k
backward,we dOcide,we change our decisions,wel fOi11l expectations,we

are shock,d by their non_fulfliment,we question,we muse,we acじ ept,we
曖jeCt―thiS is the dyn五 轟ic「9cess Of recreatiOn.This prOcoss is act市 ated
and∞ntrolled by the repe■ Oire Ofねmiliar l■ erav pattemS and recurent
literary theⅢ es,tOgether with allusi6ns tO familiar social and hist6rical

Contexts and the teChniquё s Or strategies used lo set the familiar against the

un争面illar.Elements Ofthe rpeFtOire are conづnvally back grounded or fOrc
grOunded with O reSuitant strategic 6ver_imaginatiO■

,trivializatiOn or even
annihilation of the illusiOn.The defamiliarizatiOn(Russian)cauSes tension

betteen truSt and dstrutt Of expectatiOn,.BI∝
卜ages necesSitate rethnHng

on pOrspё ct市es.:(COnsider authOrial voice creeping int6 narrat市 ei His
impressiOns lnay oppose thOse Ofthe readerso I‐ Ience reading a recreation.

Iser g市 es an exa,ple from James JOyce's`ulysses'tO drive home

this pOinl.It iS thpugh die entanttlement Ofthe readё r that reading bOcOmes

,C"atiVe.HOwever,the reader dOes n9t knOW that entanglement entails,

HenCe his desire to talk abOut it,seek enlightOnment and satistt Curiosity

and deslre.
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Let us now have a rapid review of what has been said above, The
three important aspects that form the basis of the relationship between
neader and text are

l) The process ofanticipation and retrospection
2) The consequent unfolding of the text as a living event and
3) The resultant impression of life -likeness.

The aftempts on the part of the reader to comprehend the unfamiliar
gets hirn entangled in the text, its gestalt, which he is hirnself responsible
for" He also leaves behind his own preconceptions" This is what shaw
seems to mean when he says: "You have learnt something, that always feels
at first as if you had lost something." It is only on the willing suspension of
the personality of the reader that he can experience the unfamiliar world of
the literary text. Now something happens-the so called identification of the
reader with the text.

This is nothing but entering a ground on which the unfamiliar is
getting familiar. However, identification is just a stratagem to lead to the
end mentioned already. There is participation, though"

while reading, the reader becomes ,the subject that does the
thinking, though the text is the thought of its author. The subject ou.;ect
division gets suspected-which makes reading unique" May be, thi's is behind
identification. Here we have to quote Georges pulet : r

whatever I think is a part of my mental world and yet here I am
thinking a thought which manifestly belongs to another mental world which
is being thought in me just as though I did not exist. Already the notion is
inconceivable and seems even more so if I reflect that,.since every thought
must have a subject to think it, this thought which is alien to me and yeiin
me, must also have in me a subject which is alien to me....,whenever I
read< I mentally pronounce an I, and yet the I which I pronounce is not
myself.
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The reader internalizes the author's ideas and thoughfs" He gives
' the text both existence and awareness of existence. In his conscipusness the' 

author and the reader become one^ This depends on two conditions.
l) The life story of the author must be shut out of th'e work
2) the individual disposition of the reader must be shut out of the

act of reading

author. This results in the self-presentation or materialization of
' consciousRess" It comes alive.

I
To conclude, let us quote the text, as it defies paraphrasing.

If reading remcives the subject-object division that constitutes all
perception, it follows that the reader rvil! be occupied by the thoughts of the

author, and these in their turn will capse 'the drawing of new boundaries

Text and reader no longer confront each other as object and subject, but
instead the division takes place within the reader himself, In thinking the

thoughts of another, .his own individuality temporarily recedes into the
background since it is supplanted by these alien thoughts which now
becomes the therne on which his attention is focused. As we read, there

,i , occurs an artificial division of our personality because we take as a theme
f,oi ourselves something that we are not. Consequently, when reading we

rrr. , operate on different levels. For although we may be thinking the thoughts
' of someone else, what we are will not disappear completely: it will merely

remain a more or less powerful virtual force" Thus in reading there are

those two levels-the alien 'me' and the real, virtual 'me' which are never
completely cut off frorn each other. Indeed, we can only make someone

else's thoughts into an absorbent theme for ourselves, provided the virtual

, background of our own personality can adapt to it. Every text we read

I draws a different boundary within our personality, so that the virtual'
I

I background is what makes it possible for the unfamiliar to be understood.
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In this context there is a revealing remark made by D.W.Flarding,
arguing the idea of identification rvith what is read: What is sometimes

.called wish-fulfilment in novels aird plays can morb plausibly be described
as wish-formulation or the definition of desires. The cultural levels at

which it works may yary widely" the process is the same..".It seems nearer
the truth toi say that fictions contribute to defining the reader's or
spectator's values, dnd perhaps stimulating his desires, rather than to
suppose that they .gratiff desire by some mechanism of vicarious
experience" In the act of reading, having to think something that we have
not yet experienced does not mean only being in a position to conceive or
understand it; it also means that such .acts of conception are possible and

successful to the degree that they lead to something being formulated in us.

For, some one else's thoughts can only take a form in our consciousness if,
in the process, our unformulated faculty for deciphering those thoughts is

brought into play-a faculty which in the act of deciphering, also formulates
itself. Now since this formulation is carried'out on terms set by someone

else, whose thoughts are th6 theme of our reading, it followi that the

formulation of our faculty for deciphering cannot be along our own lines of
orientation.

Herein lies the diaiecticai structure of reading. The need to
decipher gives us a chance to formulate our own deciphering capacity i.e"

we bring to the fore an element of our being of which we are not directly
conscious. The production of the meaning of literary texts- which we
discussed in connection with forming the gestalt of the text does not merely

entail the discovery of the unformulated, which oan then be taken over by
the active imagination of the reader; it also entaits the possibility that we

may formulate ourselves and so discover what had previously seemed to
elude our consciousness. These are the rvays in which reading literature
gives us thp chance to formulate the unformulated.
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